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Análisis y Diseño de la Respuesta Transitoria de
Convertidores Conectados a Red y Controlados en
Corriente
Ana Vidal González
(RESUMEN EXTENSO)
En el escenario actual de la red eléctrica, coexisten la alta penetración de fuentes de energía
renovables, los sistemas de generación distribuida y los convertidores electrónicos de potencia.
Para prevenir la desestabilización, los distintos operadores del sistema han definido códigos de
red internacionales, que, en caso de falta, exigen que las unidades de generación permanezcan
conectadas y soporten la red durante un cierto tiempo, mediante la inyección de corriente reac-
tiva. Aparte del cumplimiento de estos y otros servicios auxiliares recogidos en la normativa,
las instalaciones deben satisfacer las demandas de los consumidores finales.
Independientemente de la naturaleza de la unidad de generación, los convertidores en fuente
de tensión son la opción más común de interfaz para la conexión a red en la mayor parte de estas
aplicaciones. Para garantizar el comportamiento adecuado del sistema, así como el cumplimien-
to de todas las restricciones, es crucial realizar un análisis y diseño rigurosos de los bucles de
control. Esta difícil tarea debería empezar desde los bucles más internos, que generalmente son
de corriente, ya que establecen el comportamiento general del sistema, especialmente en térmi-
nos de respuesta transitoria. Por tanto, el objetivo principal de esta tesis es el de proporcionar
un estudio minucioso del bucle cerrado de control de corriente, orientado al ajuste preciso de
los reguladores.
Para alcanzar dicho objetivo, se necesita un modelo conciso del bucle de corriente. Gene-
ralmente se seleccionan modelos de planta promediados, de bajo orden y lineales, ya que su
uso permite la aplicación de los populares métodos de análisis y diseño también lineales. Ade-
más, es necesario identificar con precisión los parámetros de dicho modelo en cada una de las
condiciones de trabajo específicas. Algunas de las contribuciones de esta tesis están ligadas a
este aspecto. En primer lugar, se desarrolla un método para estimar la resistencia equivalente de
pérdidas del convertidor. Este parámetro permite reflejar en el modelo de la planta los efectos
asociados a las pérdidas del convertidor, los cuales tienen un gran impacto en el comportamien-
to del bucle de corriente, particularmente cuando las especificaciones de diseño se establecen en
términos de respuesta transitoria, como se demuestra. A pesar de que el papel de esta resistencia
equivalente de pérdidas del convertidor está comúnmente aceptado, solamente algunos trabajos
enfocados al análisis y diseño del bucle de corriente la consideran, y hasta este momento, la
información disponible acerca de cómo cuantificarla es escasa.
Aparte de las variaciones causadas por las condiciones de trabajo en la resistencia, la induc-
tancia de la planta también puede presentar incertidumbres con respecto al valor nominal del
filtro L o LCL que hace de interfaz del convertidor (por ejemplo, debido a la magnitud de la
corriente, a la saturación del núcleo, a la temperatura, a pequeños cambios internos, etc.). Ade-
más, la existencia de elementos adicionales tales como el transformador de acoplamiento, la
impedancia de red o cables muy largos puede dar lugar a impedancia extra en el circuito eléctri-
co. Por tanto, en esta tesis se presenta un método para identificar ambos parámetros del modelo
de planta mencionado anteriormente, es decir, la inductancia y la resistencia equivalentes. Este
método de estimación es una mejora del comentado en el párrafo anterior, también desarrollado
en esta tesis, capaz de identificar solamente la resistencia. Ambas propuestas tienen su base en
sistemas adaptativos con modelo de referencia. A diferencia de las técnicas disponibles, éstas
están específicamente dirigidas a la optimización de la respuesta transitoria de convertidores
conectados a red. Las variables a ser identificadas se estiman de forma iterativa de manera que
se minimiza el error entre la respuestas escalón del bucle cerrado de control real y la espera-
da. En consecuencia, los métodos de identificación propuestos están directamente orientados al
cumplimiento de especificaciones en el dominio del tiempo. Se pueden implementar online u
offline, durante una etapa inicial de puesta en marcha.
Una vez que los parámetros de la planta han sido identificados, y después de seleccionar la
estructura de controlador más adecuada, se debe proceder al ajuste fino de los controladores.
Una opción típica en aplicaciones de conexión a red son los controladores resonantes, dada su
capacidad para regular ambas secuencias (positiva y negativa) con error nulo en régimen per-
manente, a la vez que proporcionan una buena combinación de simplicidad y alto rendimiento.
En relación a la ganancia integral de los controladores proporcional-resonantes (PR), existen
algunas indicaciones para su ajuste, aunque la mayoría no consideran el efecto del retardo. Es
más, estas soluciones no están orientadas a la optimización de la respuesta transitoria del recha-
zo a perturbación, lo cual es crucial para cumplir con los requisitos de respuesta ante huecos
de tensión de los códigos de red, y que, como se prueba en este trabajo, es más exigente que
el seguimiento a consigna. Una de las contribuciones de esta tesis es una metodología para
evaluar y diseñar ambos tipos de respuestas transitorias cuando se implementan controladores
PR. La técnica desarrollada se basa en el análisis de las raíces de las funciones de transferencia
del error mediante lugares de las raíces. Las ganancias óptimas se determinan para conseguir
respuestas transitorias rápidas y no oscilantes, es decir, para minimizar el tiempo de estableci-
miento. Como se demuestra, tales ganancias resultan de un compromiso entre la optimización
de los transitorios causados por cambios en la consigna y los provocados por alteraciones en el
punto de acoplamiento.
Por otro lado, no se conoce la existencia de un estudio sobre las ventajas e inconvenientes de
los distintos tipos de reguladores resonantes en aplicaciones de conexión a red, en términos de
tiempo de establecimiento, sobreoscilación y distorsión armónica. En esta tesis, se realiza una
comparación en profundidad de los controladores vector proporcional-integral (VPI) y PR en
estos términos. Dado que el ajuste de los controladores VPI orientado a estos requisitos tampoco
se ha abordado con anterioridad, en primer lugar, se lleva a cabo un análisis y diseño rigurosos
aplicando a este controlador la metodología de ajuste basada en el análisis de las raíces de las
señales de error anteriormente referida, la cual fue diseñada originalmente para el controlador
PR.
Las contribuciones de esta tesis han sido publicadas en cuatro revistas indexadas en JCR y
presentadas en tres conferencias internacionales.
Capítulo 1: “Introducción”
En aplicaciones de generación de energía, dependiendo de la naturaleza de la potencia de
entrada y de la topología seleccionada, se puede necesitar más de un convertidor electrónico
de potencia. Tanto en eólica como en fotovoltaica, las configuraciones más usuales utilizan un
convertidor continua-alterna en el lado de red. Las principales tareas de este convertidor son
la interacción con la red y el mantenimiento del bus de continua. Para cumplirlas, se suelen
implementar controladores en cascada: bucles externos de tensión y/o potencia anidados con
bucles internos de corriente. Como se ha comentado, el objetivo principal de este trabajo es el
de proporcionar un estudio minucioso del bucle cerrado de control de corriente, orientado al
ajuste preciso de los reguladores. Este objetivo general se puede subdividir en otros dos, que
están a su vez ligados a las tareas principales desarrolladas en la tesis.
En primer lugar, es necesario tener una estimación precisa de los parámetros del modelo
comúnmente aceptado de la planta del bucle de control de corriente, es decir, de la in-
ductancia y la resistencia, para todas las condiciones de trabajo específicas. Por tanto, se
necesitan técnicas de identificación de parámetros.
En segundo lugar, una vez que los parámetros de la planta son identificados, y después
de seleccionar la estructura de controlador más adecuada, hay que realizar un ajuste fino
de los parámetros del controlador. Para ello se necesitan métodos de sintonía que estarán
orientados en este caso a la minimización de los tiempos de establecimiento en presencia
de huecos en el punto de acoplamiento y de cambios en la referencia de corriente, para
así poder cumplir los requisitos de los códigos de red. También hay que tener en cuenta
otras restricciones, como por ejemplo, la distorsión armónica total. La idoneidad de los
diferentes controladores existentes debe ser evaluada.
Como paso previo, es necesario presentar en detalle el modelo de la planta que se va a
utilizar, en el que se incluyen la admitancia (con filtros L o LCL), la perturbación, la ganancia
del convertidor y los retardos de modulación y computación. En la introducción de la tesis se
detallan las distintas funciones de transferencia en los dominios continuo y discreto.
Los métodos de identificación de parámetros disponibles en la literatura se pueden clasificar
atendiendo a distintos criterios. Por un lado, están aquellos que calculan la impedancia directa-
mente de las medidas, como el cociente entre una tensión y una corriente, y por otro, los que
usan observadores adaptativos, como los sistemas adaptativos con modelo de referencia. Estos
últimos se caracterizan por comparar la salida del estimador, que generalmente actúa como mo-
delo ajustable, con la salida real del sistema, que toma el papel de modelo de referencia. Los
métodos de identificación pueden también clasificarse en activos o pasivos, según si necesitan
o no algún tipo de excitación (una frecuencia interarmónica, un escalón, un impulso, etc.) para
funcionar.
Aunque existen múltiples estructuras de control para la corriente alterna, las alternativas li-
neales más populares en este tipo de aplicaciones son el controlador deadbeat, el proporcional-
integral (PI) y los resonantes. El deadbeat se basa en obtener analíticamente la función de trans-
ferencia de controlador que asegure que la función de transferencia en lazo cerrado sea igual a
un retardo de dos muestras (el menor posible). De esta manera, teóricamente lograría una gran
velocidad. Su principal inconveniente es su gran dependencia de los parámetros de la planta,
que normalmente varían durante el funcionamiento.
Una de las soluciones más populares es el controlador PI. Implementado en marco síncrono,
consigue asegurar error nulo en régimen permanente cuando la variable a controlar es alterna.
De esta forma, el regulador opera con valores de continua, que es su modo óptimo de funciona-
miento.
Los controladores resonantes fueron obtenidos analíticamente al calcular la función de
transferencia equivalente en marco estacionario a los controladores PI en marco síncrono. De
hecho, un controlador resonante en marco estacionario es equivalente a un par de controladores
PI en marco síncrono: uno sincronizado con la secuencia positiva, y otro con la secuencia nega-
tiva. Por tanto, un controlador resonante es capaz de lograr error nulo en régimen permanente,
pero evitando las transformaciones de ejes inherentes a los reguladores en marco síncrono. Esto
es especialmente ventajoso en caso de querer controlar varios armónicos o secuencias simultá-
neamente. Los controladores resonantes se pueden clasificar principalmente en dos tipos: PR y
VPI.
Capítulo 2: “Estimación de la Resistencia Equivalente de Pérdidas de Convertidores
Conectados a Red para el Análisis y Diseño del Control de Corriente”
En este capítulo se propone un método para identificar la resistencia equivalente de pérdidas
del convertidor en fuente de tensión en el modelo de la planta del bucle de corriente, en determi-
nadas condiciones de trabajo. Se trata de un algoritmo iterativo que minimiza el error entre las
respuestas escalón obtenidas con dos bucles cerrados de corriente distintos (uno que contiene la
planta real y otro en el cual ésta se reemplaza por un modelo), cuando se implementan controla-
dores PI con desacoplo de ejes. Este método está particularmente orientado al cumplimiento de
las restricciones en el dominio del tiempo (como, por ejemplo, el tiempo de establecimiento y
la sobreoscilación). El algoritmo funciona en bucle cerrado, y puede ser implementado offline,
durante una etapa de puesta en marcha, u online. Además, puede ser ejecutado a cualquier fre-
cuencia de muestreo. El método de estimación propuesto se testea en el laboratorio a diferentes
ratios de potencia demandada frente a la nominal y a diferentes frecuencias de conmutación y
muestreo.
Por otro lado, se demuestra que una estimación incorrecta de la resistencia equivalente de
pérdidas del convertidor da lugar a un comportamiento degradado del bucle de control de co-
rriente, diferente del teórico (por ejemplo, se obtienen tiempos de establecimiento y sobreosci-
lación distintos a los esperados). También se prueba que, aunque añadir un segundo grado de
libertad al controlador de corriente mediante la técnica de “resistencia activa” reduce hasta un
cierto punto la sensibilidad a incertidumbres en la resistencia, el conocimiento preciso de su
valor verdadero permite mejorar aún más la respuesta transitoria.
Capítulo 3: “Un Método para la Identificación de la Inductancia y Resistencia Equi-
valentes en el Modelo de la Planta de Convertidores Conectados a Red Controlados en
Corriente”
En este capítulo se propone un método para estimar la constante de tiempo de la planta
del bucle de control de corriente en convertidores en fuente de tensión conectados a red. Este
método permite identificar ambos parámetros del modelo, es decir, la inductancia y la resisten-
cia equivalentes, las cuales incluyen los valores reales del filtro que se usa como interfaz, los
efectos resistivos asociados a las pérdidas del convertidor y la impedancia vista desde el punto
de acoplamiento, todos ellos en unas condiciones de trabajo determinadas. Además, el método
también es válido cuando se emplean filtros LCL. Este algoritmo es una mejora del propuesto
en el capítulo anterior, y como aquél, está diseñado particularmente para satisfacer especifica-
ciones en el dominio del tiempo. Es también un algoritmo iterativo que minimiza el error entre
las respuestas escalón de la planta real y la de un modelo, pero en este caso, se utiliza la infor-
mación relativa al acoplamiento de ejes para estimar la inductancia. Funciona también en bucle
cerrado, a la misma frecuencia de muestreo que el resto del control, y puede ser implementado
online u offline.
En este capítulo se demuestra además la importancia de disponer de estimaciones precisas
de los parámetros de la planta para el análisis y ajuste minuciosos del bucle de control.
Además, se analiza en detalle si un filtro LCL se puede modelar como uno de primer orden
desde el punto de vista del bucle de corriente, en función de la ganancia del controlador.
Resultados experimentales obtenidos a distintas frecuencias de conmutación y muestreo, a
diferentes niveles de carga y con filtros L y LCL validan la propuesta.
Capítulo 4: “Evaluación y Optimización de la Respuesta Transitoria de Controladores
de Corriente Proporcional-Resonantes para Sistemas de Generación de Potencia Distri-
buidos”
En este capítulo se propone una metodología para evaluar y optimizar la respuesta transitoria
del bucle de corriente cuando se implementan controladores PR. Esta metodología va orientada
al cumplimiento de los requisitos de respuesta ante huecos de tensión de los códigos de red, que
incluyen la no desconexión y el soporte de la red, mediante la inyección de corriente reactiva.
Por tanto, el ajuste del controlador no debe ir dirigido solamente a la minimización del tiempo
de establecimiento de la respuesta al seguimiento de consigna, sino también al del rechazo a
perturbación. De hecho, se prueba que existe la necesidad de alcanzar un compromiso entre el
cumplimiento de ambos objetivos, en el cual se debe favorecer al más crítico, que resulta ser
el transitorio provocado por el rechazo a perturbación. La propuesta es validada con resultados
experimentales obtenidos a distintas frecuencias de muestreo y de conmutación, con diversos
valores de ganancia integral, controlando o no componentes armónicas, en los que se demuestra
que las expresiones teóricas estiman con gran precisión en todos los casos el comportamiento
real del bucle de corriente. Además, también se prueba que los controladores PR cuidadosa-
mente ajustados son una opción apropiada para cumplir con los requisitos de los códigos de red
en términos de respuesta transitoria.
Capítulo 5: “Evaluación de la Respuesta Transitoria de Controladores de Corriente
Resonantes Implementados en Marco Estacionario para Aplicaciones de Conexión a Red”
Este capítulo presenta un estudio sobre la idoneidad de emplear controladores VPI en apli-
caciones de conexión a red. Las respuestas transitorias de seguimiento a consigna y rechazo
a perturbación con este controlador son optimizadas mediante la evaluación de las raíces de
las señales de error correspondientes, es decir, siguiendo la técnica propuesta en el capítulo
anterior. Posteriormente, las posiciones de las distintas raíces en los diferentes casos a evaluar
(distintos tipos de transitorios, frequencias de conmutación y muestreo, control o no de com-
ponentes armónicas, etc.) son comparadas con las obtenidas para el controlador PR. De dicho
análisis se extraen conclusiones de cómo van a ser las correspondientes respuestas transitorias
en cada situación.
Se demuestra que a altas frecuencias de muestreo el comportamiento del bucle de corriente
con el controlador PR es claramente superior. Tanto en presencia de cambios en la referencia
como en la perturbación, los tiempos de establecimiento son más cortos y la sobreoscilación
menor con dicho controlador, al igual que la distorsión armónica total en estacionario. No obs-
tante, a medida que la frecuencia de muestreo se reduce, ambos controladores presentan más
similitudes. Se evalúan también las ventajas de añadir un feedforward de la tensión en el punto
de acoplamiento. Resultados experimentales de los distintos casos corroboran el análisis teóri-
co.
Capítulo 6: “Conclusión y Líneas Futuras”
En cada uno de los apartados anteriores se han citado las principales aportaciones de cada
capítulo, que se pueden resumir de manera más general en los siguientes puntos.
Se han propuesto métodos de identificación de los parámetros de la planta del bucle de
control de corriente, específicamente orientados su ajuste.
Se ha aportado un método de evaluación y diseño de los controladores de corriente reso-
nantes.
Se ha realizado una comparativa en detalle entre las respuesta transitorias de los contro-
ladores PR y VPI, así como de su distorsión armónica en régimen permanente.
Existen diversos temas prometedores que pueden ser sugeridos como líneas futuras de investi-
gación. Los más importantes se incluyen a continuación.
Estudio de la resistencia equivalente de pérdidas del convertidor en fuente de tensión a
diferentes frecuencias, desde el punto de vista del control.
Análisis desde el punto de vista del control de la correlación entre la resistencia equiva-
lente de pérdidas del convertidor en fuente de tensión y las caídas de tensión causadas por
tiempos muertos, las caídas de tensión en los convertidores, etc.
Mejora de la técnica de estimación de parámetros propuesta en el capítulo 3 para también
poder identificar efectos capacitivos en la impedancia equivalente del modelo de la planta
del bucle de corriente en convertidores en fuente de tensión conectados a red.
Obtención de las trayectorias de sobreoscilación con respecto al tiempo de establecimien-
to de la respuesta escalón del bucle de corriente cuando se implementan controladores de
corriente resonantes. Uso de estas curvas para definir una expresión analítica de ajuste de
la ganancia del controlador que permita la minimización de ambos.
Desarrollo de un método de ajuste de ganancias para la optimización de la respuesta
transitoria del bucle de corriente (tanto la de seguimiento a consigna, como la de rechazo
a perturbación) cuando el ratio entre la frecuencia de muestreo y la fundamental es bajo.
Completado de la propuesta anterior con un ajuste preciso de una técnica de amortigua-
miento de resonancias cuando se consideran filtros LCL.
Análisis de los diferentes efectos (positivos y negativos) de añadir una “resistencia activa”
para mejorar la capacidad de rechazo a perturbación.
Estudio de las interacciones entre los bucles externos que controlan la tensión en el punto
de acoplamiento y los internos de corriente.
Transient Response Analysis and Design of
Current-Controlled Grid-Tied Converters
Ana Vidal González
(ABSTRACT)
In the current scenario of the electric grid, high penetration of renewable energy sources,
distributed power generation systems and power electronic converters coexist. In order to pre-
vent destabilization, the system operators have defined international grid codes (GCs), which,
in case of a fault, ask generation units to remain connected and support the grid during a certain
time, by means of reactive current injection. Aside from the compliance of these and other
ancillary services, installations must fulfill the specific demands of the end-customers.
Regardless of the generation unit nature, voltage source converters (VSCs) are the most
common option as interface for grid connection in most of these applications. In order to guar-
antee the proper behavior of the system, together with the satisfaction of all the restrictions, a
rigorous analysis and design of the control loops of such converters becomes crucial. This chal-
lenge should start from the innermost loops, which are usually current ones, since they establish
the performance of the overall system, specially in terms of transient response. Therefore, the
main objective of this dissertation is to provide a thorough study of the current control closed
loop, oriented to an accurate tuning of the regulators.
In order to achieve such goal, a precise model of the current loop is needed. Linear low-
order time-averaged plant models are usually selected, since their use allows to apply the well-
known linear analysis and design methods. Additionally, the plant model parameters should be
accurately identified in each specific working conditions. Linked to this aspect are some of the
contributions of this thesis. Firstly, a method to estimate the VSC equivalent loss resistance is
developed. This parameter permits to reflect on the plant model the effects associated to the
converter losses, which have a great impact on the current loop behavior, particularly when the
design constraints are established in terms of transient response, as it is demonstrated. Even
though the role of the converter equivalent loss resistance is commonly accepted, just a few
works aimed at current loop analysis and design consider it and, at this point, the available
information on how to obtain its value is scarce.
Aside from the variations caused by the working conditions in the resistance, the plant in-
ductance may also present important uncertainties with respect to the value of the VSC L/LCL
interface filter measured at rated conditions (e.g., owing to core saturation and current magni-
tude, to temperature, to minor internal faults or changes...). Besides, extra impedance may be
present in the electric circuit due to the existence of additional elements, such as the coupling
transformer, the grid impedance or long wires. Therefore, a method to identify both parameters
in the previously referred plant model, namely the equivalent inductance and resistance, is pre-
sented. Such estimation technique is an improvement of the above-mentioned one presented in
this thesis (aimed only at the resistance identification). Both proposals have their basis on model
reference adaptive systems. Unlike the available techniques, these are specifically targeted at
transient response optimization of grid-tied converters. The variables to be identified are iter-
atively estimated so as to minimize the error between the actual and the expected closed-loop
current step response. Consequently, the proposed identification methods are directly oriented
to the fulfillment of time-domain specifications. They can be applied either online or offline,
during a precommissioning stage.
Once the plant parameters are identified, and after selecting the most suitable controller
structure, the regulator has to be accurately designed. One common choice in grid-connected
applications are resonant controllers, given their ability to regulate with zero steady-state error
both sequences, while providing a good combination of simplicity and high performance. Re-
garding the integral gain of proportional-resonant (PR) controllers, although some qualitative
guidelines are available for its tuning, they mostly do not consider the delay effect. Further-
more, they are not aimed at the optimization of the disturbance rejection transient response,
which is crucial to fulfill the low-voltage ride-through requirement of GCs and, as proved in
this work, more demanding than the reference tracking one. One of the contributions of this
thesis is a methodology to assess and design both types of transient responses when PR current
controllers are implemented. The developed methodology is based on the analysis of the error
signal transfer function roots by means of root loci. The optimal gains are determined to attain
fast and nonoscillating transient responses, i.e., to minimize the settling time. As demonstrated,
such gains result from a tradeoff between optimizing the transients caused by reference changes
and the transients due to alterations at the point of common coupling.
On the other hand, a study about the suitability of different resonant regulators in grid-tied
applications in terms of settling time, overshoot and harmonic distortion is not available in
the literature. In this dissertation, an in-depth comparison between vector proportional-integral
(VPI) and PR controllers in these terms is provided. Since the VPI controller tuning oriented
to those aims has not been approached yet either, firstly, a rigorous analysis and design is con-
ducted by applying to this regulator the methodology described above, which was originally
designed for the PR controller.
Contributions of this dissertation have been published in four JCR-indexed journal papers
and presented at three international conferences.
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GCLαβ Closed-loop transfer function of the current loop, expressed in the αβ frame.
Gd Transfer function of the remaining delay after applying delay compensation,
expressed in SRF.
GDB Transfer function of the deadbeat controller.
GDR Transfer function of the disturbance rejection capability of the current loop.
GDRαβ Transfer function of the disturbance rejection capability of the current loop,
expressed in the αβ frame.
GL = I(s)/VC(s). Transfer function of the current loop admittance.
GTustinL GL discretized with the Tustin method.
GZOHL GL discretized with the ZOH method.
GLdq = Idq(s)/VCdq(s). Transfer function of the current loop admittance, expressed
in SRF.
GLαβ = Iαβ(s)/VCαβ(s). Transfer function of the current loop admittance, expressed
in the αβ frame.
GTustinLαβ GLαβ discretized with the Tustin method.
xv
GZOHLαβ GLαβ discretized with the ZOH method.
GLCL = I(s)/VC(s). Transfer function of the current loop admittance when an LCL
filter is employed.
GOL Open-loop transfer function of the current loop.
G ′OL Simplified open-loop transfer function of the current loop.
G ′′OL Non-simplified open-loop transfer function of the current loop.
GPI Transfer function of a PI controller tuned at h = 1.
GPIh Transfer function of a PI controller tuned at the harmonic order h.
G+PIh GPIh implemented in a positive SRF.
G−PIh GPIh implemented in a negative SRF.
GcPIh Transfer function of a complex vector PI controller tuned at the harmonic order
h.
G+cPIh GcPIh implemented in a positive SRF.
G−cPIh GcPIh implemented in a negative SRF.
GPL Transfer function of the current loop plant admittance, together with the 1.5-
sample delay.
GdPL Transfer function of the current loop plant admittance, together with the 1.5-
sample delay and delay compensation.
GPR Sum of the different GPRh implemented.
GPRh Transfer function of a PR controller tuned at the harmonic order h.
GdPRh Transfer function of a PR controller with delay compensation tuned at the har-
monic order h.
GVPIh Transfer function of a VPI controller tuned at the harmonic order h.
GdVPIh Transfer function of a VPI controller with delay compensation tuned at the
harmonic order h.
h Harmonic order.
i Converter current.
I Laplace or Z transform of i.
i∗ Reference for i.
I ∗ Laplace or Z transform of i∗.
xvi NOMENCLATURE
ia id and/or iq.
i τ̂=τa i
τ̂=τ
d and/or i
τ̂=τ
q .
iabc Three-phase converter current.
IAMP Amplitude of the commanded step.
id Projection of the converter current onto the d axis of an SRF.
i∗d Reference for id.
I ∗d Z transform of i
∗
d .
i τ̂=τd id when τ is correctly identified.
idc Direct current externally supplied to (or demanded from) the dc-link of the
VSC.
idq = id+ j iq. Converter current complex vector, expressed in SRF.
Idq Laplace or Z transform of idq.
i∗dq Reference for idq.
I ∗dq Z transform of i
∗
dq.
i τ̂=τdq idq when τ is correctly identified.
iG Grid current.
IG Laplace or Z transform of iG.
iGabc Three-phase grid current.
iGαβ = iGα+ j iGβ . Grid current complex vector, expressed in the αβ frame.
IGαβ Laplace or Z transform of iGαβ .
in n-phase converter current.
i∗new New i∗.
i∗old Previous i
∗.
iq Projection of the converter current onto the q axis of an SRF.
i∗q Reference for iq.
I ∗q Z transform of i∗q .
iR̂=Rq iq when R is correctly identified.
xvii
iR̂<Rq iq when R is underestimated.
iR̂>Rq iq when R is overestimated.
i τ̂=τq iq when τ is correctly identified.
iαβ = iα+ j iβ. Converter current complex vector, expressed in the αβ frame.
Iαβ Laplace or Z transform of iαβ.
i∗αβ Reference for iαβ.
I ∗αβ Laplace or Z transform of i
∗
αβ.
IAEa IAEd and/or IAEq.
IAEd Integral absolute error between the d-axis outputs of the simulated and the
actual current loops.
IAEq Integral absolute error between the q-axis outputs of the simulated and the
actual current loops.
IEa IEd and/or IEq.
IEd Integral error between the d-axis outputs of the simulated and the actual current
loops.
IEq Integral error between the q-axis outputs of the simulated and the actual current
loops.
k Iteration number.
K = KP/L̂. Gain of a controller tuned at h = 1.
Kh = KPh/L̂. Gain of a controller tuned at the harmonic order h.
KI Integral gain of a controller.
KIh Integral gain of a controller tuned at the harmonic order h.
kmax Number of iterations needed.
Kopt = 0.039 · 2pi fs. Gain aimed at optimized settling time and overshoot for syn-
chronous proportional-integral (PI) controllers.
KP Proportional gain of a controller.
KPh Proportional gain of a controller tuned at the harmonic order h.
KPT Sum of the KPh gains included in GPRh .
Kγ1,γ2 Limit values of K between which pcl1 and p
cl
2 are complex.
xviii NOMENCLATURE
Kmet K employed during the estimation process.
L Actual inductance of the current loop.
L̂ Estimate of the current-loop inductance.
LCS Converter-side inductance in an LCL filter.
LF Inductance of the filter in series with the VSC.
LGS Grid-side inductance in an LCL filter.
LLOW Underestimated value of L that corresponds to a precision better than υd.
Lsim Inductance of the simulated current control loop.
LTH Thevenin equivalent inductance seen from the point of common coupling
(PCC).
LUPP Overestimated value of L that corresponds to a precision better than υd.
Lmet L identified by the method. Average between LLOW and LUPP.
LF_under Auxiliary variable that indicates whether the inductance is underestimated or
overestimated.
L_low_bound Auxiliary boolean variable that indicates whether the lower bound in L estima-
tion has been found.
L_upp_bound Auxiliary boolean variable that indicates whether the upper bound in L estima-
tion has been found.
m PWM reference signal.
mabc Three-phase PWM reference signal.
mdq = md+ j mq. PWM reference signal complex vector, expressed in SRF.
n = a,b or c. Refers to the phase.
Q Reactive power.
P Active power.
P Park transformation matrix.
Pdc Power demanded by a dc load.
pl lth pole of E∆i∗ , E∆vPCC or GCL.
pcll lth closed-loop pole of a transfer function.
xix
pmetl lth pole of GCL for K = K
met.
poll lth open-loop pole of a transfer function.
pPRl lth pole of E∆i∗ or E∆vPCC when a PR controller regulates the current.
pVPIl lth pole of E∆i∗ or E∆vPCC when a VPI controller regulates the current.
Plevel Power level: power that the installation is actually managing.
Prated Rated power.
PWMdq Transfer function of the PWM, expressed in SRF.
PWMαβ Transfer function of the PWM, expressed in the αβ frame.
R Actual resistance of the current loop.
R̂ Estimate of the current-loop resistance.
RC VSC equivalent loss resistance: resistance that models the effects associated to
the losses in the current loop.
RmetC RC identified by the method.
RCS Parasitic resistance of the converter-side inductor in an LCL filter.
RD Damping resistance in an LCL filter.
RF Parasitic resistance of the filter in series with the VSC.
RGS Parasitic resistance of the grid-side inductor in an LCL filter.
RL Dc load.
RLOW Underestimated value of R that corresponds to a precision better than υq.
Rsim Resistance of the simulated current control loop.
RTH Thevenin equivalent resistance seen from the PCC.
RUPP Overestimated value of R that corresponds to a precision better than υq.
Ra “Active resistance”: fictitious resistance added to the control loop to enhance
the disturbance rejection capability.
Rmet R identified by the method. Average between RLOW and RUPP.
rd Radius of a circumference described by the variation of the position of the
poles with K.
xx NOMENCLATURE
R_low_bound Auxiliary boolean variable that indicates whether the lower bound in R estima-
tion has been found.
t Time.
Td = 1.5Ts. Time delay.
Ts Sampling period.
T bases Base value of the sampling period.
tsto Storing time.
t2% Settling time with a tolerance band of 2%.
t5% Settling time with a tolerance band of 5%.
u Voltage or current.
ua a-phase u.
ub b-phase u.
uc c-phase u.
ud Projection of u onto the d axis of an SRF.
udq = ud+ j uq. u complex vector, expressed in SRF.
uq Projection of u onto the q axis of an SRF.
uα α-axis u.
uαβ = uα+ j uβ. u complex vector, expressed in the αβ frame.
uβ β-axis u.
v Voltage.
vC Converter output voltage.
VC Laplace or Z transform of vC.
vC abc Three-phase converter output voltage.
vCdq = vCd + j vCq . Complex vector of the converter output voltage, expressed in
SRF.
VCdq Laplace or Z transform of vCdq .
vCn n-phase converter output voltage.
xxi
vCαβ = vCα + j vCβ . Complex vector of the converter output voltage, expressed in
the αβ frame.
VCαβ Laplace or Z transform of vCαβ .
vD Voltage drop in the capacitor branch.
vD abc Three-phase voltage drop in the capacitor branch.
vDn n-phase voltage drop in the capacitor branch.
vDαβ = vDα + j vDβ . Complex vector of the voltage drop in the capacitor branch,
expressed in the αβ frame.
VDαβ Laplace or Z transform of vDαβ .
vdc Dc-link voltage of the VSC.
v∗dc Reference for vdc.
vG Grid voltage.
vG abc Three-phase grid voltage.
vGn n-phase grid voltage.
VLL rated Rated line-to-line voltage.
vPCC Voltage at the PCC.
v̂PCC Measured voltage at the PCC, which is fedforward.
VPCC Laplace or Z transform of vPCC.
vPCC abc Three-phase PCC-voltage.
vPCCd Projection of the PCC-voltage onto the d axis of an SRF.
vPCCdq = vPCCd + j vPCCq . PCC-voltage complex vector, expressed in SRF.
v̂PCCdq Measured PCC-voltage complex vector, expressed in SRF, which is fedfor-
ward.
vPCCn n-phase PCC-voltage.
vPCCq Projection of the PCC-voltage onto the q axis of an SRF.
vPCC rms Root mean square value of vPCC.
vPCCαβ = vPCCα+ j vPCCβ . PCC-voltage complex vector, expressed in the αβ frame.
VPCCαβ Laplace or Z transform of vPCCαβ .
xxii NOMENCLATURE
v̂PCCαβ Measured PCC-voltage complex vector, expressed in the αβ frame, which is
fedforward.
v ′PCCαβ Resulting disturbance after the feed-forward compensation.
V ′PCCαβ Laplace or Z transform of v
′
PCCαβ .
WIAEa WIAEd and/or WIAEq.
WIAEd Weighted IAEd.
WIAEq Weighted IAEq.
Y Admittance.
YCS Converter-side admittance in an LCL filter.
YCSdq Converter-side admittance in an LCL filter, expressed in SRF.
YCSαβ Converter-side admittance in an LCL filter, expressed in the αβ frame.
YGS Grid-side admittance in an LCL filter.
YGSdq Grid-side admittance in an LCL filter, expressed in SRF.
YGSαβ Grid-side admittance in an LCL filter, expressed in the αβ frame.
Z Z transform.
Z Impedance.
ZD Impedance offered by the capacitor branch in an LCL filter.
ZDdq Impedance offered by the capacitor branch in an LCL filter, expressed in SRF.
ZDαβ Impedance offered by the capacitor branch in an LCL filter, expressed in the
αβ frame.
zl lth zero.
ZTH Thevenin equivalent impedance seen from the PCC.
Z−1 Inverse Z transform.
∆d Correction percentage of a L estimate.
∆q Correction percentage of an R estimate.
∆i∗ Transient in i∗.
∆LF Uncertainties in the inductance with respect to LF.
xxiii
∆vPCC Transient in vPCC.
∆vPCC abc Three-phase transient in vPCC.
∆vPCCαβ0 Transient in vPCC, expressed in the αβ frame, including the homopolar com-
ponent.
∆v̂PCC Transient in v̂PCC.
εa εd and/or εq.
εd Error between the d-axis outputs of the simulated and the actual current loops.
εdq Complex error between the outputs of the simulated and the actual current
loops.
εq Error between the q-axis outputs of the simulated and the actual current loops.
φ′h Phase lead for the controller tuned at the harmonic order h.
ϕ Arbitrary initial angle.
λ Generic natural value.
θ1 = ω1 t+ϕ. Instantaneous phase angle of vPCC fundamental component.
ρ = eR Ts/L.
τ = L/R. Plant time constant.
υa υd and/or υq.
υd WIAEd threshold.
υq WIAEq threshold.
ω Frequency in radians per second.
ω1 Fundamental frequency in radians per second.
Specific nomenclature of the Appendix B
b j = r j + r∗j . Second-order coefficient of p j-p∗j residues.
c j = −(r j + r∗j )Re(p j) + (r j − r∗j )Im(p j). First-order coefficient of p j-p∗j
residues.
d′j = r j + r∗j . Residue of the cosine term.
f ′j = r j− r∗j . Residue of the sine term.
xxiv NOMENCLATURE
i = 1,2, ...κ. Refers to a specific real pole.
j = 1,2, ...χ. Refers to a specific pair of conjugate poles.
l = 1,2, ...ι. Refers to a specific pole (real or complex).
pi ith real pole.
p′i pi equivalent in the z-domain.
p j jth complex pole.
p∗j Conjugate of p j.
p′j p j equivalent in the z-domain.
r Residue.
ri Residue of pi.
r j Residue of p j.
rl Residue of pl .
r∗j Residue of p∗j .
χ Number of complex conjugate pole pairs.
ι Number of real and complex poles.
κ Number of real poles.
σ′j Real term of p′i or p′j.
ω′d j Imaginary term of p
′
i or p
′
j.
Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation and Objectives
In the current scenario of the electric grid, high penetration of renewable energy sources,
distributed power generation systems (DPGSs) and power electronic converters coexist. In order
to prevent destabilization, the system operators have defined international grid codes (GCs),
which, in case of a fault, ask generation units to remain connected and support the grid during
a certain time, by means of reactive current injection. Aside from the compliance of these and
other ancillary services, installations must fulfill the specific demands of the end-customers.
Regardless of the generation unit nature, voltage source converters (VSCs) are the most
common option as interface for grid connection in most of these applications. In order to guar-
antee the proper behavior of the system, together with the satisfaction of all the restrictions,
a rigorous analysis and design of the control loops of such converters becomes crucial. This
challenge should start from the innermost loops, which are usually current ones, since they es-
tablish the performance of the overall system, specially in terms of transient response. The main
objective of this dissertation is to provide a thorough study on the current control closed loop,
oriented to an accurate tuning of the regulators. This general goal can be divided into another
two, which are in turn linked to the main two tasks (shown below) developed in this thesis.
• Firstly, it is necessary to have a precise estimate of the parameters (inductance and re-
sistance) in the generally-accepted plant model of the current loop, for all the specific
working conditions. Thus, parameter identification techniques particularly oriented to
transient response optimization are needed.
• Secondly, once the plant parameters are identified, and after selecting the most suitable
controller structure, the regulator has to be accurately designed. Hence, tuning meth-
ods aimed at settling time minimization in the presence of sags at the point of common
coupling (PCC) and of current reference changes should be developed. Some other con-
straints such as total harmonic distortion (THD) reduction have to be considered. The
suitability of the different available controllers should be evaluated.
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1.2 Background and Review of Previous Research
1.2.1 Framework
The worldwide energy consumption is expected to have grown dramatically by 2040, espe-
cially owing to the increasing wealth in emerging economies, such as those of China and India
[31]. In order to meet such demand, it is necessary to reduce the overall world’s dependence
on fossil fuels, given their limited character and their negative environmental impact, keeping
in mind that a sudden complete avoidance would be impractical. In this gradual transition, re-
newable energies are playing a key role [32]. As an example, wind power had at the end of
2013 a total installed capacity above 318 GW, which involves an eightfold increase over the
past decade [32].
Most of these renewable energy based systems are connected to the grid and distributed
along the power system [33–36]. Thus, the traditional unidirectional centralized organization
of the power flow is evolving towards a more flexible and bidirectional scenario, where loads
and sources coexist at the same level. Despite the clear advantages of this new model, such
as loss reduction or facilitating rural electrification, some problems have arisen in cases of
large penetration to guarantee the stability and reliability of the power system, mainly due
to the stochastic behavior of their input power. Consequently, the transmission/distribution
system operators of the different areas have defined stricter interconnection requirements for
these generation units, which are compiled in the new grid codes (GCs) [37–41], and more
regulations are expected in the upcoming years.
Power electronic converters are generally used as the interface between the different players
(generation units, controllable loads, storage systems...) and the grid [33, 42]. Their appro-
priate control permits a flexible interconnection between both ends, matching their dissimilar
characteristics in terms of frequency, voltage, harmonic content, active and reactive power, etc.
[43, 44]. Not only should advanced control techniques be able to fulfill the restrictive ancillary
services imposed by the system operators, but also the specific demands of the end-customers
[44].
Regarding generation units, depending on the nature of the input power and the selected
topology, more than one power electronic converter may be needed. In wind turbine systems, the
full-scale back-to-back topology is gaining popularity, since, at the expense of larger converters,
it enables these renewable energy sources to act as conventional power plants, thanks to the full
control of the active and reactive power [44–49]. Such solution is composed of two current-
controlled VSCs, usually known as generator-side and grid-side converters, decoupled by a dc
link, which allow bidirectional power flow [33, 44, 45, 47–49]. On the other hand, among the
large variety of topologies for photovoltaic systems, many of the options are characterized by
including a boost dc-dc stage together with ac-dc grid-side converter [33, 42, 50].
1.2.2 Grid-Tied VSCs
Fig. 1.1 illustrates the most common configuration of a three-phase grid-tied VSC, which
may correspond with the previously mentioned grid-side converter. Owing to its bidirectional-
ity, this converter can work either as a rectifier, demanding power from the grid and delivering
it to a dc load, or as an inverter, supplying power to the grid (or to an ac load) from the dc power
source, which represents a wide variety of DPGSs.
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Figure 1.1: Scheme of a grid-tied VSC and its control.
The main tasks of this converter are the interaction with the grid and maintaining the dc-
link voltage vdc constant. Hence, regardless of the control strategy, the ac power and the dc-
link voltage have to be regulated, either directly or indirectly [42]. Two main solutions are
distinguished. Firstly, multiple cascaded loops of linear controllers followed by a modulation
stage can be adopted (cf. Fig. 1.1) [42, 51]. Another possibility is to employ direct power
control, which selects the voltage vector to be applied by the converter directly, from the output
of nonlinear hysteresis controllers that regulate the power [42, 52]. This kind of controller
features a faster dynamics, but leads to higher ripples in the power signals and currents, as
well as to a variable switching frequency [42, 52, 53]. Additional blocks, such as a virtual
flux estimator, an elaborate switching lookup table or a conventional modulation stage, may be
added to overcome these drawbacks, at the cost of complicating the algorithm to a certain extent
[42, 52, 53].
This thesis is focused on the first solution, i.e., implementing control and modulation in dif-
ferent stages. Hence, the control algorithms treated throughout this text are valid independently
from the number of levels of the VSC. Only the modulation, which is out of scope of the pro-
posal, would need to be adapted [42, 52]. Concerning the control, the most common strategy
consists in implementing outer loops that regulate the dc-link voltage and the reactive power
Q, which set the references for inner current loops [34, 42, 48, 51, 54, 55]. Alternatively, an
active power P controller may replace the dc-link voltage one [56]. On the other hand, in case
of weak grids, e.g., microgrids, outer ac voltage regulators are necessary to ensure the voltage
at the PCC vPCC [57, 58]. Moreover, microgrids would also need a supervisory level of control,
known as frequency and voltage droop, to avoid circulating power flow when more than one
generation unit is connected in parallel [57, 58].
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1.2.3 Current Control of Grid-Connected Converters
In all these grid-tied applications, inner current regulators are generally implemented. Outer
loops should be designed to be substantially slower than inner loops to preserve stability. In this
manner, the dynamics of both loops is decoupled and they can be studied separately [42, 59].
Hence, in this work, the investigation is limited to the current loop, which should be designed
to offer a suitable harmonic rejection and the appropriate power factor, as well as to be robust
against disturbances in the utility network. Moreover, the loop should also attain a fast transient
response when the reference is modified and also in the presence of grid faults. During these
events, modern GCs demand renewable energy based generation units to remain connected
during certain time, which is known as low-voltage ride-through (LVRT) capability [37, 39–
41, 48, 60–64]. Furthermore, some of them also require generators to support the grid by
supplying a specific amount of reactive current, which depends on the voltage drop, within a
certain response time [37, 39–41, 64]. From the point of view of the current loop, in order to
fulfill these tight specifications, when a fault is detected, references for the current loop have
to be recalculated, which often implies to disconnect the outer power controllers with slow
dynamics [48]. Additionally, an accurate tuning of the selected controller structure is needed.
Numerous strategies have been published related to current reference generation for LVRT
[35, 47, 65–71]. In general, to avoid tripping, the maximum current must be limited [47, 54, 68,
70]. Besides, power oscillations in the active and reactive power (and in the dc bus), which are
a consequence of the interaction between voltages and currents of different sequences, may be
reduced at the cost of injecting unbalanced currents into the grid [47, 66–69, 71, 72]. Limita-
tions of the techniques that directly rely on extreme situations of the latter premise are analyzed
in [73]. With the objective of achieving a more flexible active and reactive power control, able
to fulfill the current and foreseeable GC requirements, different reference generation methods
have been recently proposed, most of them based on raising the PCC voltage, while trying to
equalize the three phases (which prevents the system from tripping) [35, 54, 70, 72, 74]. In any
case, the definition of the current references is disregarded in this study.
In this thesis, a thorough analysis and design of the current control closed loop is developed,
with the aim of fulfilling all the different constraints mentioned above. Two main tasks are
crucial.
• Firstly, a precise model of the current loop is needed. Linear plant models are selected
in this study, since their use allows to apply the well-known linear analysis and design
methods [34, 75–78]. Thus, the widely-employed low-order time-averaged plant ad-
mittance models in this kind of applications are also adopted here [10, 77, 79–81]. In
addition, their parameters should be accurately identified in each specific working con-
dition. This includes both the equivalent inductance and resistance in the plant model of
current-controlled grid-tied VSCs.
• Secondly, once the plant parameters are identified, keeping in mind the constraints and
objectives of the specific application (THD, power factor, settling time, overshoot...), the
most appropriate controller structure should be selected, and its regulators have to be
precisely tuned.
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1.2.4 Stationary and Synchronous Reference Frames
Given a three-phase sinusoidal system ua, ub and uc of frequency ω1, where u denotes either
voltage v or current i, the Clarke transformation C permits to obtain an equivalent stationary
system (also known as αβ frame) of two orthogonal components uα and uβ as follows [82]:(
uα
uβ
)
=
2
3
(
1 −12 −12
0
√
3
2 −
√
3
2
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
C
·

ua
ub
uc
 (1.1)
provided that the homopolar component is zero (i.e., ua + ub + uc = 0). The two variables are
related as uαβ = uα+ j uβ, and both contain information about positive and negative sequences
of u and none about its zero sequence. Hence, in this condition, the three-phase system may be
regulated with only two controllers, one in each of the αβ axes.
With the aim of transforming the three-phase sinusoidal system into a continuous one, and
thus, simplifying its analysis and control, it is possible to define a synchronous reference frame
(SRF) rotating with the frequency of the former, i.e., ω1. Such equivalent frame is also known
as dq frame, and can be obtained by means of the Park transformation P [83]
(
ud
uq
)
=
2
3
(
cos(θ1) cos(θ1− 2pi3 ) cos(θ1+ 2pi3 )
−sin(θ1) −sin(θ1− 2pi3 ) −sin(θ1+ 2pi3 )
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
P
·

ua
ub
uc
 (1.2)
where θ1 =ω1 t+ϕ is the instantaneous phase angle at instant t, with ϕ being an arbitrary initial
angle, while ud and uq denote the projections of the direct d and quadrature q rotating axes, with
udq = ud+ j uq.
The transformations defined in (1.1) and (1.2) are both magnitude invariant, i.e., the am-
plitude of the signals in the different frames is maintained. In order to obtain power invariant
transformations, the factor 2/3 that multiplies both matrices C and P must be substituted by√
2/3.
From Fig. 1.2, rotations of an angle θ1 = ω1 t+ϕ allow to obtain equivalences between the
stationary and synchronous reference frames:
uαβ = udq e jω1 t = udq [cos(ω1 t)+ j sin(ω1 t)] (1.3)
udq = uαβ e−jω1 t = uαβ [cos(ω1 t)− j sin(ω1 t)] . (1.4)
1.2.5 Plant Model for Current-Controlled Grid-Tied VSCs
Passive filters are employed as the interface between the VSCs and the grid. They mitigate
the switching harmonics that result from the modulation, and hence, reduce the losses and help
meeting the connection requirements [42, 84]. In addition, their inductive character allows for
proper operation of the grid-tied VSC, since the amplitude and phase imposed by the control
at its output is able to regulate the active and reactive power flow [42]. Interface filters can be
mainly classified into first-order, second-order and third-order ones, i.e., L, LC and LCL filters,
respectively [85]. In this section, LC filters are considered as a particular case of LCL ones, so
they are not analyzed separately [85].
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Figure 1.2: Equivalence between the stationary and synchronous reference frames. The SRF
rotates with θ1 = ω1 t+ϕ.
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Figure 1.3: Current-controlled VSC connected to the grid (supplying power to it) through a
low-pass filter. Other control inputs are omitted for clarity.
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1.2.5.1 L Filters
Fig. 1.3a illustrates a three-phase VSC connected to the grid through an L filter. The vari-
ables idc, vdc and C stand for the direct current delivered to (or demanded from) the dc-link,
its voltage and its capacitance, respectively. The n-phase voltage at the converter output, at the
PCC, current and grid voltage are denoted by vCn , vPCCn , in and vGn , respectively. The filter
inductance and its parasitic resistance are represented by LF and RF, respectively. The com-
plex variable ZTH symbolizes the Thevenin equivalent impedance seen from the PCC, which is
a combination of passive elements. Such impedance can be mainly attributed to the coupling
transformer and to the grid, and, as done in other works, it is assumed to be principally inductive
and resistive and (almost) balanced [58, 86–91]. Note that, even though the analysis developed
in this work is oriented to grid connection, the scheme in Fig. 1.3a is also valid for variable
speed drives supplying non-salient synchronous machines, as well as asynchronous ones; in the
latter case, provided that the back electromotive force is perfectly decoupled [10, 85, 92].
The plant admittance can be modeled in the stationary reference frame as
GLαβ(s) =
Iαβ(s)
VCαβ(s)
=
1
sL+R
. (1.5)
L represents the equivalent inductance in the plant model of the current loop, which is defined
as L = LF +LTH, with LTH = Im{ZTH}/ω. In addition to RF, the equivalent resistance of the
loop R = RF+RTH+RC also includes RTH =Re{ZTH} and the equivalent loss resistance of the
converter RC [76, 93–95]. The plant admittance of (1.5) may be expressed in the SRF, leading
to GLdq(s), by applying (1.4) to the former:
GLdq(s) =
Idq(s)
VCdq(s)
=
1
sL+R+ jω1L
(1.6)
where ω1 is the fundamental frequency of the signal to be controlled, i.e., of i.
1.2.5.2 LCL Filters
Given the higher attenuation of switching harmonics, which permits to reduce the size (and
the cost) of the passive elements, LCL filters have become really popular in grid-tied appli-
cations [36, 84, 96–101]. Especially, in those with a really high power rate, in which a low
switching frequency is mandatory to limit the losses [42, 96, 97, 102]. Additionally, LCL filters
can mitigate the electromagnetic interference [42, 103]. However, selection of their parame-
ters implies a much more complicated process compared to the case of L filters, as apart from
the output current ripple, many other factors have to be considered altogether [96, 102, 104].
Furthermore, the inherent resonance of LCL filters, due to the interaction between inductive
and capacitive components, requires the adoption of damping techniques to avoid the possible
system instability [99]. There are two main options, namely, passive damping, which consists
in adding a physical resistor [96, 102, 104], and active damping, which modifies the control
algorithms, either by considering an extra filter on the control signal, or by using the feedback
of an additional variable, e.g., the capacitor current [84, 88, 97–99, 105–107].
Fig. 1.3b depicts a VSC connected to the grid through an LCL filter. LCS and LGS are the
inductances of the converter- and grid-side inductors, respectively, while RCS and RGS, their
parasitic resistances. CF denotes the capacitance of the filter, while RD symbolizes the addition
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YCS (s) +- iGYGS(s)
vG
+- ZD(s) +
-ivC
Figure 1.4: Block diagram of an LCL filter.
of the capacitor parasitic resistance and the previously mentioned optional resistor, in charge of
the passive damping [96, 102, 104]. The voltage drop in the capacitor branch corresponding to
the n-phase is represented by vDn .
Despite the fact that either the converter current i or the grid current iG can be controlled,
only the former possibility is evaluated in this study. In the power range of kW- MW, the current
sensors are usually integrated in the converter, which allows for more effective protection, but
the passive filter is outside [106, 108, 109]. Moreover, sensing the converter current might be
the only possible option when the capacitor and grid-side inductance are distributed along the
system [4, 7, 36].
From Fig. 1.3b, the following transfer functions can be defined in the stationary reference
frame:
YCSαβ(s) =
Iαβ(s)
VCαβ(s)−VDαβ(s)
=
1
s LCS+(RCS+RC)
(1.7)
YGSαβ(s) =
IGαβ(s)
VDαβ(s)−VGαβ(s)
=
1
s (LGS+LTH)+(RGS+RTH)
(1.8)
ZDαβ(s) =
VDαβ(s)
Iαβ(s)− IGαβ(s)
=
1
sCF
+RD. (1.9)
It is worth noticing that the effects associated to the converter losses, i.e., RC, have been included
in the converter-side plant admittance YCS, whereas ZTH has been considered in the grid-side
plant admittance YGS. The impedance offered by the capacitor branch is represented by ZD.
Alternatively, as in the case of L filters, these two admittances and the impedance may be
expressed with respect to the SRF, by applying (1.4) to the three equations, leading respectively
to YCSdq(s), YGSdq(s) and ZDdq(s).
From these three expressions, the total plant admittance when an LCL filter is employed can
be modeled by the block diagram of Fig. 1.4 [85], as well as by
GLCL(s) =
I(s)
VC(s)
=
YCS(s) [1+YGS(s)ZD(s)]
1+YCS(s)ZD(s)+YGS(s)ZD(s)
(1.10)
when the converter current is controlled. Note that neither αβ nor dq subscripts are included in
GLCL(s), since it is valid for both cases, but YCS, YGS and ZD should be defined in the appropriate
reference frame.
Fig. 1.5 shows the Bode diagrams of an L and an LCL filter, with equivalent parameters
at low frequencies, i.e., LF = LGS +LCS and RF = RGS +RCS [55, 102, 106, 109, 110]. Both
frequency responses are approximately equivalent for frequencies below the resonant one
fres =
1
2pi
√
LCS+LGS
CF LCS LGS
. (1.11)
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Figure 1.5: Bode diagrams of L and LCL filters, with equivalent parameters at low frequencies
(i.e., LF = LC+LG and RF =RC+RG). Parameters: L= LF = 10.9 mH, R= 1.9Ω, RF = 0.45Ω,
LCS = 5.9 mH, LGS = 5 mH, RCS = 0.4Ω, RGS = 0.05Ω, CF = 6 µF and RD = 0 or RD = 10Ω.
Moreover, adding passive damping (RD 6= 0) does not affect the previous assertion, as it can be
checked from the black curves in Fig. 1.5 [105]. Hence, the plant model of an LCL filter, i.e.,
(1.10) is usually simplified as that of an L filter with equivalent parameters at low frequencies,
i.e., (1.5), to design the current controller [55, 102, 108–111].
It is worth mentioning that the frequency response of GLCL does not exhibit a 60 dB decay
rate for f > fres (cf. Fig. 1.5), since it corresponds with the ratio between I(s) and VC(s), not
between IG(s) and VC(s) [85].
1.2.5.3 Current Control Closed Loop
Fig. 1.6a shows the block diagram in the s-domain of the current control closed loop with
respect to the stationary frame. The current reference, its actual value and the tracking error are
respectively denoted by i∗αβ, iαβ and eαβ = i
∗
αβ− iαβ. GCαβ(s) represents the current controller
and GLαβ(s) is defined as (1.5). The VSC introduces a gain equal to half the dc-link voltage
vdc, which is compensated by multiplying the output of the current controller by the inverse
of such gain. Hence, from now on, this gain will be disregarded. The computational delay
(i.e., a delay of one sample [76, 80]) is represented as e−sTs , with Ts being the sampling period.
The regularly sampled pulse-width modulation (PWM) introduces half a sample delay when
employing a triangular carrier, which can be modeled with good precision by a zero-order hold
(ZOH) [76, 80, 112]:
PWMαβ(s) =
1− e−sTs
s
. (1.12)
GCαβ(s) should present an infinite open-loop gain at the frequency of the PCC voltage vPCCαβ ,
so that a perfect rejection of this disturbance is assured in steady state. In most cases, this
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+
iαβ
*
++ 2vdc-1 vdc/2PWMαβ(s)e –sTs
iαβ
vPCCαβ vPCCαβ
GLαβ(s)GCαβ(s)
eαβ
+
Plant
(a) In stationary frame.
+
idq
*
++ 2vdc-1 vdc/2
idq
vPCCdq vPCCdq
GLdq(s)GCdq(s)
edq +
Plant
e –(s+jω1)Ts PWMdq(s)
(b) In SRF.
Figure 1.6: Block diagram of current control closed loop in the s-domain.
voltage may be measured (v̂PCCαβ) and fedforward at the output of the current controller to
further improve the transient performance in the presence of grid faults [34, 65, 69, 113].
According to Fig. 1.6a, the overall transfer function of the current loop is defined as
Iαβ(s) = GCLαβ(s)I
∗
αβ(s)+GDRαβ(s)VPCCαβ(s) (1.13)
where the closed-loop transfer functions of command tracking GCLαβ(s) and disturbance rejec-
tion GDRαβ(s) can be respectively expressed as follows:
GCLαβ(s) =
GCαβ(s) e
−sTs PWMαβ(s)GLαβ(s)
1+GCαβ(s) e−sTs PWMαβ(s)GLαβ(s)
(1.14)
and
GDRαβ(s) =−
GLαβ(s)
1+GCαβ(s) e−sTs PWMαβ(s)GLαβ(s)
. (1.15)
To consider the effect of the feedforward, VPCCαβ(s) should be replaced by V
′
PCCαβ(s) =
VPCCαβ(s)−V̂PCCαβ e−sTs PWMαβ(s) in the former equations, as done in [10].
In order to obtain the equivalent transfer functions in the discrete-time domain, the com-
putational delay is substituted by z−1. Besides, the ZOH discretization method is applied to
GLαβ(s) when preceded by PWMαβ(s) leading to
GZOHLαβ (z) = Z
{
L−1
[
PWMαβ(s)GLαβ(s)
]∣∣
t=kTs
}
=
z−1
R
1−ρ−1
1− z−1ρ−1 (1.16)
with ρ= eR Ts/L, so that the effect of the modulation is also included in this transfer function [77,
79, 80, 112, 114]. The Tustin discretization method is employed when an accurate equivalence
of just GLαβ(s) (without any delay) is sought [79]:
GTustinLαβ (z) =
1
( 2Ts
1−z−1
1+z−1 )L+R
=
1+ z−1
(R+ 2LTs )+ z
−1(R− 2LTs )
. (1.17)
Therefore, (1.14) and (1.15) can be defined in the discrete-time domain as
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GCLαβ(z) =
GCαβ(z)z
−1GZOHLαβ (z)
1+GCαβ(z)z−1G
ZOH
Lαβ
(z)
(1.18)
and
GDRαβ(z) =−
GTustinLαβ (z)
1+GCαβ(z)z−1G
ZOH
Lαβ
(z)
. (1.19)
Alternatively, the current control closed loop may be expressed with respect to the SRF
frame by applying (1.4) to the different equations. Fig. 1.6b depicts the corresponding block
diagram in the s-domain.
1.2.6 Parameter Identification
Precise knowledge of the equivalent inductance and resistance in the previously described
plant model of the current loop is essential to guarantee its performance. Otherwise, it is not
possible to assure that the design objectives will be fulfilled.
Information about the VSC interface filter parameters at nominal conditions is often not
enough. Parameter uncertainties may arise owing to two main causes. Firstly, the existence
of a non negligible impedance at the PCC, ZTH, which, as explained in section §1.2.5, is part
of the impedance of the current loop, and thus, should be considered in the plant model [see
(1.5)] [88, 90, 91, 97, 100, 101, 111, 115]. This extra impedance can be attributed to other
elements such as the grid, the coupling transformer, long wires...[86, 87, 91, 101, 103, 111].
Secondly, the variation with the working conditions in the value of the different components,
even those connected before the PCC, i.e., those that form part of the VSC setup [55, 116].
Frequency, cable overload, core saturation and current magnitude, temperature, minor internal
faults or changes, aging of components and other environmental conditions are some of the pos-
sible reasons [55, 86, 87, 89, 100, 103, 117]. Such variation is particularly significant in those
parameters employed to model the losses [55], e.g., in RC, the VSC equivalent loss resistance.
Besides, errors in the original measurements also result in parameter mismatches.
From the point of view of the local system, stability and performance of the current control
loop are affected by parameter uncertainties [91, 107, 115–118]. In addition, regardless of the
interface filter order, particularly influenced are the specifications in terms of transient response
(e.g., settling time and overshoot) [10, 80, 119–121]. In order to overcome these challenging
issues, plant parameters should be accurately identified in the different working conditions and
the controller gains adjusted accordingly [122].
Several solutions are possible, depending on the nature of the uncertainties. If the plant
parameters are expected not to change or to do it in certain operating conditions (e.g., when the
current magnitude is modified), an offline estimation can suffice [121]. In order to guarantee the
precision of the estimates, the identification should be performed in the same circumstances at
which the converter will be working during normal operation, but during a precommissioning
stage [116]. Once estimated, the corresponding parameters should be employed to accurately
tune the current controller [111, 116]. The resulting parameters could be stored in a table, linked
to the working conditions and an open-loop adaptive control may be implemented to update the
controller in real time (as a function of the working conditions). This kind of algorithm is
usually known as “gain-scheduling” technique [116, 123–125].
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In the case that plant parameters are expected to change in real time, online estimation
together with an adaptive control should be implemented to maintain the performance [55, 86,
87, 100, 107, 115, 117, 126].
1.2.6.1 Overview of the Different Identification Methods
Different parameter estimation methods can be found in the literature. A large group of
them calculates the impedance directly from the measurements, as the quotient between an ac
voltage and current [115, 116, 118, 121, 126, 127]. Depending on the point at which such
voltage is measured, the identified impedance would have a different definition. In the case
that the ac voltage is estimated from the duty cycles and the dc-link voltage [126], it would
correspond to the total equivalent impedance in the plant model of the current loop. Hence,
it would include the effects associated to the converter losses (nonlinearities, voltage drops...),
as well as the filter and the PCC impedances. If the voltage were measured at the converter
output [127], the identified impedance would be the addition of that of the interface filter and
ZTH, excluding the converter effect. Measuring the voltage at the PCC, implies that only ZTH
would be estimated [115, 116, 118, 121]. These assertions are valid under the assumption that
no parallel branches are connected, or if so, that they can be neglected at certain frequencies,
e.g., the capacitor branch in LCL filters at low frequencies [55, 118].
Instead of direct calculations, adaptive observers are preferred for parameter estimation in
many works [55, 86, 87, 89–91, 100, 103, 117, 128]. Most of these methods have their ba-
sis on model reference adaptive systems (MRASs) [123], which are briefly addressed in sec-
tion §1.2.6.2. In this technique, the output of the estimator, which generally acts as adjustable
model (AM), is compared to the actual output of the system, which takes the role of reference
model (RM) [86, 87, 89, 100, 103, 117, 128]. The error between both is employed to update
the observer, i.e., the AM. When using MRAS-based or other adaptive observers, several al-
gorithms may be implemented to iteratively minimize the error, being the most popular ones
the recursive least squares method [91, 100], the extended Kalman filter [90] and the gradient
projection one [86, 87, 128], although custom-made options are also possible [55, 117]. Fur-
thermore, neural networks [86, 87, 103] and sliding-mode surfaces [89] can also be defined
to help stabilize the algorithms. In these methods, depending on how the observer is defined,
the identified impedance would be only ZTH [90, 91], the addition of the latter and that of
the interface filter [55], or it would also include the effects associated to the converter losses
[86, 87, 89, 100, 103, 128].
On the other hand, estimation methods may be classified into active or passive, depending
on whether some kind of disturbance is needed or not for them to work [90, 118]. Passive
methods are non intrusive and take advantage of the information already present in the system.
Examples can be found in [55, 86, 87, 89, 90, 103, 126, 128]. Some active methods inject a
known and periodical distortion into the grid, e.g., at a interharmonic frequency [118], by using
a discrete-interval binary sequence [115] or by means of an impulse [116]. Some others need a
change in the operating conditions [91, 100, 121, 127].
Nevertheless, none of these impedance estimation techniques is oriented to exactly the same
objective as the one sought in this thesis: an accurate analysis and design of the transient re-
sponse of the current loop in grid-tied VSCs. Some of them have completely different tar-
gets, e.g., islanding detection, in order to fulfill the stringent requirements for the grid connec-
tion of photovoltaic systems [90, 91, 118, 127], or active filtering [121]. Thus, the estimated
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Figure 1.7: Block diagram of the basic MRAS technique.
impedance does not correspond with the equivalent one in the current loop plant model. Among
all the techniques focused on improving the performance of the current loop, [100] is partic-
ularly intended for resonance damping and [117], for dc-link ripple minimization. The others
have a more general purpose, but they are not aimed at transient response optimization ei-
ther [55, 86, 87, 89, 103, 115, 116, 126, 128]. Although [126] could estimate the equivalent
impedance of the current loop, as described at the beginning of this subsection, simplifications
are made so as unity power factor is assumed and only the inductance is identified. Neither
are the two parameters (equivalent inductance and resistance) estimated in [116] nor in [55].
Besides, while the former is only valid offline, the latter is specifically designed for predictive
current controllers. At the cost of injecting a specific sequence and of computing a logarithmic
averaging algorithm, the grid impedance estimation method in [115] may also include capac-
itors. Delay is disregarded when defining the different observers in [86, 87, 89, 103, 128], so
identification might not be accurate at low ratios between the sampling and fundamental fre-
quencies. In addition, despite including real time simulation results, these proposals have not
been tested with an actual converter.
Therefore, an estimation method specifically designed according to the aim of this thesis,
i.e., to the analysis and design of the current loop transient response, is presented in chapter
§2 for the equivalent resistance in the current loop plant model, and in chapter §3, for both the
equivalent inductance and resistance. The proposals have their basis on MRASs. The variables
to be identified are iteratively estimated so as to minimize the error between the actual and the
expected closed-loop current step response. Consequently, the proposed identification methods
are directly oriented to the fulfillment of time-domain specifications.
1.2.6.2 General Outlook on MRASs
The first scheme of model reference adaptive control was proposed by Whitaker et al. in
1958 [129]. Since then, MRAS-based techniques have been widely employed either as simple
estimators or as part of adaptive control solutions [123]. In other words, not only do they permit
to improve the accuracy of the plant model, but also an online redesign of the controller.
Classical schemes are founded on the premise that one variable in the model that is related
to the parameter to be estimated can be calculated in two different ways: by means of an RM,
in which the value of the parameter to be estimated does not need to be introduced by the
designer, and by means of an AM, in whose equations it does [123, 130] (cf. Fig. 1.7). The error
between the output of both models is employed to drive an adaptation mechanism that updates
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the AM and iteratively converges to zero as the estimated value of the parameter approaches
the real one [123, 130–132]. In that moment, the output of the AM coincides with that of the
RM, which defines the desired performance for the system [123]. As recursive closed-loop
methods, MRAS-based solutions guarantee a greater accuracy in the estimates than the open-
loop identification schemes, at the cost of a larger computational burden [123].
Apart from the grid-connection applications described in the previous section, the use of
MRAS techniques to estimate the stator resistance in industrial drives has attracted much atten-
tion during the last years [130–136]. In these proposals, the basic scheme in Fig. 1.7 is adapted
to each case and specifications: to the improvement of the behavior of the speed observer for
sensorless control [130, 131, 133], to condition monitoring [132, 134], or to precise current
loop design [135, 136]. Hence, some of these solutions permit the estimation of one or two ex-
tra parameters (besides the stator resistance) in the motor plant model, such as the rotor speed,
the rotor flux magnitude or the rotor resistance [130, 131, 133, 136]. Therefore, as this extra
dynamics is not reflected on the plant model described in section §1.2.5, these methods cannot
be directly applied to solve the problem described in this thesis. A similar situation happens
in [130], since the duality of stator and rotor equations is used to define the AM and the RM.
Regarding the other works, the remaining delay after applying delay compensation is neglected
in the AM of [134], whereas in that of [135], the modulation delay is ignored. These omissions
may lead to important mismatches as the sampling frequency fs decreases and are specially crit-
ical when the target of the estimation is to precisely design the closed-loop transient response.
On the other hand, owing to the quantity selected to be compared in both models of [132],
this proposal cannot be extended to estimate both the equivalent inductance and resistance in
the plant model. Consequently, as reported in the previous section, particularly designed es-
timation methods are developed in this thesis, based on the general ideas collected from the
bibliography.
1.2.7 Control Structures
Multiple structures can be implemented to regulate the ac current [42]. Among the linear
alternatives that require a separate modulation algorithm, the most popular ones are probably
deadbeat controllers [34, 42, 55, 80, 86, 89, 137], proportional-integral (PI) controllers [10,
42, 80, 92, 138–141] and resonant controllers [27, 34, 42, 77, 79, 80, 114, 142–148]. A brief
overview of deadbeat controllers is included in the following, together with a more detailed
presentation of PI and proportional-resonant (PR) regulators, which are object of analysis along
this thesis.
1.2.7.1 Deadbeat Controllers
Deadbeat controllers belong to the family of predictive regulators [34, 42]. Hence, they can
either directly generate the modulation pulses or be followed by a modulation stage [42]. The
deadbeat controller is obtained by setting the closed-loop transfer function of the current loop,
which is given in (1.18), so that the delay at all frequencies is as low as possible. Since 2 is the
immediate integer above the actual number of delay samples, which is 1.5 (cf. section §1.2.5.3),
GCLαβ(z) = z
−2 [34, 42, 85, 137, 149]. Thus, from the latter and (1.18), the deadbeat controller
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transfer function is
GDB(z) =
1
z−1GZOHLαβ (z)
z−2
1− z−2 . (1.20)
Substituting GZOHLαβ (z) in the latter equation by (1.16) yields to
GDB(z) =
R
1−ρ−1
1− z−1 ρ−1
1− z−2 . (1.21)
It is worth mentioning that this definition of deadbeat controller, which was already presented
in [85], is more accurate than those in many studies, which neglect either the computation
or the modulation delays in the plant model, or the resistance or consider GCLαβ(z) = z
−1
[34, 42, 80, 86, 87, 149–151]. When properly tuned, the deadbeat controller shows a superior
performance in terms of transient response than the other digital alternatives [80, 85, 86, 137].
Nevertheless, different drawbacks have been reported. Firstly, owing to the fact that they
are directly defined from the plant model, deadbeat controllers exhibit a significant sensi-
tiveness to parameter mismatches, as well as to converter nonlinearities, such as dead times
[42, 55, 85–87, 89, 137]. Related to these aspects, it is their poor disturbance rejection capabil-
ity [80, 85, 137]. Another weak point is their inability to achieve zero steady-state error at fre-
quencies different from 0 Hz, which is a problem when controlling alternate signals in station-
ary frame [85]. Besides, deadbeat controllers are particularly sensitive to noise on the measured
variables [80, 137]. In order to overcome these problems, parameter estimators, dead time com-
pensation algorithms, feedforward of the PCC voltage and delay compensation techniques may
be implemented at the cost of a slower transient response [55, 80, 86, 87, 89, 103, 128, 137, 151].
1.2.7.2 PI Controllers
PI controllers are one of the most extended solutions to regulate constant references. How-
ever, when controlling alternate signals of frequency ω1 in stationary frame, they are unable to
provide zero steady-state error. To overcome this issue, they are implemented in a reference
frame synchronous with the frequency to be controlled, i.e., with ω1, so that alternate signals
of that frequency are transformed into dc quantities, thanks to the Park transform (cf. section
§1.2.4) [80, 138].
Mainly, two different structures of PI controllers in the SRF can be distinguished: the clas-
sical PI controller (with or without state-feedback cross-coupling decoupling) and the complex
vector PI controller.
A) Classical PI Controller
A classical PI controller of the form
GPI(s) = KP+
KI
s
(1.22)
should be implemented in each of the two axes of the SRF, where KP and KI denote the pro-
portional and integral gains, respectively. An equivalent structure can be employed to regulate
a harmonic component of order h
GPIh(s) = KPh +
KIh
s
. (1.23)
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Figure 1.8: Classical PI controller implemented in SRF and Park transforms.
when implemented in an SRF rotating at hω1, in case of positive-sequence harmonics, or at
−hω1, in case of negative-sequence ones. The proportional and integral gains are represented
by KPh and KIh , respectively. Fig. 1.8 depicts the corresponding complex vector block diagram,
where the angle needed for the Park transform hθ1 is provided by a phase-locked loop (PLL)
[152]. A delay compensation term can be included by simply adding a phase lead to hθ1 before
being input to the inverse transformation [10, 80, 139]. This leading angle is usually chosen to
compensate the time delay of the plant Td = 1.5Ts (cf. section §1.2.5.3) at dc, which implies the
addition of an angle ω1Td [10, 139, 153], as shown in Fig. 1.8.
Fig. 1.9a illustrates the complex vector block diagram of the current control closed loop in
an SRF when a classical PI controller is implemented. The delay compensation term is modeled
in this scheme as e jω1Td (see the block labeled accordingly in the center of the figure) [10]. Due
to the cross coupling between the d and q axes in GLdq(s), the performance of the control loop
degrades, especially as the synchronous frequency increases [10, 92, 140, 141]. This problem
may be avoided by adding a current feedback with a gain jω1L̂ to the controller output, as
depicted with dashed lines in Fig. 1.9a. This modification of the classical PI controller is
very popular and often known as PI controller with state-feedback cross-coupling decoupling
(PICCD) [10, 34, 58, 78, 140, 141, 154]. If the delay were neglected, it would be equivalent to
moving the plant pole to the real axis, i.e., to replacing GLdq(s) by GLαβ(s) [85, 140]. Hence,
in these conditions, the open-loop transfer function of the current control loop would be as
follows:
GOL(s) = GPIh(s)GLαβ(s) =
sKPh +KIh
s
1
sL+R
. (1.24)
If the IMC principle is adopted, which is aimed at canceling the plant pole by the controller zero,
the latter transfer function can be further simplified as GOL(s) = Kh/s, where Kh coincides with
the controller bandwidth and is the only degree of freedom of the resulting regulator. This
involves selecting the PI controller gains as KPh/KIh = L/R and KPh = KhL, as well as having
a correct estimation of the plant parameters L and R [10, 81, 92, 140, 141]. The corresponding
scheme is depicted in Fig. 1.9b.
In order to obtain the equivalent transfer function of the classical PI controller in the discrete-
time domain GPIh(z), the Tustin transform is applied to GPIh(s) following the indications in [79]:
GPIh(z) = KPh +
KIh
2
Ts
1−z−1
1+z−1
= KPh +KIh
Ts
2
1+ z−1
1− z−1 (1.25)
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(a) Classical PI controller (with cross-coupling decoupling (PICCD)).
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(b) Classical PI controller (with cross-coupling decoupling (PICCD)) tuned according to IMC principle.
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(c) Complex vector PI controller tuned according to IMC principle.
Figure 1.9: Complex vector block diagrams of the current closed loop with different PI con-
trollers in SRF.
B) Complex Vector PI Controller
Instead of moving the plant pole to the real axis, as the classical PICCD does, it is also
possible to match the complex pole of GLdq(s) by a complex zero in the controller. Thus, the
complex vector PI controller was proposed [10, 92, 140, 141]:
GcPIh(s) =
s KPh +KIh + jhω1KPh
s
= Kh
s L+R+ jhω1L
s
. (1.26)
Note that in (1.26), the controller gains have been selected according to the IMC principle, as
explained above. Fig. 1.9c illustrates the corresponding block diagram. If the delay effect were
neglected and the plant parameters correctly identified, the resulting open-loop transfer function
of the current loop would be identical to that obtained with the PICCD, i.e., GOL(s) = Kh/s, and
so would be the closed-loop one, leading to an equivalent command tracking performance of
both controllers [10, 92, 140].
Nonetheless, in case of plant parameter mismatches, the closed-loop frequency response
with the PICCD would be more degraded around hω1, i.e., at the vicinity of the frequency to
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be controlled, whereas with GcPIh(s) it would be altered around 0 Hz, which is more favorable
[10, 140]. Moreover, when implementing several controllers in parallel to regulate different
harmonics and sequences, a much better performance, in terms of axes decoupling is achieved
with GcPIh(s), especially at low gains [9, 85]. Regarding the disturbance rejection capability,
the PICCD exhibits superior behavior than the complex vector alternative, even when L and R
are correctly identified [10, 92].
1.2.7.3 Resonant Controllers
Resonant controllers present open-loop infinite gain at a certain frequency, called resonant
frequency, which assures steady-state perfect tracking and disturbance rejection for components
pulsating in closed loop at that frequency [27, 77, 79, 80, 114, 142, 144–148]. In this manner,
ac currents can be regulated directly in stationary frame, avoiding Park transformations, and
thus, reducing the computational burden [79, 80, 114, 144–146]. This also allows for a lower
sensitiveness to errors and noise in synchronization [114, 144, 155]. Moreover, not only do
they track the positive-sequence component, but also the negative-sequence one of the same
harmonic order [77, 79, 80, 114, 144–146]. This is related to their equivalence to two iden-
tical PI regulators implemented in two SRFs simultaneously: one in a positive-sequence SRF
and another one in a negative-sequence SRF [26, 42, 80, 114, 143, 144, 146]. Regulating the
fundamental negative-sequence current is essential in grid-tied applications to compensate the
grid imbalance. However, when using a resonant controller, achieving distortion-free saturation
requires more complex schemes than in the case of a PI SRF regulator [156]. Besides, special
care must be put on the discretization of the former in order to preserve the desired resonant
frequency [79, 80].
Resonant controllers can be mainly grouped in PR and vector proportional-integral (VPI)
controllers.
A) PR Controller
A PR controller can be expressed in the s-domain as follows:
GPRh(s) = KPh+
KIhs
s2+h2ω21
(1.27)
where KPh and KIh denote the proportional and integral gains, respectively [77, 79, 146, 147,
157]. As shown in Fig. 1.10, this expression results from the addition of those of two identical
classical PI controllers, one of them implemented in a positive-sequence SRF rotating at hω1
and another one, in a negative-sequence SRF rotating at −hω1, both translated to the stationary
frame [by applying (1.4) to (1.23)]:
GPRh(s) =
KPh
2
+
KIh/2
s− jhω1︸ ︷︷ ︸
G+PIh(s)
+
KPh
2
+
KIh/2
s+ jhω1
.︸ ︷︷ ︸
G−PIh(s)
(1.28)
Superscripts + and − refer to the positive and negative SRFs, respectively. Note that in (1.28),
as well as in Fig. 1.10, the gains of G+PIh(s) and G
−
PIh(s) are halved, so that the resulting ones
after the addition correspond to those in (1.27) [85]. It is worth mentioning that adding state-
feedback decoupling terms in both SRFs has no effect, as these terms are not altered by the
transforms, and thus, they are canceled with each other (cf. Fig. 1.10) [9].
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Figure 1.10: Equivalence between double SRF PI controller and PR controller in stationary
frame.
With the aim of regulating different harmonics, several PR controllers can be implemented
in parallel [79, 111, 114, 143, 145, 146, 158–161], yielding to the following expression:
GPR(s) = KPT + ∑
h=1,5,7...
KIh
s
s2+h2ω21
(1.29)
where KPT is the addition of the individual proportional gains, i.e., KPT = ∑h=1,5,7...KPh .
In order to compensate the time delay at the vicinity of the resonant frequency, a delay
compensation technique may also be added to these controllers [77, 79, 143, 147, 148, 159,
162]:
GdPRh(s) = KPh +KIh
s cos(φ′h)−hω1 sin(φ′h)
s2+h2ω21
. (1.30)
The superscript d indicates that delay compensation is included. This technique, which is equiv-
alent to that applied to the PI regulators, consists in moving the zero of the PR controller in
(1.27) to achieve a phase lead φ′h around the resonant frequency. Note that for φ
′
h = 0, (1.30)
equals (1.29).
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Figure 1.11: Open-loop Bode diagrams GCαβ(z)z
−1GZOHLαβ (z) obtained with PR controllers with-
out delay compensation, for different KPT and KIh values. The phase margin and crossover fre-
quency is only indicated for those cases in which KPT = 34.24 (it is practically the same for the
three KIh values). Parameters: L = 10.9 mH, R = 1.9Ω, fs = 10 kHz, h ∈ {1,5,7}, f1 = 50 Hz
and KI1 = KI5 = KI7 = KIh .
A thorough study about the accuracy of the different methods to discretize resonant con-
trollers has been contributed in [79]. According to it, the best choice is to apply the impulse
invariant method to GPRh(s) and G
d
PRh(s):
GPRh(z) = KPh +KIhTs
1− z−1 cos(ω1Ts)
1−2z−1 cos(ω1Ts)+ z−2
(1.31)
GdPRh(z) = KPh +KIhTs
cos(φ ′h)− z−1 cos(φ ′h−hω1Ts)
1−2z−1 cos(hω1Ts)+ z−2 .
(1.32)
The tuning of φ′h has been addressed in different works, with different objectives. E.g., in
[77], the selection is targeted at sensitivity minimization, i.e., at maximizing the distance in the
Nyquist curve to the critical point, which improves the stability, while in [7], it is aimed at a
passivity-based design to prevent from system unknown instabilities.
Regarding the tuning of KPT and KIh , some guidelines can be found in the literature, mainly
based on the observation of open-loop Bode diagrams, as the one shown in Fig. 1.11. The
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crossover frequency (i.e., the frequency at which the gain is 0 dB) is mainly set by the propor-
tional gain KPT , and so are the phase margin and bandwidth [79, 80, 85, 111, 146, 161]. When
delay compensation is not included, KPT usually also defines the maximum resonant frequency
that can be controlled maintaining the stability [79, 85, 111, 146] (see [77] for exceptions). The
reason is that resonant filters principally modify the frequency response only at the vicinity of
the frequency to be controlled, i.e., hω1 [65, 79, 85, 111, 146, 158, 161, 163, 164]. Consid-
eration of delay compensation makes possible to control frequencies higher than the crossover
one without losing the stability [77, 139, 147]. The width of the resonant peak at each reso-
nant frequency is established by the corresponding integral gain KIh . This fact can be observed
in Fig. 1.11, which includes curves with three different KIh values. Consequently, selection of
integral gains implies a compromise between filter selectivity and settling time of command
tracking and disturbance rejection of components rotating at hω1 [79, 80, 85, 139, 144, 146,
160, 165, 166]. In general, the higher the KIh , the faster the dynamics, but the lower the filter
selectivity, which implies that the current loop performs better in the presence of frequency de-
viations, but also, that is more sensitive to noise. On the contrary, the lower the KIh , the slower
the settling time and the higher the filter selectivity. Nevertheless, these are mostly qualitative
guidelines, which do not consider the delay effect. Furthermore, they are not aimed at the op-
timization of the disturbance rejection transient response, which is crucial to fulfill the LVRT
requirements and, as proved in chapter §4, more demanding than the reference tracking one, as
well as very dependent on the parameter tuning. Hence, an accurate assessment of the current
loop, together with a tuning method for KIh is presented in chapter §4.
B) VPI Controller
VPI controllers are alternative resonant regulators to PR ones [77, 79, 142, 143, 147, 148,
157, 167–170] of the form
GVPIh(s) =
s2KPh+ sKIh
s2+h2ω21
. (1.33)
Hence, if the delay were neglected, the resulting open-loop transfer function of the current
control loop in stationary frame would be
GOL(s) = GVPIh(s)GLαβ(s) =
s2KPh+ sKIh
s2+h2ω21
1
sL+R
. (1.34)
Therefore, cancellation of the plant pole may be achieved with the VPI controller as done with
the PI regulators, i.e., by selecting its gains as KPh/KIh = L/R [77, 79, 142, 143]. Thus, (1.33)
can be rearranged as
GVPIh(s) = Kh
s(sL+R)
s2+h2ω21
(1.35)
where KPh = KhL [77, 79, 142, 143, 147, 148, 157]. In this manner, in such conditions, (1.34)
would be further simplified as GOL(s) = sKh/(s2+h2ω21). Owing to this fact, despite not explic-
itly including φ′h in (1.35), GVPIh(s) already provides certain phase compensation, of an angle
arctan(hω1L/R). Nevertheless, when controlling high-order harmonic components (h ≥ 37),
delay compensation has to be included to guarantee the stability of the current loop [77, 143]:
GdVPIh(s) = Kh
(s L+R)
[
s cos(φ′h)−hω1 sin(φ′h)
]
s2+h2ω21
(1.36)
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Figure 1.12: Equivalence between double SRF complex vector PI controller and VPI controller
in stationary frame.
As in the case of PR controllers, several VPI regulators can be added in parallel to control
different harmonics. VPI controllers provide very low gain for dc and for other components
far from the ones to be regulated [142, 143]. Some recent works show that they could provide
higher stability margins than PR ones, and hence, more damped responses [77, 79, 143, 157].
On the other hand, as illustrated in Fig. 1.12, a VPI controller is equivalent to the addition of two
identical complex vector PI controllers, one of them implemented in a positive-sequence SRF
rotating at hω1 and another one, in a negative-sequence SRF rotating at −hω1, both translated
to the stationary frame [by applying (1.4) to (1.26)]:
GVPIh(s) =
Kh
2
(s− jhω1)L+R+ jhω1L
s− jhω1︸ ︷︷ ︸
G+cPIh(s)
+
Kh
2
(s+ jhω1)L+R− jhω1L
s+ jhω1︸ ︷︷ ︸
G−cPIh(s)
(1.37)
The gain of each G+cPIh(s) and G
−
cPIh(s) is halved with respect to that in (1.26), so that the
resulting Kh corresponds to that in (1.35) [85].
Discretization of VPI controllers has been also deeply analyzed in [79]. In such work, a
separation of the controller into two different resonant terms is proposed:
GVPIh(s) = Kh
[
L
s2
s2+h2ω21︸ ︷︷ ︸
sine term
+R
s
s2+h2ω21︸ ︷︷ ︸
cosine term
]
. (1.38)
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Figure 1.13: Open-loop Bode diagrams GCαβ(z)z
−1GZOHLαβ (z) obtained with VPI controllers
without delay compensation, for different Kh values. Parameters: L = 10.9 mH, R = 1.9Ω,
fs = 10 kHz, h ∈ {1,5,7}, f1 = 50 Hz and K1 = K5 = K7 = Kh.
Hence, a different discretization method can be applied to each term. For the cosine one, which
coincides with that of the PR controller [cf. (1.29)], the same technique is recommended, i.e.,
the impulse invariant method, whereas for the sine term, either first-order hold, Tustin with
prewarping or zero-pole matching are regarded as suitable options [79]. Thus, GVPI(s) and
GdVPIh(s) may be expressed in the z-domain as follows, when Tustin with prewarping discretiza-
tion is applied to the sine term [79]:
GVPI(z) = Kh
[
Lcos2
(hω1Ts
2
) 1−2z−1+ z−2
1−2z−1 cos(hω1Ts)+ z−2︸ ︷︷ ︸
sine term
+R Ts
1− z−1 cos(hω1Ts)
1−2z−1 cos(hω1Ts)+ z−2︸ ︷︷ ︸
cosine term
]
(1.39)
GdVPIh(z) = Kh
[
L
1
2(−1+ z−2)sin(φ ′h)sin(hω1Ts)+(1−2z−1+ z−2)cos(φ ′h)cos2
(
hω1Ts
2
)
1−2z−1 cos(hω1Ts)+ z−2︸ ︷︷ ︸
sine term
+R Ts
cos(φ ′h)− z−1 cos(φ ′h−hω1Ts)
1−2z−1 cos(hω1Ts)+ z−2︸ ︷︷ ︸
cosine term
]
.
(1.40)
As reported in [77, 142, 143], Kh tuning involves a tradeoff between selective filtering and
settling time. From Fig. 1.13, the higher the Kh, the wider the resonant peak, and thus, the
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lesser the selectivity. As demonstrated in [77], once Kh is determined, φ′h can be adjusted inde-
pendently to maximize the phase margin, i.e., φ′h = 1.5hω1Td, without worsening the transient
response.
Given the advantages of VPI controllers, and the lack of studies about their tuning oriented
to grid-connected applications, in which settling time, overshoot and THD are the main con-
straints, a rigorous analysis and design of current loop is conducted in chapter §5. A comparison
in those terms between PR and VPI controllers is also provided.
C) Resonant Controllers in SRF
Resonant controllers tuned at h = 6k, with k ∈ N, can be implemented in an SRF rotating
at the fundamental frequency, so that they regulate simultaneously a negative-sequence current
harmonic of the form 6k−1 and a positive-sequence one of the form 6k+1 [3, 4, 7, 142, 143,
148, 160, 171, 172]. Thus, a single resonant filter is able to control two harmonic components,
reducing the computational resources needed [171, 172]. This strategy can be adopted with
both PR and VPI controllers [3, 4, 7, 142, 143, 148, 160, 171].
1.3 Major Results
The work in this dissertation is divided into four main chapters, which are followed by a fifth
one that summarizes the conclusions and two appendices. While chapters §2 and §3 address the
estimation of plant parameters, chapters §4 and §5 are focused on controller tuning.
Chapter 2: “Equivalent Loss Resistance Estimation of Grid-Tied Converters for Current
Control Analysis and Design”
This chapter proposes a method to identify the VSC equivalent loss resistance in specific
working conditions. This resistance reflects the influence of the power losses on the plant model
and its estimation is essential to accurately analyze and design the current control loop. The
developed estimation technique is based on the iterative evaluation of the closed-loop transient
responses obtained with two different control loops: one with the actual plant and another
one with a model. Regarding the implementation of the developed method, two options are
possible: online or offline. Experimental results allow to identify the corresponding equivalent
loss resistance of a three-phase grid-tied VSC working at different switching frequencies and
power ratings.
Chapter 3: “A Method for Identification of the Equivalent Inductance and Resistance in
the Plant Model of Current-Controlled Grid-Tied Converters”
In this chapter, a method to identify both the equivalent inductance and resistance in the plant
model of the current loop is presented. Having reliable estimates of both parameters allows for
an accurate analysis of the current loop dynamics, as well as for a precise tuning of the controller
parameters. The proposed technique, which is an improvement of that in chapter §2, is also an
iterative algorithm that minimizes the difference between the step responses obtained with two
distinct current closed loops. It can either work online or offline. The corresponding inductance
and resistance of a three-phase grid-tied VSC working at different switching frequencies and
power ratings, with L and LCL filters, have been experimentally identified.
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Chapter 4: “Assessment and Optimization of the Transient Response of Proportional-
Resonant Current Controllers for Distributed Power Generation Systems”
In this chapter, a methodology to assess and optimize the transient response of PR current
controllers is developed, which is based on the study of the error signal transfer function roots
by means of root loci. The proposed controller tuning aims at minimizing the postfault and
reference tracking settling times, so that power electronics converters in DPGSs can fulfill the
most demanding GC requirements. The need of a tradeoff between reference and disturbance
transients is identified. Experimental results obtained with a three-phase VSC prototype validate
the approach.
Chapter 5: “Transient Response Evaluation of Stationary-Frame Resonant Current Con-
trollers for Grid-Connected Applications”
This chapter presents a study about the convenience of employing VPI controllers in grid-
tied applications. Their transient responses for reference tracking and disturbance rejection,
which are assessed by the corresponding error signal roots, are compared with those obtained
with the PR controller. It is demonstrated that at high sampling frequencies, the behavior of the
PR controller is clearly superior. In the presence of both reference and disturbance changes,
shorter settling times and smaller overshoot are attained, whereas a lower THD is achieved in
steady state. Nevertheless, as the sampling frequency decreases, both controllers present more
similarities. Experimental results corroborate the theoretical analysis.
Chapter 6: “Conclusions and Future Research”
The main conclusions of this dissertation are summarized in this chapter and some recom-
mendations for future research topics are provided.
Appendix A: “Study of the Disturbance Rejection Capability of the Harmonics Caused by
Dead Times in the Experimental Results of Chapter 2”
This appendix analyzes the capability of the current closed loop to reject the fifth and the
seventh harmonics caused by dead times as a function of K and the resistance mismatch, in order
to theoretically justify the differences in the amplitude of these oscillations in the experimental
results from chapter §2.
Appendix B: “Mathematical Development of the Error Time-Domain Expressions for
Chapter 4”
This appendix exposes the analytical development of the error time-domain expressions for
chapter §4.
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Chapter 2
Equivalent Loss Resistance Estimation of
Grid-Tied Converters for Current Control
Analysis and Design
Abstract — Rigorous analysis and design of the current control loop in voltage source converters
(VSCs) requires an accurate modeling. The loop behavior can be significantly influenced by the VSC
working conditions. To consider such effect, converter losses should be included in the model, which
can be done by means of an equivalent series resistance. This chapter proposes a method to identify the
VSC equivalent loss resistance for proper tuning of the current control loop. It is based on analysis of
the closed-loop transient response provided by a synchronous proportional-integral current controller,
according to the internal model principle. The method gives a set of loss resistance values linked to
working conditions, which can be used to improve the tuning of the current controllers, either by online
adaptation of the controller gains or by open-loop adaptive adjustment of them according to pre-stored
data. The developed identification procedure is tested in the laboratory at different specifications of
power level and switching frequency.
2.1 Introduction
Pulse-width modulated voltage source converters (VSCs) are employed for grid connection
in multiple applications such as active power filters [77, 79, 81], microgrids [58, 173, 174] or
distributed power generation from renewable energy sources [34, 78, 100, 111, 175–177]. In all
of them, L or LCL filters are usually employed to mitigate the switching harmonics [34, 78, 100,
111, 173, 174, 177]. In such applications, stringent requirements are often demanded [34, 58,
76–78, 81, 111, 173–175, 177], so the control algorithms should be accurately adjusted in order
to assure their fulfillment. Special attention must be paid to the inner loop, which is usually
a current one [34, 78–81, 95, 100, 174], since it establishes the performance of the overall
system in terms of transient response [10, 111]. Linear plant models permit the application of
well-known linear analysis and design techniques [34, 75–78, 81]. In this manner, linear first-
order time-averaged models are usually chosen for the filter admittance [76, 77, 79–81]. This
assumption is also suitable for LCL filters provided that their behavior is similar to that of L
ones at frequencies below the LCL resonance [77, 102, 111].
On the other hand, the VSC behavior is very influenced by power losses [93, 95, 175, 178,
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179], so a good model should reflect the effects associated to them. Various approaches have
addressed this topic, mainly based on the inclusion of resistances in the control loop models
[76, 93, 95, 178–182]; in particular, a resistance is considered in parallel with the dc-link [95,
178, 181] or in series with the filter inductance [76, 93, 95, 178–182] depending on whether
the dc-link voltage or the ac current is controlled, respectively. Each combination of demanded
power, output voltage or switching frequency leads to different percentages of power losses
[175, 178, 179, 183, 184] and, in turn, to different values of these resistances. As a result, the
working conditions of the converter are reflected on the respective plant models.
Focusing on current control, although the inclusion of an equivalent resistance in series
with the filter inductance and its parasitic resistance to model the effects associated to the VSC
losses is commonly accepted [76, 93, 95, 178–181], there are few works aimed at current loop
analysis and design that consider it, and the available information in this sense is scarce. In
some references, the fact that this equivalent loss resistance is considered is briefly mentioned
and then, a value is given as part of the plant parameters without much explanation [76, 93]. At
best, a set of different values is provided at different power levels for a certain converter [179].
But, at this point, there is not a clear method explaining how to quantify the VSC equivalent
loss resistance.
Knowledge of the inductance value is enough to guarantee a certain bandwidth quite ap-
proximately [76]. However, when specifications are given in terms of transient response (e.g.,
settling time and overshoot), an accurate estimation of the time constant, i.e., inductance and
resistance, is essential [10, 80, 119]. It is also worth noting that knowing the resistance value
permits to improve the disturbance rejection capability by means of the “active resistance” tech-
nique without altering the command tracking response [10, 154]. As shown in this chapter, the
value of the converter equivalent loss resistance may be very significant depending on the work-
ing conditions. At light load and high switching frequencies, in our experimental setup, values
as high as 4−10 times the filter resistance are obtained. Thus, an erroneous estimation (or its
omission) implies the utilization of certain controller gains that alter the time-domain response
of the current control closed loop with respect to that expected from its theoretical design (e.g.,
different settling time and overshoot). Therefore, it is interesting to have a method to identify
the VSC equivalent loss resistance, so that the actual current dynamics may be properly studied
and the controller parameters can be precisely tuned.
Assuming the commonly-accepted low-order time-averaged plant model of the current loop
[10, 76, 77, 79–81, 95, 140, 141], and including the converter equivalent resistance in it [76,
93, 95, 180, 181], a method is developed in this chapter to identify the VSC equivalent loss
resistance in each specific working condition for current control design. The proposal has its
basis on model reference adaptive systems (MRASs) [123], which have become really popular
in drives applications to estimate, for example, the stator resistance value [130–136, 185]. The
MRAS-based method developed in this chapter exploits the properties of the current closed-
loop transient response that is obtained by implementing a synchronous PI controller with state-
feedback cross-coupling decoupling (PICCD) [10, 34, 58, 78, 140, 141, 154], considering the
internal model control (IMC) principle [10, 141]. It is an iterative algorithm that minimizes
the error between the closed-loop step responses obtained with the real plant and with the plant
model. Root-locus diagrams are analyzed to introduce the basis and to support the procedure.
Regarding the implementation of the identified information, two options are possible: online or
offline. The advantages and drawbacks of both alternatives, as well as the limitations of each
one with the developed procedure, are discussed.
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Figure 2.1: Scheme of a grid-connected VSC.
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Figure 2.2: Complex vector block diagrams of the current control closed loop in SRF (inverter
operation).
The chapter is organized as follows. Section §2.2 reviews the current control closed-loop
model. Section §2.3 introduces the theoretical basis of the proposal by means of an analysis of
the influence of the total resistance in the root-locus diagrams and in the step response of the
current loop. In section §2.4, the developed identification method is presented. Section §2.5
evaluates the sensitivity to the resistance estimate when a two degrees-of-freedom (2DOF)
proportional-integral (PI) controller is implemented in the final application. Experimental re-
sults are provided in section §2.6. Finally, section §2.7 concludes the work.
2.2 Current Control Closed-Loop Model
Fig. 2.1 depicts a three-phase grid-connected VSC, where the voltage at the point of com-
mon coupling (PCC) and the current in phase n are denoted by vPCCn and in, respectively. LF
and RF are respectively the inductance and resistance of the interface filter, while vdc and C are
respectively the dc-link voltage and capacitance. The direct current externally supplied to (or
demanded from) the dc-link is represented by idc.
Fig. 2.2a shows the complex vector block diagram in the s-domain of the current control
closed loop with respect to a synchronous reference frame (SRF) rotating at the fundamental
frequency ω1. The subscripts dq are used for complex vector notation with respect to the d and
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q axes of the SRF (i.e., idq = id + jiq and vPCCdq = vPCCd + jvPCCq), an asterisk denotes refer-
ence signals and a hat is used for the estimated and measured values. The VSC introduces a
gain equal to half vdc, which is compensated by multiplying the output of the current controller
by the inverse. A time delay Td = 1.5Ts in the stationary frame is considered [76, 80]. The com-
putational delay (i.e., a delay of one sample [76, 80]) is represented in the SRF as e−(s+jω1)Ts ,
with Ts being the sampling period, while a zero-order hold (ZOH) is used to model the regu-
larly sampled pulse-width modulation (PWM), which introduces half a sample delay [76, 80].
A delay compensation term e jω1Td may be introduced in the control loop to cancel the phase lag
caused by the delay at dc in the SRF (see the block with dashed lines in the center of Fig. 2.2a)
[10]. The plant admittance is modeled in the SRF as [10, 81, 140]
GL(s) =
1
sL+R+ jω1L
. (2.1)
Apart from RF, the equivalent loss resistance of the converter RC can also be included in R, i.e.,
R = RF+RC [76, 93, 95, 180, 181]. The resistance and the inductance of the feeder cables are
neglected.
It is worth mentioning that, as all the transfer functions defined along this chapter are ex-
pressed with respect to the SRF, subscripts dq are omitted for the sake of clarity, e.g., GL(s) is
adopted, instead of GLdq(s), which was employed in the introduction (cf. chapter §1).
A synchronous PI controller is used to regulate the current [10, 34, 81, 140, 154]:
GPI(s) = KP+
KI
s
(2.2)
with KP and KI being the proportional and integral gains, respectively. To enhance the transient
behavior, which degrades as ω1 becomes greater due to the cross coupling between the d and
q axes in (2.1) [10, 140, 141], a current feedback with a gain jω1L̂ is added to the controller
output (cf. Fig. 2.2a). This modified PI controller is very popular and is often known as PICCD
[10, 34, 58, 78, 140, 141, 154].
Since vPCCdq acts as a disturbance in the control loop, it can be measured (v̂PCCdq) and
fedforward in order to improve the transient behavior [34]. Making the assumption of perfect
cancellation between each other, and neglecting the delay, Fig. 2.2a can be simplified, giving
rise to Fig. 2.2b.
On the other hand, Fig. 2.2c illustrates the block diagram in the z-domain. The discretization
of (2.1) with the ZOH method and the multiplication of the result by z−1e−jω1Ts permits to
include in the plant expression in the SRF the delay of 1.5 samples:
GPL(z) =
z−2
R
(1−ρ−1)e−2jω1Ts
1− z−1ρ−1e−jω1Ts (2.3)
where ρ= eR Ts/L. GPI(z) has been obtained by applying the Tustin transform to GPI(s) follow-
ing the indications in [79].
2.3 Theoretical Basis: Analysis of the Current Control
Closed-Loop Step Response
Prior to the explanation of the proposed method, an analysis of the current control closed
loop is conducted. In order to simplify the study, in sections §2.3.1 and §2.3.2, the time delay
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is firstly neglected (cf. Fig. 2.2b), but it will be considered (cf. Fig. 2.2c) from section §2.3.3
until the end of the chapter.
2.3.1 Open-Loop Transfer Function in the Continuous Domain
Owing to the cancellation between the imaginary terms of GL(s) and the PICCD in Fig. 2.2b,
the open-loop transfer function of the current control loop is as follows:
GOL(s) = GPI(s)
1
sL+R
=
sKP+KI
s
1
sL+R
. (2.4)
According to the IMC principle, the PI controller gains are selected as KP/KI = L̂/R̂ and
KP = KL̂ [10, 141], so that the plant pole is directly canceled by the real zero of the PI con-
troller in SRF, provided that the estimated plant parameters (L̂ and R̂) match the real ones (L
and R) [10, 81, 140, 141]. In this manner, the open-loop transfer function GOL(s) can be sim-
plified as [10, 141]
G ′OL(s) = K
1
s
. (2.5)
It can be observed that G ′OL(s) does not depend on the plant parameters, although they need
to be known. Moreover, it has only one open-loop pole pol1 = 0 and one closed-loop pole
pcl1 = −K. In this situation, the closed-loop response to a step in the current reference i∗ is an
exponential function [75, 140]. Note that K becomes equal to the closed-loop bandwidth in
rad/s [10, 141, 154].
Nevertheless, when the plant parameter estimates are wrong, i.e., L̂ 6= L or R̂ 6= R, GOL(s)
cannot be simplified, leading to
G ′′OL(s) = K
sL̂+ R̂
s
1
sL+R
. (2.6)
G ′′OL(s) has one zero z1, two open-loop poles p
ol
1 and p
ol
2 and two closed-loop poles p
cl
1 and p
cl
2 :
z1 =−R̂/L̂; pol1 = 0; pol2 =−R/L;
pcl1,2 =
−(R+KL̂)±
√
(R+KL̂)2−4KLR̂
2L
.
(2.7)
In this case, given that the number of poles is bigger than one, the closed-loop response to a
step in i∗ may be a double exponential function or the product of exponential and trigonometric
functions, depending on whether both poles are real or complex [75].
Initially, L is assumed constant and equal to the filter inductance value that is measured
offline (i.e., L̂ = L = LF), as done in many other works [131–133, 136]. On the contrary, R
strongly depends on the VSC losses [76, 93, 95, 178–181], so it should be identified (i.e., to
find R̂ = R = RF+RC), which is the purpose of this chapter.
2.3.2 Root-Locus Diagrams in the Continuous Domain
To facilitate the understanding of the previous subsection, as well as to link it to RC identifi-
cation, the complex vector root loci of the current control closed loop (in SRF, in the s-domain
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and neglecting the delay, as in section §2.3.1) are studied in the following for three different
situations.
The diagrams in Fig. 2.3 have been obtained using the parameters of the main case ana-
lyzed in the experimental setup section (cf. case A in Table 2.4 and ω1 = 2pi50 rad/s). Note
that RC = 1.9Ω is determined in the experiments (cf. section §2.6) as a result of the estimation
process, so it is an unknown variable for the control designer when selecting the PICCD param-
eters (i.e., R̂, L and K); such RC = 1.9Ω value is simply used here to generate the root-locus
diagrams in order to study the different possibilities that may occur in reality depending on the
current control parameters.
Under these circumstances, three different relations between R̂ and R are analyzed.
a) Underestimate of R, in Fig. 2.3a, considering it equal to RF and neglecting RC (R̂ = RF =
0.4Ω< R = 2.3Ω).
b) Correct identification of R, in Fig. 2.3b (R̂ = R = 2.3Ω).
c) Overestimate of R, in Fig. 2.3c (R̂ = 3Ω> R = 2.3Ω).
From Figs. 2.3a, b and c, it can be checked how z1 moves depending on the relation between
R̂ and R, and how this affects the position of the closed-loop poles. The closed-loop poles
corresponding to three representative K values (0.4/L in red, 2.3/L in dark gray and 3/L in
green) have been depicted, i.e., K = R̂/L in each of the three cases. Further explanation for
selecting these particular gains will be given in section §2.4. When R̂ = RF < R (cf. Fig. 2.3a),
there are two closed-loop poles that move along the real axis as K increases: pcl1 moves towards
z1 and pcl2 tends to negative infinity. As the estimate approaches the actual value, z1 gets closer
to pol2 , until achieving perfect cancellation at R̂ = R, i.e., when RC is correctly identified (cf.
Fig. 2.3b). In this case, there is only one closed-loop pole pcl1 , which is simply equal to the
gain K [cf. (2.5)]. If R is overestimated (cf. Fig. 2.3c), pcl1 and p
cl
2 become complex for
K ∈ (Kγ1,Kγ2), where
Kγ1,γ2 =
(2R̂−R)∓2
√
R̂2−RR̂
L
. (2.8)
Moreover, in this situation, pcl1 and p
cl
2 move along a circumference with radius rd and center
ct:
rd =
√
R̂2−RR̂
L
; ct = z1 =− R̂L . (2.9)
In this manner, in situations a) and c), unlike in b), the dynamics differs from that expected
from the design based on the IMC principle.
2.3.3 Current Step Response in the Discrete-Time Domain
This section studies the influence of the accuracy in R identification on the transient re-
sponse. A step of amplitude IAMP in the q-axis current reference i∗q is commanded to the system
described in Fig. 2.2c, i.e., this analysis considers the time delay, while i∗d remains constant:
I∗dq(z) = I
∗
d (z)+ jIAMP
1
1− z−1 (2.10)
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n  n  n  
(a) R̂ = RF < R.
n  n  n  
(b) R̂ = R.
n  n  n  
n  
(c) R̂ > R.
Figure 2.3: Root-locus diagrams of the current control loop with respect to the SRF and in the
s-domain. Closed-loop poles in red are placed at K = 0.4/L; in dark gray, at K = 2.3/L and in
green, at K = 3/L. Additional closed-loop poles in orange are placed at Kγ1 and Kγ2 in (c).
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*
R<R
R=R
R R
Figure 2.4: Step response of iq. Effect of different values of K for R̂= RF < R, R̂= R and R̂> R.
A sampling frequency fs = 1/Ts of 10 kHz is employed. The time-domain response of the
current iq(t) at each instant t = λTs (λ ∈ N) to the step I∗q (z) is
iq(t) = Im
{
Z−1
[
I∗dq(z)
GPI(z)GPL(z)
1+(GPI(z)− jω1L̂)GPL(z)︸ ︷︷ ︸
GCL(z)
]}
(2.11)
where GCL(z) is the closed-loop transfer function of the current loop in the z-domain.
The response to a step of IAMP = 6.3 A (cf. case A in section §2.6) is evaluated for the
same three R̂ cases as in the previous subsection. The results are shown in Fig. 2.4: the current
response when R is underestimated iR̂<Rq , with a dashed line with unequal segments; the current
response when R is correctly identified iR̂=Rq , with a continuous line, and the current response
when R is overestimated iR̂>Rq , with a dashed line. Besides, the same K values (0.4/L in red,
2.3/L in dark gray and 3/L in green) are considered. The resulting curves are in agreement with
the root-locus diagrams in Fig. 2.3, as described in the following.
In the case that R̂= RF < R, the global step response iR̂<Rq is the addition of two exponential
curves, one that decays slower and another one that decays faster (caused by the two real closed-
loop poles pcl1 and p
cl
2 , respectively). The overshoot is null, since there are no complex poles.
When R is correctly identified, the step response iR̂=Rq is an exponential curve [there is a sin-
gle real pole, cf. (2.5)]. The overshoot is null and the settling time t5% is inversely proportional
to K; a tolerance band of 5% is defined, which leads to t5% = − ln |0.05|/K [75]. For a given
K, t5% is significantly shorter than in the case of R̂ < R.
In the case that R̂ > R, for K < Kγ1 (e.g., K = 0.4/L < Kγ1 [cf. (2.8)] ), the response iR̂>Rq is
similar to the case of R̂ < R, but with a shorter t5% (even shorter than in the case of R̂ = R). On
the contrary, from K = Kγ1 to K = Kγ2 (e.g., K = 2.3/L and K = 3/L), ripple is superimposed
to the exponential response (pcl1 and p
cl
2 are complex, so they excite different frequencies). As
a consequence, for R̂ > R and Kγ1 < K < Kγ2, there is certain overshoot. Besides, for these
particular parameter values, t5% is slightly shorter than for the case of R̂= R, but this may differ
depending on the chosen tolerance band for the settling time. In any case, the rise time [75] is
shorter for any L, R and K ∈ (Kγ1,Kγ2), provided that R̂ > R.
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Figure 2.5: Block diagram of the proposed identification algorithm implementation, where the
current control closed loop with the real plant (AM) and the one with the simulated plant (RM)
are shown.
2.4 Developed Identification Method of the VSC Equivalent
Loss Resistance
From the observations in the previous section, it can be concluded that the correct estimation
of R, and consequently, of RC, influences the transient behavior of the current loop, so a step test
can be used to identify R. Based on these features, the developed MRAS-based identification
method is presented in this section. Firstly, a brief overview of the classic MRAS technique, its
applications and general information about the proposed scheme can be found in section §2.4.1.
After that, section §2.4.2 describes in detail the developed technique. With the aim of assessing
its estimation error and the speed of convergence, some other theoretical examples are included
in section §2.4.3. Finally, implementation options are discussed in section §2.4.4, while section
§2.4.5 studies the effect of uncertainties in L̂ on the resistance estimate.
2.4.1 Modifications of Previous MRAS Methods
As reported in section §1.2.6.2, classical MRAS techniques are founded on the premise that
one variable in the model that is related to the parameter to be estimated can be calculated in
two different ways: by means of an RM, in which the value of the parameter to be estimated
does not need to be introduced by the designer, and by means of an AM, in whose equations it
does [123, 130] (cf. Fig. 1.7). The error between the output of both models is employed to drive
an adaptation mechanism that updates the AM and converges to zero as the estimated value of
the parameter approaches the real one [123, 130–132].
The use of MRAS techniques to estimate the stator resistance in industrial drives, which
shows certain similarities to the reported case of grid-connection in terms of plant model, has
attracted much attention during the last years [130–136, 185]. In these proposals, the basic
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scheme in Fig. 1.7 is adapted to each application and specifications: to the improvement of
the behavior of the speed observer for sensorless control [130, 131, 133, 185], to condition
monitoring [132, 134], or to precise current loop design [135, 136].
In this chapter, an MRAS-based adaptive control system in closed loop is proposed as a tool
for identification of the VSC equivalent loss resistance. The block diagram in Fig. 2.5 presents
the global structure of the developed estimator: AM, RM and adaptation mechanism, as well
as the parameters involved in each block. Such identification is oriented to the design of the
transient response of the current control closed loop. In this manner, the correct identification
of RC, which is achieved when the error signal between both models converges to zero (see
Fig. 2.5), permits the real plant to obtain the desired closed-loop transient response, which is
given by the RM. Since the accuracy of MRAS algorithms relies on that of the model [123],
the basic MRAS structure has been modified in this chapter to consider the current closed-loop
system, which includes controller, delays, converter and filter admittance, for both the AM and
RM (cf. Fig. 2.5), so that the VSC equivalent loss resistance can be accurately identified. Thus,
the model that contains the simulated plant (in this case, the RM) reproduces the behavior of
the whole closed loop, instead of that of the filter admittance in isolation. Therefore, given
that it is the closed-loop output the one that has to meet the transient constraints (e.g., settling
time and overshoot), it can be said that the proposed MRAS structure is directly oriented to the
fulfillment of time-domain specifications. All these aspects lead to an accurate estimation of
the parameter values for the specific working conditions. It is worth mentioning that a current
closed loop (different from the one in this chapter) has also been considered for both the AM
and RM in [100], but in that work the effects associated to the VSC losses are not regarded,
and it is oriented to an entirely different objective: to guarantee the damping of the LCL filter
resonance in the presence of grid impedance variations.
2.4.2 Steps of the Developed Identification Method
The proposed iterative method is summarized in the steps below. The explanation is sup-
ported by a flowchart of the iterative process (cf. Fig. 2.6). The iteration number is denoted
by k. In addition, an example of application of the proposed algorithm to case A of the experi-
mental results, which is the same case that was considered in the previous section, is shown in
Fig. 2.7.
Step 0) The controller parameters are set in both the AM and RM. L̂ and R̂ are chosen equal
to the measured values of the interface filter, i.e., L̂ = LF, R̂(1) = RF. In addition, the auxiliary
boolean variable R_low_bound is initialized. According to case A, at the first iteration: L̂ =
LF = 5.86 mH and R̂(1) = RF = 0.4Ω.
Step 1) Regarding the gain (which is the remaining controller parameter, see section §2.3), by
inspection of Fig. 2.3, (2.7) and (2.9), it can be observed that by selecting
K = Kmet =−ct =−z1 = R̂L (2.12)
pcl1,2 are complex only if R̂> R. In this manner, provided that ω1 << 2pi fs [186] and K << 2pi fs
[10, 76], it is guaranteed that the closed-loop poles have an imaginary term, which leads to
overshoot, just in the case of R overestimation. Hence, by choosing K(k)= R̂(k)/L, it is possible
to immediately know whether the transient response corresponds to an underestimate, correct
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Figure 2.6: Flowchart of the developed identification method.
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*
(a) k = 1 with R̂ = 0.40Ω.
*
(b) k = 2 with R̂ = 0.89Ω.
*
(c) k = 5 with R̂ = 1.80Ω.
*
(d) k = 10 with R̂ = 2.13Ω.
*
(e) k = 12 with R̂ = 2.35Ω.
*
(f) k = 13 with R̂ = 2.47Ω.
Figure 2.7: iq step response for the theoretical example case A of the proposed identification
method. Several iterations. The k values in each R̂ and in each WIAEq have been omitted for
the sake of simplicity.
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Figure 2.8: WIAEq versus R̂/R for the theoretical example case A of the proposed identification
method. Note that the iteration number k is always increasing from left to right and only the
number of those iterations that are detailed in Fig. 2.7 are indicated.
identification or overestimate of the actual resistance. Moreover, as (2.12) yields low K values,
the condition K << 2pi fs is satisfied even for relatively low sampling frequencies. It should
be noted that these two assumptions (ω1 << 2pi fs and K << 2pi fs) only affect the possibility
of visual distinction among the three cases, but not the validity of the method, in which none
of these simplifications is adopted when modeling the current loop. In the example, K(1) =
0.4/(5.86 ·10−3)≈ 68.
Step 2) A certain step response in i∗q should be commanded to the actual converter, which is
part of the AM. In the theoretical example, a step of amplitude IAMP = 6.3 A is ordered and the
response corresponds to the dashed curve iq in Fig. 2.7a.
At the same time, the same command i∗q as in the actual loop is used as an input to simulate
the behavior of the current control closed loop described in Fig. 2.2c, with the same controller
as in the real loop, a PICCD, with the same parameters [L̂, R̂(k) and K(k)], but assuming that
the resistance and the inductance in the simulated plant [in the form of (2.3)] are Rsim(k) = R̂(k)
and Lsim = L̂ = LF. Thus, the simulated closed loop takes the role of RM: for each iteration
k, the curve iR̂=Rq (k, t) is used as a target for iq(k, t). According to case A, at k = 1: Rsim(1) =
R̂(1) = RF = 0.4Ω and Lsim = L̂ = LF = 5.86 mH. In Fig. 2.7a, the corresponding iR̂=Rq is the
continuous-line curve. The block diagram in Fig. 2.5 shows the simultaneous application of the
same current step to both current control closed loops: the one with the actual plant (AM) and
the one with the simulated plant (RM).
Step 3) The iq and iR̂=Rq values are stored during the storing time tsto = t5% =− ln |0.05|/K(1).
In the conditions of case A, tsto ≈ 44 ms. It should be noticed that each iteration k happens
every tsto/Ts samples (e.g., in case A, every 440 samples). The error between both curves
εq(k, t) = iR̂=Rq (k, t)− iq(k, t) and the integral absolute error (IAE) [9, 187, 188] are computed:
IAEq(k) = ∑tstot=0
∣∣εq(k, t)∣∣Ts. In Fig. 2.7, the IAE corresponds to the area limited by the two
curves iR̂=Rq and iq (see the striped area in Fig. 2.7a). In addition, the sign of the error area is
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obtained by checking whether the integral error (IE) IEq(k) =∑tstot=0 εq(k, t)Ts [10, 189] is bigger
or smaller than zero.
Step 4) The main objective is the minimization of a cost function that should include infor-
mation about the error in R estimation. The selected one is a modification of the IAE that
attempts to weight the underestimate and overestimate cases. It should be noticed that the direct
use of the IAE as the cost function could lead to a considerably higher RC than the real one,
since this indicator (area between iR̂=Rq and iq) is smaller when overestimating than when un-
derestimating (e.g., according to case A, if R̂ = 0.8R, IAEq = 5.01 Ams; however, if R̂ = 1.2R,
IAEq = 2.23 Ams). In this manner, the weighted IAE (WIAE) is defined as
WIAEq(k) =
{
IAEq(k) if IEq(k)≥ 0
[IAEq(k)]
2 if IEq(k)< 0
(2.13)
so a more symmetrical function with respect to the ratio R̂/R is obtained (e.g., if R̂ = 0.8R,
WIAEq = 5.01 and if R̂ = 1.2R, WIAEq = 4.97). This symmetric behavior can be observed in
Fig. 2.8, which shows WIAEq versus R̂/R for all the iterations in case A. This graphic may also
be helpful to understand all the steps of the identification process.
Step 5) Once the WIAEq(k) is calculated, it should be checked whether it is smaller or larger
than a threshold υq. This threshold is adjusted according to the desired resolution and to
IAMP (WIAE depends on the current amplitude); υq = IAMP/4 is recommended, based on
tests performed with a wide range of inductance filter values. In the conditions of case A,
υq = 6.3/4 = 1.575 is obtained; WIAEq(1) = 114.69.
Step 6) In the first iterations the common situation is that IEq(k) > 0 and WIAEq(k) > υq,
since R̂(k) << R. In this case (labeled as “Approach to R lower bound” in Fig. 2.6b), the
objective of the method is a quick reduction of the WIAEq down to υq. Thus, R̂ for the next
iteration is increased a percentage ∆q(k), which is calculated as a function of WIAEq(k) and
IAMP: ∆q(k) = δWIAEq(k)/IAMP, where δ= 1/15. While WIAEq(k) provides the new R̂ with
information about how far its previous value was from R, IAMP in the denominator permits
to make the result independent from the current amplitude. Besides, the constant number 15,
also in the denominator, has been chosen based on the results of tests that were made with
a wide range of inductance filter values. In the theoretical example, at the first iteration (cf.
Fig. 2.7a), WIAEq(1) = 114.69 > υq, so R̂(2) = [1+ 1/(15 · 6.3) · 114.69] · 0.4 = 0.89Ω (cf.
Fig. 2.7b); WIAEq(2) = 53.79 > υq, so R̂(3) = 1.39Ω. In Fig. 2.7c, another iteration (k = 5)
that exemplifies the approach to R lower bound is depicted.
Next, the process should be repeated from step 1).
Step 7) When WIAEq(k) < υq [still IEq(k) > 0, i.e., this case corresponds to the path labeled
as “R refinement I” in Fig. 2.6b], an underestimated value of R that leads to a resolution better
than υq is obtained. The value of R̂(k) in the first iteration at which this condition is verified
is stored in RLOW (subscript LOW refers to the lower bound in the identification process) and
the refinement stage starts. R̂(k+1) is increased a fixed percentage [in this case a 5% of R̂(k)].
In the example, this happens at k = 10 (cf. Fig. 2.7d), where WIAEq(10) = 1.34 < υq and
RLOW = 2.13Ω, so R̂(11) = 1.05R̂(10) = 2.24Ω.
Next, the process should be repeated from step 1), no matter the sign of IEq(k). The new aim
is to find RUPP (subscript UPP refers to the upper bound), i.e., the overestimated value of R that
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corresponds to a resolution better than υq. Therefore, at a certain k, IEq(k)< 0, so the refinement
stage will be the one in Fig. 2.6c, instead of the one in Fig. 2.6b. An example of this case is
represented in Fig. 2.7e, where WIAEq(12) = 0.12 < υq, so R̂(13) = 1.05R̂(12) = 2.47Ω.
Step 8) When WIAEq(k)> υq and IEq(k)< 0, the refinement stage ends. The value of R̂(k−1)
is stored in RUPP. Then, RmetC = R
met−RF is identified, with Rmet being the average value of
RLOW and RUPP, and the estimation process ends. According to case A, WIAEq(14) = 2.61 >
υq, so RUPP = R̂(13) = 2.47Ω (cf. Fig. 2.7f). Thus, Rmet = (2.13+ 2.47)/2 = 2.30Ω and
RmetC = 2.30−0.4 = 1.90Ω.
2.4.3 Other Theoretical Examples
An evaluation of the estimation error and the speed of convergence is presented in Table 2.1.
For this purpose, the developed method has been applied to different theoretical examples, with
a wide range of values of rated power Prated, rated line-to-line voltage VLL rated , LF, RF, power
level Plevel, switching frequency fsw, i∗q and RC, for both L and LCL filters. In case of the latter,
the parameters LF and RF have been calculated as the addition of the corresponding ones of the
grid- and converter-side inductors. The capacitor value has been selected so that the resonant
frequency is fs/8 and a damping resistor of 0.28 per-unity (p.u.) has been added in series with
it to guarantee the system stability [78, 102, 104]. As it can be checked in the table, for all
the cases, either when an L or an LCL filter is employed to mitigate the switching harmonics,
the equivalent loss resistance obtained with the method RmetC matches quite well RC, in few
iterations (kmax represents the number of iterations that are needed). Moreover, the results
obtained with the L filters are identical to the ones with the LCL filters, except for some slight
differences in the first of the cases (see the first two rows in Table 2.1). These observations
are in agreement with the common assumption that an LCL filter can be usually modeled as an
L one below the resonant frequency [77, 102, 111]. Those small differences in the first case
can be expected, given that it is the most critical example (it has very low fsw, fs and resonant
frequency).
2.4.4 Implementation Options
Regarding the implementation of the proposed identification method, two main options are
possible: online and offline.
a) The developed algorithm can be understood as a tool for both closed-loop estimation and
online tuning of the parameters K and R̂, the latter of which permits to transform (2.4) into
(2.5), once the estimation process is completed. In that moment, the current controller is
ready to work in normal operation, so K [the remaining parameter in (2.5)] could be modified
according to different criteria from the one in this chapter, e.g., to minimize the settling time
and overshoot with the simple equation proposed in [10]. Every time a certain condition is
met, as, e.g., the command or detection of a load change, the estimation algorithm is reset to
obtain the new resistance value. It should be noticed that this option is only valid in the case
that a PICCD scheme as the one employed for the estimation is a suitable controller to meet
the specifications of the application.
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Table 2.1: Theoretical Examples of Application of the Proposed Method
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b) The developed algorithm is just a tool for closed-loop estimation, during a precommissioning
stage. Thus, tuning and parameter adaptation of the controller that will be used in the final
application have to be completed in other two different stages.
• First of all, in the case of a converter that works at different power levels, the VSC
equivalent resistance should be identified for each condition following the proposed
method. The different RC values (as many as desired), each of them linked to the
corresponding power level, should be stored in a table.
• Secondly, the information in the table should be employed to tune the current con-
troller selected for the final application (which can be different from the one employed
during the estimation), according to the constraints and objectives of each application
[chapters §4 and §5] and [34, 76]. It should be remarked that most of the available
methods for tuning of the current controller parameters need the inductance and the
total resistance values [9, 76, 77, 81, 93, 100, 135, 140, 141]. Once the suitable gains
are obtained for the different power levels, the table should be completed with them.
• Finally, an open-loop adaptive control should be implemented to update in real time the
parameters of the controller used during normal operation as a function of the working
conditions according to the lookup table, which works as the adaptation mechanism.
This kind of algorithm is usually known as “gain-scheduling” technique [123–125].
One of the most challenging aspects of implementing a “gain-scheduling” scheme is
to find a suitable relationship between environment measurements and controller pa-
rameters [123]. However, this is exactly what the systematic method proposed in this
chapter does.
• Note that the accuracy of the R estimate provided by the proposed identification method
is independent from the type of controller implemented in the final application, but
some control alternatives may be more sensitive than others to R uncertainties. For
instance, the case of the 2DOF PI controller, which also includes an “active resistance”
[10, 92, 154, 190, 191], will be theoretically studied in section §2.5.
By comparing both options of implementation, it is worth noting that the second one per-
mits to choose the most suitable current controller for each application (e.g., in case of voltage
imbalance, a controller able to regulate the current negative sequence is preferred [chapters §4
and §5] and [9]). Moreover, the use of lookup tables allows a reduction in the number of op-
erations of the final algorithm with respect to that of the first option [192]. Nevertheless, with
estimation, tuning and “gain scheduling” in three different stages, a rigid relationship between
the operating conditions and the parameter value is essential to guarantee the accuracy of the
estimates. Although this requirement is fulfilled for the case of VSC equivalent loss resistance
identification, the first option of implementation (online estimation and tuning in one stage) is
more robust against unknown secondary causes of RC variation. On the other hand, it should be
mentioned that neither of both options requires the use of extra sensors, compared to the num-
ber needed in the common feedback control, which is a usual drawback in “gain-scheduling”
solutions [123].
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Table 2.2: Effect on RC of Uncertainties in L̂.
Error in L̂ RmetC kmax
0% 1.9Ω 14
+4% 1.92Ω 14
−4% 1.88Ω 14
+8% 1.89Ω 13
−8% 1.87Ω 14
+20% 1.84Ω 11
−20% 1.82Ω 15
q
R R
q
LOW UPP 
Figure 2.9: WIAEq versus R̂/R for the theoretical example case A of the proposed identification
method. Effect on R̂ of different uncertainties in L̂.
2.4.5 Effect on the Resistance Estimation of Uncertainties in the Induc-
tance Value
In the proposed method, L has been assumed constant up to this point. Nevertheless, as
uncertainties or changes in its value might happen, as a consequence of factors such as temper-
ature, soft saturation (abrupt saturation is disregarded) or errors in its measurement, their effect
on the obtained R̂ should be assessed. In order to do that, errors of ±4%, ±8% and ±20% in L̂
have been evaluated for case A of the experimental results (cf. Table 2.2). Fig. 2.9 depicts the
corresponding WIAEq versus R̂/R trajectories. From the results, it can be concluded that small
uncertainties in L̂ (±4% and ±8%) have minimal impact on the obtained RC (cf. Table 2.2).
Moreover, even for L̂/L = 1.20 and L̂/L = 0.80, the error made in R̂ is irrelevant, especially
compared to that caused by R mismatches due to the effects associated to converter losses, as,
e.g., when considering R = RF.
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2DOF PICCD
GPL(z) = 
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idq
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+
+
+ GPI(z)
idq
*
d
Figure 2.10: Complex vector block diagram of the current control closed loop in SRF when Ra
is included. GdPL models the plant admittance together with the remaining delay after applying
delay compensation.
2.5 Evaluation of the 2DOF PI Controller Case
A priori, adding a second degree of freedom to the current controller by means of the “active
resistance” technique [10, 92, 154, 190, 191] would lower to a certain point the sensitivity of
the current loop response in the presence of resistance uncertainties. However, it is convenient
to evaluate whether knowing the resistance value permits to further enhance the current control
closed-loop transient response for 2DOF PI controllers, as the one in Fig. 2.10, and to which
extent. With that purpose, the analysis detailed below is performed for all the cases studied in
the chapter, i.e., those in Tables 2.1 and 2.4. Note that the PI controller introduced in section
§2.2 is usually known as one degree-of-freedom (1DOF) PI controller.
The step responses of the current control closed loop when an “active resistance” Ra is
included (cf. Fig. 2.10) have been obtained in two different conditions.
a) When the total resistance of the plant besides Ra, i.e., R= RF+RC, is unknown and the gains
of the PI controller are selected according to IMC and ignoring R:
GPI(z) = K
[
L+Ra
Ts
2
1+ z−1
1− z−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
Integrator(z)
]
(2.14)
b) When the total resistance of plant besides Ra, i.e., R = RF +RC, is known and the gains of
the PI controller are selected according to IMC and taking into account both R and Ra, as
recommended in the literature [10, 92, 190, 191]:
GPI(z) = K
[
L+(Ra+R)
Ts
2
1+ z−1
1− z−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
Integrator(z)
]
(2.15)
For both conditions [(2.14) and (2.15)], K has been tuned in order to achieve the minimum
overshoot and settling time [10], i.e., K = Kopt = 0.039 · 2pi fs, while Ra has been chosen as
Ra = KL = KoptL, so that the closed-loop poles are equivalent for both command tracking and
disturbance rejection [10, 190, 191]. Table 2.3 summarizes the parameters of all the cases to be
analyzed. For this study, R has been evaluated from zero up to the value that was the maximum
of each case considered in the respective tables (cf. Tables 2.1 and 2.4).
The settling time t2% versus R/Ra trajectories of the step responses for all the cases in
Table 2.3 have been depicted in Figs. 2.11a and b. The former shows the trajectories that
correspond to the cases in Table 2.1 (first six rows of Table 2.3) when R is ignored in the
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Table 2.3: Parameters of the Different Cases for the 2DOF Analysis
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(a) First six cases in Table 2.3.
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(b) Last three cases in Table 2.3.
Figure 2.11: Settling time t2% versus R/Ra trajectories of iq step responses for an R sweep. Solid
lines are used when R is ignored in the PI tuning (KI =KoptRa); dashed lines are employed when
R is included in the PI tuning [KI = Kopt(R+Ra)].
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Figure 2.12: iq step responses for the example of the second row in Table 2.3 (which coincides
with the black trajectories in Fig. 2.11a).
controller tuning (solid lines) or when it is considered (dashed lines); Fig. 2.11b illustrates
analogous curves for the cases in Table 2.4 (three last rows of Table 2.3). From these graphics,
it can be observed that for very low R values, the difference between both trajectories (solid and
dashed) is indeed negligible. Nevertheless, as R increases (R/Ra increases), both trajectories
diverge: ignoring R in the controller tuning leads to an increase in the settling time of the step
response for all the cases, while including a correct estimate of R permits to slightly reduce t2%
as R grows.
For illustrative purposes (the most relevant information is contained in Fig. 2.11a), the step
responses of iq for four different conditions of the second theoretical example in Table 2.3 are
shown in Fig. 2.12. When R is negligible (see the black circle and the black square in the left
part of the black trajectory in Fig. 2.11a), the transient responses in Fig. 2.12 are practically
identical, no matter whether R is ignored or considered in the PI tuning (compare the solid and
dashed black lines). Nevertheless, when R is significant (see the red circle and the red square in
the right part of the black trajectory in Fig. 2.11a), either ignoring or considering R in the tuning
leads to differences in the settling time (compare the solid and dashed red lines in Fig. 2.12).
Consequently, even if a 2DOF PI controller is chosen for the final application, it is convenient to
estimate the actual R value as proposed, so that the closed-loop performance can be improved.
On the other hand, it is worth highlighting that it is preferable to use a 1DOF controller rather
than a 2DOF one during the estimation process, because the latter provides lower sensitivity to
R̂ and modifies the transient response. In addition, the actual R value (and hence, its estimate,
obtained with the 1DOF PI controller) is independent from whether Ra is included or not in the
final application.
2.6 Experimental Results
2.6.1 Experimental Setup
The prototype is shown in Fig. 2.13 and its main parameters are specified in Table 2.4.
A three-phase grid-connected VSC (of 25 kVA) working as a rectifier has been built to test
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Figure 2.13: Experimental setup.
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Table 2.4: Experimental Setup Parameters of the Different Cases Tested
Case Pdc fsw = fs LF RF id i∗q vdc vPCCrms RmetC kmax
A 4.3 kW 10 kHz 5.86 mH 0.4Ω 9.7 A 6.3 A 750 V 230 V 1.9Ω 14
B 2.8 kW 10 kHz 5.86 mH 0.4Ω 6.3 A 6.3 A 750 V 230 V 2.6Ω 16
C 1.8 kW 10 kHz 5.86 mH 0.4Ω 4.25 A 4.25 A 750 V 230 V 3.8Ω 22
D 1.8 kW 5 kHz 9.56 mH 0.4Ω 4.25 A 4.25 A 750 V 230 V 2.7Ω 13
E 1.8 kW 2.5 kHz 12.71 mH 0.35Ω 4.25 A 4.25 A 750 V 230 V 1.3Ω 9
the proposed methodology, which feeds a dc load RL (cf. Fig. 2.13b). Note that with the
objective of validating the VSC equivalent loss resistance, the power demanded during the
experiments is significantly lower than the rated one. The digital control is implemented in
the rapid prototyping platform dSpace DS1104. A classical PI controller is used to keep vdc
constant. Its output is i∗d . To perform the required steps, i
∗
q is set manually. A PICCD is used
to regulate the current in the dq frame (cf. section §2.2). Its output m is driven to the PWM
unit of the dSpace DS1104 platform. A phase-locked loop (PLL) tracks the grid phase angle
θ1, which is employed in the frame transformations [28]. The delay compensation term e jω1Td
from Fig. 2.2a is implemented by simply adding a phase lead ω1Td to θ1 before being input
to the inverse transformation in Fig. 2.13b [10]. The actual iq is internally calculated from the
measured current waveforms, and then visualized in the oscilloscope through a digital-to-analog
converter (DAC).
In agreement with section §2.4, the same i∗q step as in the actual control loop has been
applied to the simulated control loop [cf. (2.11), Fig. 2.5 and the shaded block in Fig. 2.13b] in
the dSpace platform, i.e., to an identical PICCD that regulates the simulated plant GPL(z) and
setting Lsim = L̂ and Rsim = R̂. The resulting waveform iR̂=Rq is extracted through another DAC.
Converter nonlinearities such as dead times cause low-order harmonics in the converter out-
put voltage that lead to significant harmonics in the current [193], being the most important the
fifth negative-sequence and the seventh positive-sequence ones. A usual solution in identifica-
tion (which avoids complicating the plant model with extra dead-time compensation algorithms)
is the inclusion of identical prefilters in the open-loop path of both signals to be compared iq
and iR̂=Rq , so they do not alter the identification process [194]. In this experimental setup, nar-
row notch filters tuned at the sixth harmonic in the SRF have been selected (cf. Fig. 2.13b). It
should be remarked that these filters remove the sixth harmonic from iq and iR̂=Rq visualization
and calculation, but they do not eliminate the harmonic content from the actual current i.
2.6.2 Evaluation of Results
2.6.2.1 Identification Method
Fig. 2.14 shows experimental results obtained with the proposed method in the conditions
of case A in Table 2.4 (power demanded by the dc load Pdc = 4.3 kW and fsw = 10 kHz), which
is the one analyzed in sections §2.3.2, §2.3.3 and §2.4. Besides iq and iR̂=Rq , vPCC a and ia are
also included in the oscilloscope captures. Results of the same iterations (same R̂ values) as in
Fig. 2.7 are presented. Examples of the approach to R lower bound are shown in Figs. 2.14a, b
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Figure 2.14: Experimental results: step response of the actual and simulated current loops.
Different iterations of the identification process in the conditions of case A (Pdc = 4.3 kW and
fsw = 10 kHz). Scales: vPCC a in 500 V/div, ia in 10 A/div, iq and i
R̂=R
q in 2 A/div, time in
5 ms/div.
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Figure 2.15: Experimental results: step response of the actual and simulated current loops at
three different Pdc and fsw = 10 kHz. Scales: vPCC a in 500 V/div, ia in 10 A/div, iq and i
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(i) fsw = 2.5 kHz. R̂ = 3Ω> R.
Figure 2.16: Experimental results: step response of the actual and simulated current loops at
three different fsw and Pdc = 1.8 kW. Scales: vPCC a in 500 V/div, ia in 10 A/div, iq and i
R̂=R
q in
1 A/div, time in 5 ms/div.
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and c, at k = 1 with R̂ = RF = 0.40Ω, at k = 2 with R̂ = 0.89Ω and at k = 5 with R̂ = 1.80Ω,
respectively. Examples of the refinement stage are shown in Figs. 2.14d, e and f, at k = 10
with RLOW = R̂ = 2.13Ω, at k = 12 with R̂ = 2.35Ω and at k = 13 with RUPP = R̂ = 2.47Ω,
respectively. Good matching between theoretical (cf. Fig. 2.7) and experimental (cf. Fig. 2.14)
results is observed. Clearly, in spite of the fact that R = RF is a usual assumption in the existing
literature [34, 77, 79, 81, 140, 141, 173, 176, 177], the parasitic resistance of the interface filter
is far from being the actual resistance in the current loop. Rmet = 2.3Ω is established, leading
to RmetC = 1.9Ω.
A study of the disturbance rejection capability of the harmonics caused by dead times in the
conditions of Fig. 2.14 can be found in the Appendix §A.
2.6.2.2 Effect of the Power Level
The developed method is employed to experimentally identify RC at fsw = 10 kHz and at
different specifications of power level (cf. cases A, B and C in Table 2.4). The results are shown
in Fig. 2.15. The top row corresponds to case A (Pdc = 4.3 kW). Examples of R underestimate,
correct identification and overestimate are shown in Figs. 2.15a, b and c, respectively. The ob-
tained iq are in agreement with the analysis (and curves) in section §2.3.3 for R̂ < R, R̂ = R and
R̂ > R. RmetC = 1.9Ω is determined for case A (cf. Fig. 2.15b), i.e., more than 4 times RF.
The middle row in Fig. 2.15 corresponds to case B (Pdc = 2.8 kW). Figs. 2.15d, e and f are
examples of R̂ < R, R̂= R and R̂ > R, respectively. As it could be expected, since a lower power
is demanded by the dc load, the percentage of losses increases, and a bigger RC than in case A
(RmetC = 2.6Ω) is obtained, i.e., 6.5 times RF.
Figs. 2.15g, h and i, in the bottom row, show the results of case C (Pdc = 1.8 kW). In these
conditions, RmetC = 3.8Ω is identified (cf. Fig. 2.15h), i.e., 9.5 times RF.
The obtained RC values are in agreement with the fact that the percentage of losses increases
for VSCs working under rated conditions [179, 183, 184]. An increase in the number of iter-
ations as the power level of a specific experimental setup decreases (and losses increase) is
observed, owing to the fact that R̂(1) = RF, is farther from the actual R.
2.6.2.3 Effect of the Switching Frequency
The proposed method is applied to the test bench working at three different fsw, while the
power level is maintained constant at 1.8 kW (cf. cases C, D and E in Table 2.4). The results
are shown in Fig. 2.16. It should be noticed that the top row in this figure, which corresponds
to case C ( fsw = 10 kHz), is exactly the same as the bottom row in Fig. 2.15, but it is repeated
here to ease the comparison. Hence, Figs. 2.16a, b and c are equal to Figs. 2.15g, h and i,
respectively, and RmetC = 3.8Ω is determined.
Figs. 2.16d, e and f, in the middle row, show the results of case D ( fsw = 5 kHz). At this
lower fsw, RmetC = 2.7Ω is obtained (cf. Fig. 2.16e), i.e., around 6.5 times RF.
The results at fsw = 2.5 kHz (cf. case E) are included in Figs. 2.16g, h and i in the bottom
row. From Fig. 2.16h, an even lower RmetC (1.3Ω) is identified, i.e., around 3 times RF, much
lower than the ones for cases C and D.
The obtained RC values are in agreement with the fact that losses decrease as the fsw reduces
[100, 175, 179, 183, 184].
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2.7 Conclusions
In this chapter, a method to identify the VSC equivalent loss resistance in specific working
conditions has been proposed. The VSC equivalent loss resistance reflects the influence of the
power losses on the plant model. As demonstrated, an incorrect estimation of it leads to a
degraded behavior of the current control closed loop, different from the theoretical one (e.g., in
terms of settling time and overshoot). Hence, its identification is essential for a rigorous analysis
and design of this loop. It is also proved that, although adding a second degree of freedom to
the current controller by means of the “active resistance” technique lowers to a certain point the
sensitivity to resistance uncertainties, accurate knowledge of the actual resistance value permits
to further enhance the transient response.
The developed method is based on the iterative minimization of a cost function that quan-
tifies the error between the current control closed-loop step responses of the real system and
the one of a simulated plant, with the current controllers tuned according to the IMC princi-
ple. Thus, it is particularly oriented to the fulfillment of transient response constraints. This
estimation method works in closed loop, and may be implemented either offline, during a pre-
commissioning stage, or online. Moreover, it can be run at any sampling frequency.
It has been shown that the proposal is able to provide a good estimation of the VSC equiv-
alent loss resistance at different sampling and switching frequencies or in systems that work at
very variable load conditions, reaching at high switching frequencies and light load a significant
value with respect to the one of the interface filter parasitic resistance; e.g., in our tests, values
between 4 and 10 times the filter resistance have been obtained.
Contributions of this chapter have been published in the journal IEEE Transactions on Power
Electronics [5] and presented at an international conference [19].
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Chapter 3
A Method for Identification of the
Equivalent Inductance and Resistance in
the Plant Model of Current-Controlled
Grid-Tied Converters
Abstract — Precise knowledge of the plant time constant L/R is essential to perform a thorough anal-
ysis and design of the current control loop in voltage source converters (VSCs). From the perspective
of the current controller dynamics in the low frequency range, such plant time constant is also suitable
for most cases in which an LCL filter is used. As the loop behavior can be significantly influenced by
the VSC working conditions, the effects associated to converter losses should be included in the model,
through an equivalent series resistance. In addition, the plant inductance may also present important
uncertainties with respect to the value of the VSC L/LCL interface filter measured at rated conditions.
Thus, in this work, a method is presented to estimate both parameters of the plant time constant, i.e., the
equivalent inductance and resistance in the plant model of current-controlled VSCs. The proposed tech-
nique is based on the evaluation of the closed-loop transient responses of both axes of the synchronous
reference frame when a proportional-integral current controller is implemented. The method gives a
set of resistance and inductance values that should be employed for a rigorous design of the current
controllers. Experimental results validate the approach.
3.1 Introduction
The connection of different sources and loads to the grid is often carried out through pulse-
width modulated voltage source converters (VSCs) [58, 77, 81, 86–88, 106, 111, 154]. In order
to fulfill the stringent limits set by the standards, rigorous analysis and design of the control
loops becomes essential [77, 86–88, 111]. Regarding those requirements that are related to the
transient response, special attention must be paid to the inner loop, which is usually a current
one [10, 58, 76, 81, 86–88, 111]. The use of linear plant models allows to apply the well-known
linear analysis and design methods [10, 76, 81, 88, 106]. Thus, in these applications, linear
first-order time-averaged models are commonly chosen for the filter admittance [10, 76, 77, 80,
81, 85]. This assumption is also suitable in the case that LCL filters are employed to mitigate
the switching harmonics, provided that their behavior is similar to that of L filters at frequencies
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below the LCL resonance [77, 85, 102, 106, 111].
Focusing on the current control loop, a certain bandwidth can be set by using the inductance
value for the gain tuning [76, 106]. Nevertheless, when specifications are established in terms
of transient response (settling time and overshoot), the plant time constant L/R should be accu-
rately known (i.e., both inductance L and resistance R) [10, 80, 86, 119]. Moreover, the time
constant should include the VSC equivalent loss resistance, which reflects the effects related to
converter losses on the plant model [76, 93–95]. These, in turn, are linked to the VSC working
conditions (power level with respect to the rated one and switching frequency) [cf. chapter §2].
A method has been developed in chapter §2 to estimate the plant time constant in differ-
ent working conditions for current control design. The commonly-accepted low-order time-
averaged plant model was adopted [10, 76, 77, 80, 81, 85, 95, 140, 141], and the converter
equivalent loss resistance was included in it [76, 93–95]. However, in such work, the inductance
value was considered as known and constant, attributing uncertainties in the plant constant to
the resistance. Extra inductance (and resistance) may be present in the electric circuit due to the
existence of additional elements, such as the coupling transformer, the grid impedance or long
wires [4, 7, 58, 86–89, 102, 106, 111, 154]. Besides, several phenomena, such as saturation,
can cause significant variations in the inductance value [86, 87, 89, 195, 196]. Inaccuracy in
the identification of the plant time constant may affect the stability [88, 106] and, as proved in
chapter §2, it also alters the transient response. Considering that both the inductance and the
resistance are unknown and depend on the operating conditions, some methods have been de-
veloped aimed at the estimation of the two parameters in grid-connected applications [86, 87].
These proposals, which are based on neural networks, include real time simulation results, but
they have not been tested with an actual converter [86, 87].
In this chapter, a method to estimate the equivalent inductance and resistance in the plant
model of current-controlled VSCs is proposed. The technique has its basis on model reference
adaptive systems (MRASs), which are very popular in drives applications [134, 185]. In the
MRAS-based technique developed in this work, which is an improvement of that presented in
chapter §2, an iterative algorithm minimizes the difference between the current step responses
that are obtained with two distinct current closed loops: one including the actual plant, and one
in which it is replaced by a plant model. On the other hand, the current controller consists in
a synchronous PI controller with state-feedback cross-coupling decoupling (PICCD) [10, 58,
78, 140, 141, 154]; its gains are set according to the internal model control (IMC) principle
[10, 141]. Unlike in the method of chapter §2, here both real and imaginary components (i.e.,
the projections on the two orthogonal axes d and q) of the complex current response are taken
into account. In this manner, the information related to the axes cross coupling is exploited to
estimate the inductance. Identification of both parameters, and not only of the resistance, is a
significant contribution with respect to chapter §2, as most of the tuning methods for current
controllers employed in the literature need a correct estimate of the two of them, or at least, of
the inductance [9, 10, 76–78, 80, 81, 86–88, 93, 106, 119, 140, 141, 186], [cf. chapters §4 and
§5]. Regarding the implementation, two options are possible: online or offline.
The chapter is organized as follows. Section §3.2 reviews the current control closed-loop
model. An analysis of the effect of the parameter mismatches on the root-locus diagrams of the
current loop and on the time-domain step response is conducted in section §3.3. After that, the
developed identification method is presented in section §3.4. Experimental results are provided
in section §3.5 and finally, section §3.6 concludes the work.
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Figure 3.1: Scheme of a grid-tied VSC.
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(b) In the z-domain.
Figure 3.2: Complex vector block diagram of the current control loop in SRF for the VSC
working in inverter operation.
3.2 Model and Control of the Current Loop
Fig. 3.1 illustrates a three-phase grid-tied VSC. The variables idc, vdc and C denote the direct
current delivered to (or demanded from) the dc-link, its voltage and its capacitance, respectively.
The filter inductance that the designer knows a priori (e.g., from offline measurements or from
the supplier) and its parasitic resistance are represented by LF and RF, respectively. ∆LF symbol-
izes uncertainties in the inductance with respect to LF, which can be attributed to the variations
of its value with the operating point, as the ones caused by saturation [86, 87, 89, 195, 196].
Besides, they could also represent errors in the original measurements. Thus, the actual value
of the filter inductance in certain conditions is the addition of these two, i.e., LF +∆LF. The
complex variable ZTH refers to the Thevenin equivalent impedance seen from point of common
coupling (PCC), which is a combination of passive elements [4, 7]. Such impedance is mainly
due to the coupling transformer and to the grid and, as done in other works, it has been assumed
to be principally inductive and resistive [58, 86–89, 106]. Finally, vPCCn , in and vGn stand for
the n-phase voltage at the PCC, current and grid voltage, respectively.
The block diagram of the current control loop of the aforementioned VSC is depicted in
Fig. 3.2a. It is expressed in the s-domain and with respect to an SRF rotating at the funda-
mental frequency ω1. The disturbance vPCC is not included because approximate cancellation
is assumed to be achieved through its measurement and feedforward [10]. A hat defines param-
eter estimates and an asterisk, reference signals. Complex vector notation [140] with respect to
the SRF is expressed by the subscript dq. Computation and modulation imply a time delay Td
of one and a half samples in the stationary frame, i.e., Td = 1.5Ts, with Ts being the sampling
period [10, 76, 77, 80, 106, 197]. Such delay is represented in the SRF as e−(s+jω1)Td [10]. A
delay compensation according to [10, 186] is considered, which permits to cancel the phase lag
at dc in the SRF caused by Td, by adding a phase lead equal to ω1Td, i.e., e jω1Td . Hence, the
remaining delay after applying delay compensation in the SRF is Gd(s) = e−sTd . On the other
hand, the plant admittance can be modeled in the SRF as [10, 81]
GL(s) =
1
sL+R+ jω1L
. (3.1)
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L represents the equivalent inductance in the plant model of the current loop, which is defined
as L= LF+∆LF+LTH, with LTH = Im{ZTH}/ω. In addition to RF, the equivalent resistance of
the loop R = RF+RTH+RC also includes RTH =Re{ZTH} and the equivalent loss resistance
of the converter RC [76, 93–95].
It is worth mentioning that, as all the transfer functions defined along this chapter are ex-
pressed with respect to the SRF, subscripts dq are omitted for the sake of clarity, e.g., GL(s) is
adopted, instead of GLdq(s), which was employed in the introduction (cf. chapter §1).
In Fig. 3.2a, a synchronous proportional-integral (PI) controller is used to regulate the cur-
rent:
GPI(s) = KP+
KI
s
=
K(sL̂+ R̂)
s
(3.2)
where the proportional and integral gains KP and KI have been selected according to IMC [10,
141]. Hence, the real term of the plant pole is canceled by the zero of the PI controller, provided
that the plant parameter estimates (L̂ and R̂) match the actual ones (L and R) [10, 81, 140, 141].
Cancellation of the plant pole imaginary term is addressed by means of a current feedback with
a gain jω1L̂, added to the controller output (cf. Fig. 3.2a) [10, 58, 140, 141, 154]. The PI
controller with this kind of decoupling is often known as PICCD [78, 140].
Fig. 3.2b depicts the block diagram of the current loop in the z-domain. GdPL models the
effect of the plant admittance and the remaining delay after applying delay compensation [10,
186]
GdPL(z) =
z−2
R
(1−ρ−1)e jω1(Td−2Ts)
1− z−1ρ−1e−jω1Ts ,with ρ= e
Ts/τ (3.3)
where τ= L/R denotes the plant time constant. This expression has been obtained by applying
the zero-order hold (ZOH) discretization method to (3.1) and multiplying the result by the
computational delay z−1e−jω1Ts and by the delay compensation term e jω1Td [10, 186]. Note that
(3.3) also considers the slight decrease in gain caused at high frequencies by the introduction
of the ZOH prior to the pulse-width modulation (PWM) [10]. Finally, the Tustin discretization
method has been employed to obtain GPI(z).
3.3 Analysis of the Current Control Closed Loop
The developed estimation algorithm, which will be explained in detail in section §3.4, is
based on the evaluation of the current step response. In this section, the current control closed-
loop dynamics is studied first by means of root-locus diagrams, taking into account L and R
parameter mismatches. In order to evaluate the validity of the plant model described in Fig. 3.2
when LCL filters are employed as the interface between the grid and the converter instead of L
ones, diagrams of both cases are included in sections §3.3.1 (with an L filter) and §3.3.2 (with
an LCL filter). In addition, the root-loci analysis permits to study the stability of the loop, to
establish a proper gain K for the PI controller and to corroborate that when the plant parameters
are correctly identified, the transient response of the current loop is better in terms of overshoot
and settling time. Finally, the time-domain current step responses of both axes id and iq are
assessed in section §3.3.3, with the objective of relating them with the mismatches in L and R.
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Figure 3.3: Root-locus diagrams of GCL(s) when an L filter is employed.
3.3.1 Root-Locus Diagrams with L Filters
This analysis is conducted in the continuous domain, with the remaining delay Gd(s) after
the compensation being approximated with good accuracy by a second-order Padé expansion
[10]:
Gd(s) = e−sTd ≈
1− s12Td+ s2 112T 2d
1+ s12Td+ s
2 1
12T
2
d
. (3.4)
From Fig. 3.2a, the closed-loop transfer function of the current control loop is
GCL(s) =
Idq(s)
I ∗dq(s)
=
GPI(s)Gd(s)GL(s)
1+[GPI(s)− jω1L̂]Gd(s)GL(s)
. (3.5)
This transfer function can be simplified as GCL(s) = K/(s+K), if R̂ = R, L̂ = L and Td is
negligible, i.e., ω1 << 2pi fs. Without considering such simplification, GCL(s) has four poles
p1-p4 and three zeros z1-z3.
Fig. 3.3 shows different root-locus diagrams for L = 10.9 mH, R = 1.9Ω and fs = 10 kHz.
These inductance and resistance correspond to those of case B in Table 3.3 (one of the cases that
has been tested experimentally), even though in this section an L filter is considered, instead of
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an LCL one. Three distinct relations between the estimated and actual values of the parameters
are evaluated:
a) Correct identification of both parameters, i.e., L̂ = L = 10.9 mH and R̂ = R = 1.9Ω in
Figs. 3.3a and b.
b) Inductance and resistance underestimates, i.e., L̂ = 4.36 mH < L and R̂ = 0.45Ω < R in
Fig. 3.3c.
c) Inductance overestimate and resistance underestimate, i.e., L̂ = 17.44 mH > L and R̂ =
0.45Ω< R in Fig. 3.3d.
It should be noted that the relations labeled as a) and c) correspond to the last and the first
iterations of case B, respectively [cf. section §3.5.2], whereas b) exemplifies an equivalent
mismatch in the inductance to that in c), i.e., also a 60%, but with L being underestimated.
Analogous results to the ones presented in this section have been found when analyzing these
three relations in different cases.
From Fig. 3.3a, it can be concluded that the poles p3 and p4 have a scarce influence on
the transient response, given their distant position with respect to the imaginary axis. This hap-
pens regardless of the relation between the actual values of the parameters and their estimates.
Therefore, the study will focus on p1 and p2. Closer views of their trajectories for cases a), b)
and c) are shown in Fig. 3.3b, c and d, respectively.
When the plant parameters are correctly identified (cf. Fig. 3.3b), for all the K values
considered (i.e., for K ≤ 610 rad/s), the dominant pole p1 is faster than in the other two cases
(cf. Figs. 3.3c and d). Regarding the other pole p2, it becomes less oscillating, but slower, as
L̂/L decreases, within the same K range. Having a correct identification of the plant parameters
leads to a better transient response (in terms of overshoot and settling time) from the current
controller viewpoint, as expected [140, 141].
The two poles pmet1 and p
met
2 , which are obtained for K = K
met = R̂/L̂, have been depicted
in the corresponding diagrams: for Kmet = 174 in Fig. 3.3b, for Kmet = 103 in Fig. 3.3c and
for Kmet = 26 in Fig. 3.3d. In the three cases, these poles are stable and result in a relatively
slow transient response, which favors the estimation based on the step response (due to a higher
robustness to noise). In fact, all the poles are stable within the range of K values considered
(K≤ 610 rad/s). This maximum gain to be evaluated has been calculated as K = (1.4R)/(0.4L),
and represents a worst case of Kmet [in which the inductance is underestimated a 60%, as in 2),
but with the resistance being overestimated a 40%, so that K is significantly larger than the
corresponding Kmet in any of the cases analyzed].
3.3.2 Validity of the Plant Model for LCL Filters
With the aim of evaluating the validity of the plant model detailed in Fig. 3.2 when an
LCL filter is selected to mitigate the switching harmonics, equivalent situations to those in the
previous section are studied, considering also the capacitor branch, with a capacitance CF =
6 µF. In this manner, L= 10.9 mH and R= 1.9Ω are divided between the grid and the converter
sides [102, 106] (cf. case B in Table 3.3). A damping resistor RD = 10Ω [0.28 per-unity (p.u.)]
has been considered in series with CF to guarantee the system stability [78, 102, 104]. It should
be noted that all the parameter values used in this section coincide with those of the experimental
test labeled as case B, which is specified in section §3.5.2.
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Figure 3.4: Root-locus diagrams of GCL(s) when an LCL filter is employed.
In order to obtain the corresponding closed-loop transfer function, GL(s) in (3.5) should be
substituted by GLCL(s), which, when the converter-side current i is controlled, is as follows:
GLCL(s) =
YCS(s) [1+YGS(s)ZD(s)]
1+YCS(s)ZD(s)+YGS(s)ZD(s)
(3.6)
where YGS(s) and YCS(s) are the plant admittances [in the form of (3.1)] of the converter and grid
sides, respectively, and ZD(s) = 1/(sCF+ jω1CF)+RD is the impedance offered by the capacitor
and the damping resistor, with the three transfer functions being expressed with respect to the
SRF.
The resulting root loci are displayed in Fig. 3.4. Figs. 3.4a and b depict the pole trajectories
for L̂ = L and R̂ = R, while Figs. 3.4c and d illustrate those for L̂ < L and L̂ > L, respectively,
with R̂ < R in both of them.
As expected, given the order of GLCL(s), when an LCL filter is employed, there are two more
poles p5 and p6 and two more zeros z4 and z5 with respect to the case of L filters (compare
Fig. 3.4a with Fig. 3.3a). Nevertheless, these additional poles are significantly farther from
the imaginary axis than p1 and p2 (although closer than p3 and p4). With the aim of saving
space, this general view of the root-locus diagram has been only included for the case of correct
identification of the plant parameters, but an equivalent behavior of z4, z5, p5 and p6 is observed
in the presence of parameter mismatches. Both the zeros and the poles when K→ 0 (represented
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by crosses) are located at the same position for the three cases evaluated. Moreover, as K raises,
p5 and p6 increase their real and imaginary parts. Concerning their exact trajectories, irrelevant
discrepancies are found among them. Consequently, regardless of the relation between the
parameter estimates and their actual values, p5 and p6 will have little impact on the transient
response, so the analysis is focused on p1 and p2 subsequently, whose trajectories are shown in
detail in Figs. 3.4b, c and d for the same three situations as in section §3.3.1.
When both L and R are correctly identified, the root-locus diagram in case of an LCL filter,
which is displayed in Fig. 3.4b, is very similar to that of an L one, depicted in Fig. 3.3b. No dif-
ferences are observed in the trajectory of the dominant pole p1. Concerning p2, as K increases,
its imaginary part becomes slightly more oscillating when the higher-order filter is used. Sim-
ilar observations can be drawn for the cases of inductance underestimate (by comparing Figs.
3.4c and 3.3c) and of inductance overestimate (by contrasting Figs. 3.4d and 3.3d). Moreover,
the poles pmet1 and p
met
2 obtained with K = K
met in Figs. 3.4b-d match with very good accuracy
those in Figs. 3.3b-d. In this manner, it can be concluded that for not very large bandwidths
(as the ones employed in this proposal) the current closed loop detailed in Fig. 3.2 is also valid
when LCL filters are used as the interface between the grid and the converter.
3.3.3 Influence ofL and R Mismatches on the Time-Domain Current Step
Responses
In this section, transfer functions in the discrete-time domain are considered, i.e., those
indicated in the closed loop of Fig. 3.2b. In order to assess the effect of L and R mismatches, a
step of amplitude IAMP = 6 A is commanded to the q-axis component of the current reference,
while the d-axis one is maintained constant, in the following situations.
• Correct identification of R, with R̂ = R = 1.9Ω, to evaluate the effect of L̂ (cf. Figs. 3.5a
and b).
– Correct identification of L, with L̂ = L = 10.9 mH.
– Underestimate of L, with L̂ = 0.4L < L.
– Overestimate of L, with L̂ = 1.6L > L.
• Correct identification of L, with L̂ = L = 10.9 mH, to study the influence of R̂ (Figs. 3.5c,
d and e).
– Correct identification of R, with R̂ = R = 1.9Ω.
– Underestimate of R, with R̂ = 0.4R < R.
– Overestimate of R, with R̂ = 1.6R > R.
Three different gains are considered K = 69 (in red), K = 432 (in green) and K = 173
(in black), which respectively correspond to the most extreme values of Kmet in the situations
detailed above, and to the intermediate one. It should be noticed that an equivalent detuning in
both parameters has been contemplated in this section to facilitate the comparison.
As it can be checked from Figs. 3.5a, c and e, the step commanded to i∗q causes some tran-
sient on id, despite having maintained i∗d constant. By comparing Figs. 3.5a and c, it can be
observed that such coupling is significantly larger in the presence of L mismatches than when
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(a) Effect of L̂ on id.
*
(b) Effect of L̂ on iq.
(c) Effect of R̂ on id.
*
(d) Effect of R̂ on iq.
(e) Closer view of (c).
Figure 3.5: Influence of parameter mismatches on the current step response.
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R is misestimated. Moreover, from the id response in Fig. 3.5a, it is possible to distinguish
whether the inductance is underestimated or overestimated. Considering the curves correspond-
ing to a correct parameter estimate i τ̂=τd as a target, the sign of the area encircled by them and
the respective curves obtained for L̂ < L is negative, no matter the value of K (cf. Fig. 3.5a). On
the contrary, when L̂ > L, the sign of the error area is positive. However, this is not fulfilled for
the resistance, as it may be checked from Fig. 3.5e, which illustrates a closer view of Fig. 3.5c.
From the comparison of Figs. 3.5b and d, analogous conclusions can be drawn for the
resistance estimate and the q-axis response. Similarly, it is also possible to discern whether R is
underestimated or overestimated from iq (cf. Fig. 3.5d), by checking the sign of the error area
encircled by the output corresponding with a correct parameter estimation i τ̂=τq and the output
with a detuning. When R̂ < R the sign of the error area is positive, whereas when R̂ > R it is
negative. This is not satisfied for the inductance, as it can be observed in Fig. 3.5b.
3.4 Identification Method
As demonstrated, L and R mismatches have a significant influence on the complex current
step response. Thus, an identification method based on this concept is developed, in which
the d-axis response is employed to update L, while the q-axis one is used for R, owing to the
advantages commented in the previous section.
A block diagram of the global structure of the estimation method is depicted in Fig. 3.6.
In this scheme, the adjustable model (AM) can be distinguished, which is the current control
closed loop with the actual plant, as well as the reference model (RM), which is another current
closed loop that contains a simulated plant [in the form of (3.3)], and the adaptation mecha-
nism. Hence, the same organization that has led to an accurate estimation of R in chapter §2 is
maintained, but in this work both orthogonal components of the plant output idq are considered
to estimate the two parameters. It is worth remarking that the two control loops have identically
tuned PICCD to regulate the current [in the form of (3.2), with the same K, L̂ and R̂]. Further-
more, these parameters also coincide with those of the simulated plant in the RM, so that its
output i τ̂=τdq can be used as a target for the actual plant (cf. section §3.3.3). In this manner, the
proposal is based on an iterative minimization of the area encircled by i τ̂=τdq and the output of
the actual plant idq, when successive steps are commanded in i∗q . The d-axis current reference,
which is usually set by an outer loop that regulates the active power transfer, is maintained con-
stant, so that the dynamics of such loop remains practically unaltered (only the effect of the axes
decoupling ineffectiveness will be noticed). Thus, a correct identification of L and R is achieved
when the complex error signal between both models εdq converges to zero. Nevertheless, as in
practice unmodeled dynamics such as noise, or nonlinearities may affect the process, when the
area is iteratively reduced down to a threshold, instead of stopping the identification process, a
refinement stage is started, with the aim of improving the accuracy of the estimates. It should
be noticed that, since the method is based on the step response, the resulting estimates are valid
for frequencies within the controller bandwidth.
Within each iteration k, two main indicators are calculated from the error between both
curves εa(k, t) = i τ̂=τa (k, t)− ia(k, t), for a= d,q. Firstly, in order to distinguish between the un-
derestimate and overestimate cases, the sign of the error area (cf. section §3.3.3) is established
by evaluating whether the integral error (IE) IEa(k) = ∑tstot=0 εa(k, t)Ts [189] is greater or lower
than zero. Secondly, a modified integral absolute error (IAE) IAEa(k) = ∑tstot=0 |εa(k, t)|Ts [9]
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Figure 3.6: Block diagram of the proposed identification algorithm, where the current control
closed loop with the actual plant (i.e., AM) and the one with the simulated plant (i.e., RM) are
shown.
that weights these two cases quantifies the area, so that it can be directly employed to correct
the parameter mismatch, as it will be explained below. Note that the method is not constrained
to work only with certain sampling frequencies fs = 1/Ts, as it will be demonstrated with the
examples included in Tables 3.2 and 3.3. The same fs and switching frequency fsw as the ones
that the setup was designed for can be employed.
Based on all these features, the developed identification method is summarized in the fol-
lowing steps. The explanation is supported by a detailed flowchart of the iterative process (cf.
Fig. 3.7), as well as by an example of application of the proposed algorithm (cf. Fig. 3.8),
which corresponds to the first row in Table 3.2 (such conditions are also equivalent to those of
case C of the experimental results, as it will be explained in section §3.5).
Step 0) As shown in Fig. 3.7a, initial values for the controller parameters are chosen in the AM
and RM. L̂(1) = LF and R̂(1) = RF are recommended, although the designer can alternatively
select any other criteria considering the setup conditions. In addition, the auxiliary boolean
variables R_low_bound, L_low_bound and L_upp_bound are initialized, and so are the nu-
meric variables Lmet and Rmet, which will contain the equivalent inductance and the equivalent
resistance identified with the method, respectively. In this example, L̂(1) = LF = 3.8 mH and
R̂(1) = RF = 0.4Ω are established.
Step 1) The remaining parameter in (3.2), K, is calculated as K(k) = Kmet(k) = R̂(k)/L̂(k) (cf.
section §3.3). The parameters of the simulated plant are set as Lsim(k) = L̂(k) and Rsim(k) =
R̂(k). A step of amplitude IAMP in the q-axis current reference i∗q must be simultaneously
commanded to both current control closed loops as indicated in Fig. 3.6, i.e., to the AM and
to the RM. The d- and q-components of such curves are shown in Fig. 3.8 for i∗q = 4 A in the
theoretical example. At k = 1, K(1)≈ 105 in Fig. 3.8a.
Step 2) The idq and i τ̂=τdq values must be stored during a storing time equal to the settling time
tsto = − ln |0.01|/K(1). The IEa(k) and IAEa(k) are computed for both axes, i.e., for a = d,q.
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Store idq(k, t) and     during t є tsto. 
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(a) Main diagram.
Figure 3.7: Continued on next page.
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Figure 3.7: Flowchart of the developed identification method. This figure is continued from
previous page.
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*
(a) k = 1.
*
(b) k = 17.
*
(c) k = 19.
*
(d) k = 20.
*
(e) k = 22.
*
(f) k = 23, at which the identification pro-
cess ends.
Figure 3.8: iq step response for the theoretical example (first row in Table 3.2) of the proposed
identification method. The k values in each R̂, L̂ and WIAEa have been omitted for the sake of
simplicity. Gray lines and labels are employed in those iterations at which the parameter has
already been estimated.
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Figure 3.9: Theoretical example of the proposed identification method. Note that the iteration
number k increases from left to right and only the number of those iterations that are displayed
in Fig. 3.8 are indicated. A black asterisk is employed in those iterations at which the respective
parameter has already been estimated.
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In Fig. 3.8, the IAE corresponds to the area limited by each pair of curves, i.e., between i τ̂=τa
and ia (see the striped area in Fig. 3.8a). In the example, tsto ≈ 44 ms.
Step 3) The weighted IAEa (WIAEa) is calculated:
WIAEd(k) = IAEd(k) (3.7)
WIAEq(k) =
{
IAEq(k) if IEq(k)≥ 0
[IAEq(k)]
2 if IEq(k)< 0.
(3.8)
From Fig. 3.9, which shows WIAEq versus R̂/R and WIAEd versus L̂/L for all the iterations in
the theoretical example, it can be observed that WIAEa exhibits a symmetric behavior around
R̂/R = 1 and L̂/L = 1, weighting the underestimated and overestimated cases. This graphic
is also helpful to understand all the steps of the identification process. Note that the weighted
IAE (WIAE) convergence to zero in both axes is achieved at the end of the process.
Step 4) Then, it should be checked whether the WIAEa(k) is smaller or larger than a threshold
υa. In the example, υq = 1 and υd = 0.67 are obtained.
Step 5) Focusing on R estimation (a = q).
Step 5a) In the first iterations the common situation is that IEq(k)> 0 and WIAEq(k)> υq,
since R̂(k) R. During this stage (labeled as “Approach to R lower bound” in Fig. 3.7b),
the objective is a quick reduction of WIAEq down to υq. R̂ for the next iteration is in-
creased a percentage ∆q(k), which is calculated as ∆q(k) = δWIAEq(k)/IAMP. While us-
age of WIAEq(k) for ∆q(k) calculation provides the new R̂ with information about how
far its previous value was from R, that of IAMP permits to make ∆q(k) independent from
the current amplitude. In Fig. 3.8a of the theoretical example, i.e., at the first iteration,
WIAEq(1) = 176.00 > υq, so R̂(2) = 1.1Ω. Next, the process continues with step 6).
Step 5b) When WIAEq(k) < υq [still IEq(k) > 0, i.e., this case corresponds to the path la-
beled as “R refinement I” in Fig. 3.7b], an underestimated value of R that leads to a greater
precision than υq is obtained. The value of R̂(k) in the first iteration at which this condition
is satisfied is stored in RLOW (subscript LOW refers to the lower bound in the identifica-
tion process) and the refinement stage starts. R̂(k+ 1) is increased a fixed percentage (cf.
section §3.4.1). In the example, this happens at k = 17, as depicted in Fig. 3.8b, where
WIAEq(17) = 0.86 < υq, RLOW = R̂(17) = 2.81Ω and R̂(18) = 2.96Ω.
Next, the process should continue with L estimation, i.e., step 6). Concerning R estima-
tion, the new aim will be finding RUPP (subscript UPP refers to the upper bound), i.e., the
overestimated value that corresponds to a precision better than υq. Therefore, at a certain k,
IEq(k)< 0, so the refinement stage will be the one in Fig. 3.7c, instead of that in Fig. 3.7b.
An example of this case is represented in Fig. 3.8c, where WIAEq(19) = 0.50 < υq and
R̂(19) = 3.10Ω, so R̂(20) = 3.26Ω.
Step 5c) When WIAEq(k) > υq and IEq(k) < 0, the refinement stage ends. The value of
R̂(k− 1) is stored in RUPP. Then, Rmet is obtained as the average value of RLOW and RUPP
and the process of R identification has ended. In the example, this happens at k = 20 (cf.
Fig. 3.8d), where WIAEq(20) = 1.12 > υq, so RUPP = R̂(19) = 3.10Ω (cf. Fig. 3.8c). Thus,
Rmet = (2.81+3.10)/2 = 2.96Ω.
Step 6) Subsequently, a similar process to the one described in steps 5a)-5c) is executed for L
identification (a = d).
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Step 6a) “Approach to the 1st L bound”, detailed in Fig. 3.7d (Figs. 3.8a, b and c show
examples of this stage).
Step 6b) “L refinement”, specified in Figs. 3.7d and e (Figs. 3.8d and e, with LLOW =
L̂(20) = 9.3 mH and with LUPP = L̂(22) = 10.3 mH, respectively, are examples of this stage).
Step 6c) “L estimation end”, explained in Fig. 3.7e [at k = 23 with Lmet = (9.3+10.3)/2 =
9.8 mH].
After any of the steps 6a), 6b) or 6c), the process should be repeated from step 1).
Step 7) Once both final parameter estimates Rmet and Lmet are obtained, the iterative process
ends. The corresponding step response with the identified parameters for the theoretical exam-
ple is the one in Fig. 3.8f.
It should be noticed that relevant modifications are made in step 6) with respect to the pro-
cess of R estimation. Firstly, initial overestimation of L is also regarded. A priori, whether
the inductance is underestimated or overestimated is unknown by the designer. By the evalu-
ation of IEd(1) sign, both cases are discerned (cf. Fig. 3.7a). Secondly, as the delay has an
important influence in the axes cross coupling [197], i.e., in id when a step is commanded to
iq, ∆d(k) should be weighted by Ts. Hence, during the stage of “Approach to the 1st L bound”,
∆d(k) = δWIAEd(k)/IAMP · (Ts/T bases ), with T bases = 100 µs (cf. Fig. 3.7d). Finally, with the
aim of accelerating the reduction of WIAEd down to υd, a new condition has been included in
Fig. 3.7d, which sets a minimum ∆d for those cases in which the indicator is very far from the
threshold. This permits a decrease in the number of iterations, especially when very low L̂(1)
are employed.
3.4.1 Parameter Tuning Guidelines
• υd and υq. The threshold values must be calculated as a function of IAMP. From Fig. 3.2,
the coupling on the d-axis when a step is commanded to iq depends on the amplitude of
the latter, i.e., on IAMP. As both WIAEd and WIAEq are calculated from IAEd and IAEq
[see (3.7) and (3.8)], which in turn are obtained from the d- and q-axis errors between
the outputs of the real and simulated loops, WIAEd and WIAEq depend on IAMP, and so
should the thresholds. In addition, it may be taken into account that large values of υd and
υq lead to a worse precision in the estimates, whereas low values result in a better one.
• Minimum ∆d and ∆q. The lower the value of these parameters, the better the precision of
the estimates, but also the higher the number of iterations needed during the refinement
stages (cf. Figs. 3.7b-e). Therefore, a tradeoff should be reached. As they are set as
percentages, the same ∆d and ∆q can be employed independently from the order of mag-
nitude of the inductance and resistance, even the same value for both parameters, as long
as they lead to a good enough precision and a reasonable number of iterations.
• IAMP. Two main points should be considered. On the one hand, the magnitude of the
commanded step has to be large enough, so that the estimation is not polluted by the
electric noise or by any kind of unmodeled dynamics (e.g., harmonics caused by nonlin-
earities, such as dead times [193]). On the other hand, during such transient, the normal
behavior of the system should not be altered (e.g., by triggering the protections, by unin-
tentionally producing saturation or by preventing the usual control objective from being
fulfilled during a significant period of time). It is worth mentioning that, provided that
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Table 3.1: Recommended Estimation Method Parameters.
Parameter Recommended Value
υd IAMP/6
υq IAMP/4
Minimum ∆d and ∆q 0.05(5%)
IAMP 0.25id
δ 1/25
these two premises are fulfilled, the proposed estimation algorithm has been designed to
be practically independent from IAMP by its consideration in the adjustment of υa (see the
first paragraph of this subsection), as well as in ∆d(k) and ∆q(k) [see steps 5a) and 6a) of
the estimation algorithm].
Apart from these guidelines, recommended values for the different parameters involved in
the estimation method are included in Table 3.1. Such values have been chosen after having
obtained satisfactory results in all the cases tested, which cover a wide range of rated pow-
ers Prated, rated line-to-line voltages VLLrated, power levels Plevel, currents, fsw, fs and equiv-
alent inductances and resistances in the current loop, either with L or with LCL filters (see
Tables 3.2 and 3.3). Note that setting IAMP = 0.25id implies just a 3% increase in the total am-
plitude. It is suggested to employ these same values the first time that the estimation is applied
in some specific conditions. In a second approach, the designer may change them, according to
the guidelines given above and the obtained results.
3.4.2 Implementation Aspects
Two implementation options are possible: the developed algorithm could be used online,
with some restrictions, or it may be employed offline, during a precommissioning stage.
Regarding the former alternative, a PICCD must be adopted to regulate the positive-sequence
fundamental component of the current. This fact does not mean that other controllers cannot
be added in parallel with the aim of regulating the negative-sequence one (e.g., a resonant con-
troller tuned at 2ω1 in the SRF [65]) or of rejecting some harmonic components (e.g., resonant
controllers in the stationary or in the SRF [4, 7, 58, 77, 81, 111]). Nevertheless, while the es-
timation process is working, such controllers should be disabled momentarily. Otherwise, the
system dynamics would be more complicated than the one modeled in Fig. 3.2b, and the tran-
sient response would not correspond with the expected one, which could lead to errors in the
estimates. Once the plant parameters L and R are identified, such controllers can be reestab-
lished.
On the other hand, when opting for an offline implementation, the current controller in the
final application may be different from that used during the identification (precommissioning
stage), i.e., distinct from a PICCD. Thus, e.g., controllers able to regulate the positive and the
negative sequences of the fundamental component, such as resonant ones [58, 65, 77, 111],
or double SRF PI controllers [9, 58, 65] can be selected with no need to cancel their effect
momentarily, as the estimation has been previously completed. In the same manner, harmonic
regulators may also be added [4, 7, 58, 77, 81, 111].
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During the identification process, it is necessary to command steps in the q-axis current
reference. Hence, in case that such current reference has to be set by an outer loop that regulates
the voltage [58, 198], the application of the proposal is limited to a precommissioning stage
(during which, the elimination of this outer loop is possible).
On the other hand, it is assumed that ZTH and IAMP are small enough to disregard their
effect on the phase-locked loop (PLL) through the PCC voltage, and hence, the effect of the
PLL on Lmet and Rmet. If this were not the case, grid synchronization should be implemented
by extracting the phase from the grid frequency estimation provided, e.g., by a filtered and
transient-free version of a PLL frequency intermediate signal [91].
3.4.3 Other Theoretical Examples
With the aim of evaluating the estimation errors and the speed of convergence in a wide
range of conditions, the developed method has been applied to several theoretical examples,
which are illustrative cases in different applications. Thus, distinct Prated, VLLrated, Plevel, fsw
and fs have been adopted, for both L and LCL filters, as indicated in Table 3.2. Moreover,
different L and R values are regarded, due to distinct LF, ∆LF and LTH and to distinct RF, RC and
RTH, respectively. In other words, some of these examples illustrate operation under the rated
conditions, some others over them; some cases include significant grid impedances, while some
others do not. In the examples with LCL filters, the parameters LF and RF have been calculated
as the addition of the corresponding ones of the grid- and converter-side inductors, as done in
section §3.3.2, i.e., LF = LGS +LCS and RF = RGS +RCS [102, 106]. CF has been selected so
that the LCL resonant frequency is fs/8 and RD = 0.28 p.u. has been added in series with it
to guarantee the system stability [78, 102, 104]. In all these cases, the initial conditions are
set as L̂(1) = LF and R̂(1) = RF, following the recommendations given at the beginning of this
section. The parameters of the estimation method have been tuned according to Table 3.1.
As it can be checked from Table 3.2, Lmet and Rmet match with good accuracy L and R,
respectively, in few iterations (kmax represents the number of iterations that results from the
application of the method) for all the examples. Therefore, the performance of the estimation
method in terms of speed of convergence and error in the estimates is demonstrated for a wide
range of conditions. In addition, no significant differences can be observed between the results
obtained with both types of filters, corroborating that the method is also valid when LCL ones
are employed, as expected from section §3.3.2.
On the other hand, a study of the regions of convergence as a function of the parameter
mismatches is conducted for the five cases in Table 3.2. Fig. 3.10 summarizes the results. For
such analysis, the parameters of the estimation method have been tuned according to Table 3.1.
The initial estimates have been set as L̂(1) = LF and R̂(1) = RF and the effect of different
ratios L̂(1)/L and R̂(1)/R has been assessed by varying L and R, respectively, which a priori
are unknown by the designer. Sixteen different ratios have been considered for the inductance,
from 0.1 to 10, and eight for the resistance, from 0.1 to 0.8. Note that some of the values
tested correspond to very large mismatches, difficult to appear in practice (e.g., in the example
of the first row, in which L̂(1) = LF = 3.8 mH and R̂(1) = RF = 0.4Ω, variations of L from
38 mH to 0.38 mH and of R up to 4Ω are regarded). From Fig. 3.10, it can be observed that the
regions of convergence cover the majority of the areas under analysis, especially in the examples
corresponding to the first, second and third rows of the table (these only diverge in some cases
in which L̂(1) = 10L, also with a resistance mismatch). As expected due to the low fs and fsw,
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Table 3.2: Theoretical Examples of Application of the Proposed Method
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Figure 3.10: Regions of convergence as a function of L and R mismatches for the examples in
Table 3.2.
the example of the fifth row is the most critical one. In all the cases, the convergence worsens
with L and R mismatches, with the former being underestimated. In conclusion, the developed
method converges in most of the cases under analysis. Nevertheless, there is certain tendency
to divergence in those conditions in which there are very large initial mismatches between the
estimated and real values of the parameters, particularly when the sampling frequency is very
low.
3.5 Experimental Results
In order to experimentally validate the developed estimation technique, a three-phase grid-
tied VSC (of 25 kVA) working as a rectifier has been built, which feeds a dc load RL (cf.
Fig. 3.11). Its main parameters are specified in Table 3.3, in addition to vdc = 750 V and
vPCC rms = 230 V. The digital control is executed in a dSPACE MABXII DS1401 platform.
As illustrated in the scheme of Fig. 3.11b, the current is regulated by an SRF PICCD, whose
reference i∗d is generated by an outer loop, which controls vdc. The other current component i
∗
q
is set directly, to command the required steps (cf. section §3.4). The actual id and iq are inter-
nally calculated from the measured currents, and then visualized in the oscilloscope through
digital-to-analog converters (DACs). The delay compensation term e jω1Td is implemented by
the addition of a phase lead ω1Td to θ1 before being input to the inverse transformation [10].
The same i∗q step as in the actual control loop is commanded to the simulated control loop
GCL(z) in the digital platform, which is composed of an identical SRF PICCD that in this case
regulates the simulated plant GPL(z), whose parameters are Lsim = L̂ and Rsim = R̂ [cf. (3.3),
section §3.4 and the shaded block in Fig. 3.11b]. The outputs of the simulated plant i τ̂=τd and
i τ̂=τq are extracted through another two DACs.
1Inductance values for id = 9 A.
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Table 3.3: Experimental Setup Parameters of the Different Cases Tested
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As it can be checked from Table 3.3, some of the conditions in which the method proposed
in this chapter is tested are analogous to those in chapter §2. These are the cases A, C and D,
which consist in identifying the plant parameters under different conditions of power level and
switching frequency. Additionally, in this work, experiments with an LCL filter have been also
carried out (cf. case B in Table 3.3).
In order to test the performance of the method when the inductance is initially overestimated,
i.e., L̂(1) > L, if L̂(1) = LF is established as in section §3.4, the inductor should be saturated,
i.e., (∆LF+LTH)< 0. As the electric installation cannot handle as much current as it would be
needed to saturate the inductors, the following procedure has been adopted, which permits to
perform the tests in equivalent conditions from the algorithm viewpoint. Instead of considering
L̂(1) = LF, initial mismatches in the inductance estimate are set with respect to LF, to represent
such overestimation: L̂(1) = 1.6LF in cases A and B of Table 3.3. Analogously, the same idea
is applied to test the proposal under initial inductance underestimates: L̂(1) = 0.4LF, in cases
C and D of Table 3.3. An equivalent procedure has been adopted to validate the proposals of
[55, 100, 107, 120, 126]. In addition, initial mismatches of the same (or smaller) value have
been contemplated in the related bibliography [86–89, 106].
The equivalence between both alternatives can be further verified by comparing the theo-
retical example used to support the method explanation (1st row in Table 3.2) and case C in
the experimental results (3rd row in Table 3.3). In both, L̂(1) = 3.8 mH and L = 9.9 mH, al-
though L= LF+∆LF+LTH = 3.8 mH+0.4 mH+5.7 mH in the former, while LF = 9.5 mH and
(∆LF+LTH) = 0.4 mH in the latter. Regarding the resistance, R̂(1) = RF = 0.4Ω and R = 3Ω
in both, but RC+RTH = 1.4Ω+1.2Ω in the theoretical example, whereas (RC+RTH) = 2.6Ω
in the experiments. Note that id = 16 A is flowing in the former, while id = 4.5 A in the latter,
so RC is actually larger in the real test than in the simulated one; i.e., the current limit imposed
by the installation makes impossible to test substantial changes in L, but not in R.
It can be noted that in the experiments, the magnitude of the commanded steps is relatively
large, with respect to the current that is circulating before the step, as it can be checked from
Table 3.3. Such step magnitude has been set with the aim of fulfilling the first premise, immu-
nizing from noise and unmodeled dynamics (cf. section §3.4.1), which are larger than usual,
since the experimental setup is working at very low power levels, with respect to the nominal
one. Owing to this same fact, selecting such amplitude does not lead to any problem with re-
spect to the second premise, as there is not risk of triggering the converter protections or of
producing saturation.
3.5.1 Estimation Method
The developed method is employed to experimentally identify the plant parameters R and
L in the conditions of case A in Table 3.3 (Pdc = 4.3 kW and fsw = fs = 10 kHz). Results of
the most significant iterations during the estimation process are included in Fig. 3.12. Start-
ing from R̂(1) = 0.4Ω and L̂ = 9.4 mH (cf. Fig. 3.12a), Rmet = 2.29Ω and Lmet = 5.9 mH
are determined in 20 iterations (cf. Fig. 3.12f). Intermediate iterations are also depicted in
Figs. 3.12b-e. Fig. 3.12a exemplifies the approach to the first bound stage in the identification
of both parameters. A few iterations later, at k = 8 (cf. Fig. 3.12b), the refinement stage starts
for L, since LUPP = L̂= 6.1 mH is established, while the estimation of R remains in the previous
stage. At k = 10, LLOW is identified to be that of the previous iteration k = 9 (cf. Fig. 3.12c),
i.e., LLOW = L̂ = 5.8 mH, and Lmet = 5.9 mH is obtained. From Figs. 3.12d and e, the refine-
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ment stage in R estimation begins at k = 16, with the detection of RLOW = R̂ = 2.12Ω and ends
at k = 20, when RUPP is set to be that of k = 19, i.e., RUPP = R̂ = 2.45Ω. Therefore, at k = 20,
Rmet = 2.29Ω and Lmet = 5.9 mH are identified and the estimation process ends (see how each
pair of curves i τ̂=τd − id and i τ̂=τq − iq overlaps).
3.5.2 Estimation with an LCL filter
The performance of the proposed method when an LCL filter is employed to mitigate the
switching harmonics rather than an L one should be experimentally validated, as these fil-
ters are widely employed in many grid-tied applications [78, 88, 102, 104, 106, 111, 154].
Thus, a test according to the conditions labeled as case B in Table 3.3 is conducted. Note that
LF = LGS +LCS and RF = RGS +RCS are considered [102, 106], as indicated in section §3.4.3
and Fig. 3.11b. In addition, CF = 6 µF and RD = 10Ω (0.28 p.u.) have been selected (cf.
section §3.4.3 and Fig. 3.11b). Fig. 3.13 shows the results. Figs. 3.13a and b depict two
representative iterations: the first one (with R̂ = 0.45Ω and L̂ = 1.6LF = 17.4 mH) and that
at which the first refinement stage starts (in this case, L refinement stage, with R̂ = 0.89Ω and
LUPP = L̂ = 11.5 mH). Fig. 3.13c illustrates the transient response obtained with the final pa-
rameter estimates Rmet = 1.88Ω and Lmet = 11 mH after 15 iterations. This same experimental
test, i.e., case B, has been repeated with an L filter and the same Rmet and Lmet were identified,
validating the conclusions of section §3.3.2.
3.5.3 Effect of Power Level and Switching Frequency
Similarly to the experiments in chapter §2, the proposed method is applied to the test bench
working at two different fsw and at a power level of 2 kW, both distinct from those in case A (cf.
cases C and D in Table 3.3). In these two cases, an initial underestimate of L [L̂(1) = 0.4LF]
has been regarded. As commented at the beginning of this section, the conditions of case C,
in which fsw = 5 kHz, are equivalent to those of the example used to support the explanation
of the developed method, i.e., to those detailed in the first row of Table 3.2 and employed in
Figs. 3.8 and 3.9. Figs. 3.14a, b and c show the results at three significant iterations (the same
three as in Figs. 3.8a, b and f, respectively). More specifically, these iterations correspond
to the first one, to that at which the first refinement stage starts (in this case, that of R) and
to the end of the process, once Rmet = 2.96Ω and Lmet = 9.8 mH are established at k = 23,
respectively. Good matching between theoretical (cf. Figs. 3.8a, b and f) and experimental (cf.
Figs. 3.14a, b and c) results is observed.
Figs. 3.15a, b and c depict analogous iterations in the conditions of case D, with fsw =
2.5 kHz. After 10 iterations, Rmet = 1.77Ω and Lmet = 12.6 mH are identified (cf. Fig. 3.15c).
3.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, a method to identify the plant time constant of VSCs at certain working con-
ditions has been proposed. With such algorithm, both the equivalent inductance and resistance
seen by the current loop can be estimated, even in the presence of significant variations of any
of them or of important initial misestimates. In this manner, the dynamics of the actual loop
may be properly studied and the controller parameters can be precisely tuned. In addition, the
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Figure 3.12: Experimental results: step response of the actual and simulated current loops.
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validity of modeling an LCL filter as an L one from the point of view of the current loop is an-
alyzed in detail, as a function of the gain value. As a result, it is demonstrated that the method
is also valid when LCL filters are employed.
The developed algorithm is based on the iterative minimization of a cost function that quan-
tifies the complex difference between the current control closed-loop step responses of the actual
system and the one including a simulated plant, with the current controllers tuned according to
IMC. Hence, it is particularly designed to satisfy time-domain specifications. It works in closed
loop, at the same sampling frequency as the rest of the control, and may be implemented either
online or offline. The corresponding inductance and resistance of a VSC working at different
power ratings and switching frequencies, with L and LCL filters, have been experimentally
identified, considering important initial mismatches in both parameters.
Contributions of this chapter have been published in the journal IEEE Transactions on Power
Electronics [1] and presented at an international conference [13].
Chapter 4
Assessment and Optimization of the
Transient Response of
Proportional-Resonant Current
Controllers for Distributed Power
Generation Systems
Abstract — The increasing number of distributed power generation systems (DPGSs) is changing
the traditional organization of the electrical network. An important part of these DPGSs is based on
renewable energy sources. In order to guarantee an efficient integration of renewable based generation
units, grid codes must be fulfilled. Their most demanding requirements, such as low-voltage ride through
and grid support, need a really fast transient response of the power electronics devices. In this manner,
the current controller speed is a key point. This chapter develops a methodology to assess and optimize
the transient response of proportional-resonant current controllers, which is based on the study of the
error signal transfer function roots by means of root loci. Controller gains are set to achieve fast and
nonoscillating transient responses; i.e., to minimize the settling time. It is proved that optimal gain
selection results from a tradeoff between transients caused by reference changes and transients due to
alterations at the point of common coupling (PCC). Experimental results obtained with a three-phase
voltage source converter prototype validate the approach. Short transient times are achieved even when
tests emulate very demanding realistic conditions: a +90 ◦ phase-angle jump in the current reference
and a “type C” voltage sag at the PCC.
4.1 Introduction
Nowadays, there is a large penetration of renewable energy sources into the power system.
Their connection to the utility network leads to problems to maintain voltage and frequency
within the operating limits. In order to deal with them, the different countries (or even areas)
have defined their own grid codes (GCs) [37–41]. The dynamic requirements from GCs force
generation systems to remain connected to the network even when grid faults occur, which is
known as low-voltage ride-through (LVRT) capability [60, 61, 199–201]. In addition, the most
demanding of them also require grid support during these events by means of reactive current
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injection [37, 39–41].
On the other hand, the traditional organization of the power system is changing, as dis-
tributed power generation systems (DPGSs) are increasingly being integrated at the distribution
level [33, 43]. In the near future, it is expected that the amount of power from these DPGSs
based on renewable sources will be really significant. Concerns about their operation together
with the traditional power units in terms of guaranteeing the stability and reliability of the power
system have to be regarded [202–204]. Therefore, it is essential to investigate the transient re-
sponse during faults of the power converters connected to DPGSs.
In DPGSs, the control of the grid-side converter is usually based on dual loops: outer loops,
with slow dynamics, regulate the reactive power delivered to the grid and the dc-link voltage;
they generate the references for the inner loops, with faster dynamics, which control the current
[34, 200, 205]. However, when a fault is detected [206, 207], GCs force generation systems
to inject a certain percentage of reactive current within a maximum delay. In this manner,
two main tasks are critical: new reference generation and current control [65, 68, 69, 207–
210]. Firstly, reference generation for the current control loop through outer power controllers
with slow dynamics has to be disregarded, to cope with these demanding requirements [205,
209]. Secondly, a thorough analysis and design of the current controllers is crucial to attain an
enhanced transient response. This chapter addresses this second task. Besides, high-bandwidth
grid synchronization algorithms able to deal with distorted conditions are needed for the inner
loop [28].
Resonant regulators have been proved to be a good choice in current control loops. They
allow to achieve equivalent transient and steady-state performance to synchronous reference
frame (SRF) proportional-integral (PI) controllers. Moreover, they are an interesting alternative
in terms of computational burden, since some Park transformations can be saved [144, 146]. In
this manner, they are widely used in multiple applications such as active power filters [79, 114,
143, 145, 146, 158–160], wind turbines [34, 163], water turbines [211], photovoltaic inverters
[161, 204], motor drives [144, 212], fuel-cell inverters [213] and dynamic voltage restorers
[214].
A proportional-resonant (PR) controller has a gain associated to the proportional part and
another one for each resonant filter [34, 144, 204, 213]. An accurate adjustment of these pa-
rameters is key to achieve the best possible transient response. Regarding the proportional gain,
there is a well-accepted criterion for its selection, based on guaranteeing a crossover frequency
at least a decade below the sampling frequency [80]. In relation to the integral gains for the
resonant filters, several authors point that a higher value results in faster dynamics at the cost
of worse filtering and stability [79, 80, 139, 144, 146, 160, 165, 166]. In [80] and [139], an
expression for the time constant of the current control loop (just considering the dominant pole)
is given. Despite being very insightful, this information is not enough to optimize the transient
response in the new DPGS scenario, where the GC requirements related to transient stability
are becoming more and more restrictive. More specifically, in the presence of voltage sags at
the point of common coupling (PCC), the current controller should track fast the new control
references and also reject quickly the disturbance (i.e., the grid fault). As shown in this chapter,
the latest constraint is more demanding in practice and very dependent on the parameter tuning.
A novel approach to assess and design the transient response of PR controllers is developed
in this chapter; this methodology is based on the inspection of root loci of the error signals in
the z-domain, which are obtained from the controller, plant, reference and disturbance transfer
functions. Two error signals are studied: the error signal due to a change in the current command
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Figure 4.1: Block diagram of the current control closed loop.
(reference change ∆i∗) and the one caused by a voltage sag at the PCC (disturbance change
∆vPCC). Controller gains are selected in order to minimize the postfault settling time.
A three-phase voltage source converter (VSC) working as a rectifier has been built confirm
the suitability of the proposal. PR controllers with filters only at the fundamental frequency
or also contemplating harmonic frequencies have been tested. Besides, the effect of different
sampling frequencies has been studied. Transients in the current reference and sags at the PCC
have been regarded in all these situations.
The chapter is organized as follows. Section §4.2 reviews some basic concepts about the
current control loop and PR controllers. General information about the proposed error root-
locus analysis is given in section §4.3. Section §4.4 specifies the controllers and tests to be
analyzed and shows the root-locus diagrams in these different situations. Finally, the experi-
mental results of section §4.5 validate the theoretical approach and the chapter ends with some
conclusions (see section §4.6).
4.2 Basic Concepts of Current Control
Fig. 4.1 illustrates a block diagram of a digital current control loop [80, 112]. The different
signals and transfer functions are detailed below.
• i stands for the actual value of the current.
• i∗ is the current reference.
• e = i∗− i denotes the error signal.
• GC(z) represents a discrete-time domain current controller, in this chapter, a PR one.
• z−1 models the computational delay, which is equal to one sample.
• PWM(s) is the delay of half a sample introduced by the regularly sampled pulse-width
modulation (PWM), which can be modeled by a zero-order hold (ZOH).
• vPCC symbolizes the voltage at the PCC, a disturbance for the current control loop.
• GL(s) is the continuous-domain transfer function of the plant admittance. A first-order
model
GL(s) =
1
sL+R
(4.1)
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may be used in most cases. As described in chapters §2 and §3, not only does R include
the parasitic resistance of the interface filter RF, but also the equivalent loss resistance
of the converter. On the other hand, the actual inductance of the current loop L can also
differ from the interface filter inductance LF (see chapter §3). Equation (4.1) also includes
LCL filters assuming that they can be modeled as L filters at frequencies below the LCL
resonance [55, 77, 111].
• A feedforward of vPCC (v̂PCC) may be included in order to improve the transient response
in the presence of grid faults [34, 65, 113].
It is worth mentioning that, as all the transfer functions defined along this chapter are ex-
pressed with respect to the stationary frame, subscripts αβ are omitted for the sake of clar-
ity, e.g., GL(s) is adopted, instead of GLαβ(s), which was employed in the introduction (cf.
chapter §1).
4.2.1 Background on PR Controllers
As reported in section §1.2.7.3, PR controllers are linear regulators that have resonant poles
at specific frequencies. A simple PR controller can be expressed in the z-domain as
GPR(z) = KP1 +KI1Ts
1− z−1 cos(ω1Ts)
1−2z−1 cos(ω1Ts)+ z−2 (4.2)
with KP1 and KI1 being the proportional and integral gains, respectively, at the resonant fre-
quency ω1 and with Ts being the sampling period. Equation (4.2) has been obtained by using
the impulse invariant discretization method [79]. By GPR(z) inspection, some interesting fea-
tures of PR controllers in comparison with other linear regulators are highlighted.
• GPR(z) has infinite gain at the resonant frequency, which assures steady-state perfect
tracking and disturbance rejection for components pulsating at ω1. Other basic schemes
based on linear regulators such as simple proportional and dead-beat controllers (unless
more complex estimators are included) do not achieve zero steady-state error at ω1 [80,
144–146].
• GPR(z) can be designed to have a high bandwidth, provided that resonant peaks do not
affect the cut-off frequency (which is the case when low integral gains are used) [144,
146].
• PR controllers in the αβ frame are equivalent to a pair of PI controllers implemented
in a positive- and a negative-sequence SRF simultaneously [80, 144, 146]. Under the
discrete implementation point of view, PR controllers are an interesting alternative to
reduce computational burden [144, 146].
Equation (4.2) can be extended to include more resonant filters:
GPR(z) = KPT + ∑
h=1,5,7...
KIhTs
1− z−1 cos(hω1Ts)
1−2z−1 cos(hω1Ts)+ z−2 . (4.3)
where KPT is the addition of the individual proportional gains, i.e., KPT =∑h=1,5,7...KPh and KIh
is the integral gain at the harmonic resonant frequency hω1. This structure is exploited in some
applications for harmonic reference tracking [79, 114, 143, 145, 146, 158–160], while in some
others, for harmonic rejection [111, 161].
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4.3 Error Root-Locus Analysis for Transient Optimization
According to the scheme in Fig. 4.1, as a linear system, the overall transfer function of the
current loop is defined as [76]
I(z) =
GC(z)z−1GZOHL (z)
1+GC(z)z−1GZOHL (z)
I ∗(z)− G
Tustin
L (z)
1+GC(z)z−1GZOHL (z)
VPCC(z) (4.4)
where GTustinL (z) and G
ZOH
L (z) are obtained by discretization of (4.1) with Tustin and ZOH
methods, respectively:
GTustinL (z) =
1+ z−1
(R+ 2LTs )+ z
−1(R− 2LTs )
(4.5)
GZOHL (z) =
z−1
R
1− e−ρ
1− z−1e−ρ (4.6)
with ρ= eR Ts/L. The Tustin method is chosen in (4.5) because it provides an accurate discretiza-
tion at low frequencies [79], while the ZOH discretization method in (4.6) permits to include in
(4.1) the effect of the PWM, i.e., half a sample delay [77, 80, 112, 114].
From (4.4) and Fig. 4.1, the global error signal E(z) = I ∗(z)− I(z) can be expressed as the
addition of the errors caused by each of the inputs, i.e., the error caused by reference changes
E∆i∗(z) and the error caused by disturbance changes E∆vPCC(z):
E(z) = E∆i∗(z)|∆vPCC=0+E∆vPCC(z)|∆i∗=0 (4.7)
In this manner, both errors can be studied separately, being:
E∆i∗(z)|∆vPCC=0 =
1
1+GC(z)z−1GZOHL (z)
∆i∗(z) (4.8)
E∆vPCC(z)|∆i∗=0 =
GTustinL (z)
1+GC(z)z−1GZOHL (z)
∆vPCC(z). (4.9)
Equation (4.8) represents the error when the reference is modified:
∆i∗(z) = i∗new(z)− i∗old(z) (4.10)
with i∗new and i∗old being the current and previous sinusoidal input references (with a given am-
plitude and phase). These references are of the form
i∗(z) = A
1− z−1 cos(ω′1Ts)
1−2z−1 cos(ω′1Ts)+ z−2︸ ︷︷ ︸
cosine term
+B
z−1 sin(ω′1Ts)
1−2z−1 cos(ω′1Ts)+ z−2︸ ︷︷ ︸
sine term
(4.11)
where A and B are the amplitude of the cosine and sine terms, respectively. From (4.10) and
(4.11), any amplitude or phase change in the current reference can be modeled as
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∆i∗(z) = (Anew−Aold) 1− z
−1 cos(ω′1Ts)
1−2z−1 cos(ω′1Ts)+ z−2︸ ︷︷ ︸
cosine term
+(Bnew−Bold) z
−1 sin(ω′1Ts)
1−2z−1 cos(ω′1Ts)+ z−2︸ ︷︷ ︸
sine term
.
(4.12)
A priori, (4.8) is sixth-ordered when GC(z) takes the form of (4.2), i.e., GC = GPR. Nev-
ertheless, when the input frequency ω′1, in this case, the fundamental frequency, is equal to the
PR controller resonant frequency ω1, the order is reduced to four: the poles of ∆i∗ are canceled
by the zeros introduced by GPR(z). The error caused by the remaining roots decays, so zero
steady-state error is achieved. Maximizing the speed of such decay (the decay rate) means op-
timizing the transient response in terms of settling time t2% (a tolerance band of 2% is defined
for this chapter).
Once the error function is obtained, as in (4.8), one can graphically represent their roots
(poles and zeros). Root loci give information about the main characteristics, such as stability,
decay rate and damping. Thus, the controller parameters can be adjusted so that the dominant
poles are as fast and as damped as possible. Based on the residues calculation (numerators of
the terms obtained by partial-fraction expansion of the z-domain function), the time expression
of the error signal is obtained. Further justification of this process is included in the Appendix
§B. A similar methodology is applied to study the error signal caused by disturbance changes
E∆vPCC in (4.9).
In conclusion, following this approach, an accurate prediction of the error waveform dur-
ing transients can be obtained and hence, the regulator may be precisely adjusted. Controller
parameters can be selected to achieve the best result in most situations, considering reference
changes and grid disturbances. It should be noticed that, even though this analysis focuses on
PR controllers, the proposed methodology may be applied to other linear controllers.
4.4 Design Study
The methodology proposed in the previous section is particularized for the laboratory equip-
ment. The experimental setup is depicted on Fig. 4.2, with L = LF = 5 mH and RF = 0.5Ω.
This section focuses on the tuning of the current controller parameters considering different
cases:
• a PR controller with a single resonant filter at the fundamental frequency [see (4.2)] for a
sampling frequency fs = 10 kHz and a switching frequency fsw = 10 kHz in section §4.4.1
and for fs = fsw = 2.5 kHz in section §4.4.3;
• a PR controller with several resonant filters [see (4.3)] for fs = fsw = 10 kHz in section
§4.4.2.
Since the goal is to optimize the transient response in the presence of reference or distur-
bance changes, two transient tests have been selected considering very critical scenarios:
• test I: a phase reference change of +90◦ in the positive-sequence current vector;
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Figure 4.2: Scheme of the laboratory prototype.
• test II: a typical sag in wind power installations categorized as “type C” with a char-
acteristic voltage of the dip of 40% in amplitude, which implies both amplitude and
phase jumps [215] [∆vPCCabc = (122.57 V∠−2.618 rad,122.57 V∠2.618 rad,0 V∠0 rad)
and hence, ∆vPCCαβ0 = (122.57 V∠−2.618 rad,70.77 V∠0.523 rad,0 V∠0 rad)].
Regarding tests at fs = fsw = 10 kHz, a fixed proportional gain, KPT = 25, has been selected
to set a bandwidth of about 850 Hz, a value below 1/10 fs, which is a typical design constraint
[76, 80, 141]. In a similar way, KPT = 6.25 has been chosen for fs = fsw = 2.5 kHz. In general,
the crossover frequency is little affected by resonant terms unless really high KIh values are used
[144].
In the following, this study focuses on selecting the optimal values for KIh , while keeping
constant KPT , as above justified. In general, the transient response can be optimized either by
making the poles as fast as possible (which results in bigger exponential coefficients, i.e., larger
decay rates) or by placing them next to zeros that cancel their effect (which results in smaller
residues) [216]. More details about the relationship between the pole positions and the error
time-domain expressions are given in the Appendix §B.
4.4.1 PR Controller only at Fundamental Frequency
Fig. 4.3 depicts root-locus diagrams of E∆i∗(z) and E∆vPCC(z) at fs = 10 kHz, with R = 4Ω
(cf. chapter §2). They represent the trajectories of the poles with an increasing KI1 in case of
reference change (test I) and disturbance change (test II), respectively. Regarding Fig. 4.3a,
there are six poles and five zeros.
• The zero z1 depends on the input and it is defined as follows:
z1 = cos(ω′1Ts)−
(Bnew−Bold)
(Anew−Aold) sin(ω
′
1Ts) (4.13)
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(a) Test I. Roots of E∆i∗(z).
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(b) Test II. Roots of E∆vPCC(z).
Figure 4.3: Root-locus diagrams of the error signal during transients when using a PR controller
with a single resonant filter at h= 1 and fs = 10 kHz. KI1 is increased from 1000 to 150000 and
KP1 = 25. The poles and zeros that are canceled with each other are shown in gray.
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when Anew 6= Aold. Otherwise, z1 does not influence the system dynamics. Analyzing
(4.13), it can be drawn that, in most situations, ω′1Ts is really small so that the cosine term
is much more significant than the sine term. In this manner, z1 is located in most cases
next to z = 1. In general, this is advantageous, as it will be commented afterward.
• The zero z2 = ρ−1 = e−RTs/L is actually the plant pole [that of GZOHL (z))].
• As the input is a sinusoidal waveform like (4.12), another zero appears at z3 = 0.
• The zeros z4 and z5 [due to GPR(z)] cancel the poles p5 and p6 [owing to ∆i∗(z)]. In fact,
this is the aim of resonant controllers, which is verified in these root loci.
• The poles p1 and p2 depend on all the system parameters. When KI1 is low, p1 and p2 are
the dominant poles. Since they are close to z = 1, they are slower. As KI1 increases, they
approach the real axis, i.e., they reduce their oscillating terms. Once there, both poles
move along the real axis in opposite directions, making p1 slower and p2 faster.
• The other pair of poles, p3 and p4, increase their module, being moved towards the unit
circle boundary, as KI1 grows.
The root-locus diagram of E∆vPCC(z) is depicted in Fig. 4.3b. In this case, one more pole
and one more zero appear, while the other roots are the same as in Fig. 4.3a. These roots
remain exactly at the same place as in case of transients in the current reference, except z1,
which depends on the input that is tested. The additional roots in case of transients in vPCC are
the following.
• A new pole appears at p7 = ρ−1 = e−RTs/L, which corresponds to the plant pole [owing
to GTustinL (z)] and it is canceled by z2.
• There is also a new zero z6 =−1 due to the numerator of GTustinL (z) [cf. (4.5)]. Since it is
really far from the dominant poles, this zero is not important for the system dynamics.
Once how the roots move is explained, four significant values for KI1 are analyzed. The
resulting root loci are illustrated in Figs. 4.4, 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7, respectively. The canceled roots,
namely p5− z4, p6− z5 and p7− z2, are no longer depicted. These KI1 values are as follows.
a) A KI1 = 2000 that makes the dominant poles p1 and p2 oscillate (cf. Fig. 4.4). In addition,
this gain represents typical values in the range [1000− 2000], which are widely employed
in the literature for current-loop plants with comparable values [77, 79, 114, 143, 161].
b) A KI1 = 17645, for which the dominant poles are located at the same place in the real axis,
i.e., p1 = p2 (cf. Fig. 4.5).
c) A KI1 = 34000 that places the dominant poles at the real axis, but with p2 being faster than
p1, i.e., p1 > p2 (cf. Fig. 4.6).
d) A KI1 = 100000, for which p3 and p4 become dominant, instead of p1 and p2 (cf. Fig. 4.7).
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Figure 4.4: Root-locus diagrams of the error signal during transients when using a PR controller
with a single resonant filter at h = 1 for fs = 10 kHz, with KP1 = 25 and KI1 = 2000.
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Figure 4.5: Root-locus diagrams of the error signal during transients when using a PR controller
with a single resonant filter at h = 1 for fs = 10 kHz, with KP1 = 25 and KI1 = 17645.
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Figure 4.6: Root-locus diagrams of the error signal during transients when using a PR controller
with a single resonant filter at h = 1 for fs = 10 kHz, with KP1 = 25 and KI1 = 34000.
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Figure 4.7: Root-locus diagrams of the error signal during transients when using a PR controller
with a single resonant filter at h = 1 for fs = 10 kHz, with KP1 = 25 and KI1 = 100000.
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Figs. 4.4a and b show the root loci of E∆i∗(z) and E∆vPCC(z) when KI1 = 2000. It can be
observed that, by using a low value for the integral gain, the dominant poles p1 and p2 are slow
and oscillating in both tests. The other poles p3 and p4 are faster, but oscillating too. Given that
the main goal is to achieve a fast transient response, KI1 = 2000 is not a suitable value.
In Figs. 4.5a and b, KI1 = 17645 is used. Modifications in the fast poles p3 and p4 are not
important with respect to KI1 = 2000. However, the dominant poles p1 and p2 are placed now in
the real axis, at the same point, i.e., p1 = p2. In case of reference change, p1 and p2 are between
z1 and z2. This location is really advantageous since z1 and z2 tend to minimize the residues of
p1 and p2 (pole-zero cancellation), so their time responses are very damped. Regarding changes
in vPCC, the situation is a little different (cf. Fig. 4.5b) because z1 is farther now and there is
no z2. In this case, p1 and p2 residues are higher as there is only one zero and it is farther from
the dominant poles. Hence, the corresponding time-domain response is not as damped as in the
previous case. In conclusion, KI1 = 17645 is optimal for changes in the disturbance when the
goal is to reduce the settling time because p1, which is not canceled by z1 (it was in the case of
reference change), is as far as possible from the unit circle boundary.
With KI1 = 34000, p1 and p2 in Fig. 4.6a have no oscillating terms either (i.e., imaginary
part). Besides, they are close to z1 and z2, so their residues are small, which decreases their
effect on the error time-domain response. Thus, this condition is optimal for changes in the
current reference. Nevertheless, it should be noticed that when Anew ≈ Aold [cf. (4.13)], z1 does
not affect the dynamics, since its position is really far from the dominant poles. In this particular
case, the residue of p1 is more significant, leading to a slower transient response. Therefore,
in this situation, KI1 = 17645 would be a better option than KI1 = 34000 because p1 is as far
as possible from the unit circle boundary. However, as the instant at which a current reference
change is commanded is generally controlled, this scenario might be easily avoided from the
reference generation block. In relation to changes in vPCC (cf. Fig. 4.6b), z1 does not cancel
p1, the slowest pole, and there is no cancellation for p2 either. This fact leads to a transient
response a bit slower than that of Fig. 4.5b, but still very fast compared to that with KI1 = 2000.
Regarding the other pair of poles, p3 and p4, no significant changes are observed with respect
to the two previous gain selections.
Finally, Figs. 4.7a and b, depict the root-locus diagrams for KI1 = 100000. With this gain,
the slowest pole p1 is even closer to the zero z1. Moreover, p2 is now the fastest pole. The
poles p3 and p4 have moved towards the unit circle boundary, becoming dominant. This is an
unwanted situation because p3 and p4 may lead to important high-frequency oscillations owing
to their large imaginary terms.
In conclusion, for a given KP1 , the optimal value of KI1 results from a balance between that
for changes in i∗ and that for transients in vPCC. Since the settling time of e∆vPCC(t) tends to be
much larger, the proposed criterion is to minimize it at the cost of longer e∆i∗(t) transients. As
proved forward, this tradeoff, achieved with KI1 = 17645, is very suitable for the compliance of
the most demanding GC requirements. Anyway, with KI1 = 34000, e∆vPCC(t) is more damped,
which could also be an interesting feature.
4.4.2 PR Controller at Fundamental and Harmonic Frequencies
Real applications usually need harmonic control either for reference tracking [27, 79, 146]
or for rejection [27, 28, 34, 111]. In such case, additional resonant filters tuned to follow these
frequencies are included in the current control loop as in (4.3). The proposed methodology is
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Figure 4.8: Root-locus diagrams of the error signal during transients when using a PR con-
troller with resonant filters at h = 1,5,7 for fs = 10 kHz, with KPT = 25, KI1 = 17645 and
KI5 = KI7 = 2000.
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Figure 4.9: Root-locus diagrams of the error signal during transients when using a PR con-
troller with resonant filters at h = 1,5,7 for fs = 10 kHz, with KPT = 25, KI1 = 17645 and
KI5 = KI7 = 17645.
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Table 4.1: Parameters of the Error Time-Domain Expressions for the Real Poles in Figs. 4.8
and 4.9
Test KI5 =KI7 r1(p1) p
′
1(p1) t2%(p1) r2(p2) p
′
2(p2) t2%(p2)
I 2000 −1.02 ·104 0.30 ·103 14ms 1.09 ·104 0.39 ·103 11ms
I 17645 −0.34 ·104 0.25 ·103 16ms 0.22 ·104 0.65 ·103 6.2ms
II 2000 −2.97 ·105 0.29 ·103 14ms 3.63 ·105 0.39 ·103 10ms
II 17645 −1.06 ·105 0.26 ·103 16ms 2.52 ·105 0.65 ·103 6.2ms
Table 4.2: Parameters of the Error Time-Domain Expressions for the Main Conjugate Pole Pairs
in Figs. 4.8 and 4.9
d′8(p8−p9), σ′8 t2% d′10 (p10−p11,) σ′10 t2%Test KI5 =KI7 f ′8(p8−p9) (p8−p9) (p8−p9) f ′10(p10−p11) (p10−p11) (p10−p11)
−5.53 ·102, −5.29 ·102,
I 2000
1.42 ·102 0.04 ·10
3 101ms
82.83
0.04 ·103 108ms
3.30 ·103, −1.95 ·104,
I 17645
3.35 ·103 0.19 ·10
3 20ms
5.25 ·103 0.61 ·10
3 6.5ms
−3.09 ·102, −1.03 ·103,
II 2000
2.13 ·103 0.04 ·10
3 101ms
2.52 ·103 0.04 ·10
3 108ms
−8.39 ·103, −5.08 ·104,
II 17645
1.87 ·104 0.19 ·10
3 20ms
1.05 ·105 0.61 ·10
3 6.5ms
applied to obtain suitable values for KIh , starting from KI1 = 17645 at fs = 10 kHz.
New examples with resonant filters for the fifth and the seventh harmonics, as well as for
the fundamental frequency, are analyzed. As it can be observed in Figs. 4.8 and 4.9, two new
pair of poles (p8− p9 and p10− p11) and two new pair of zeros (z7− z8 and z9− z10) appear in
the root loci. For simplicity, identical KI5 and KI7 are chosen. The methodology is applied for
two values: KI5 = KI7 = 2000 and KI5 = KI7 = 17645.
Figs. 4.8a and b show the root-locus diagrams of E∆i∗(z) and E∆vPCC(z), respectively, with
KI5 = KI7 = 2000. Figs. 4.9a and b do the same with KI5 = KI7 = 17645. Observing all of them,
it is noticed that p3 and p4 are a bit closer to the unit circle boundary when KI5 = KI7 = 17645
is selected. On the other hand, comparing these graphics with those of Figs. 4.5a and b, it
may be asserted that including more resonant filters, and the value of the respective resonant
gains, affects the position of p1 and p2. Regarding the additional poles (p8, p9, p10 and p11),
it is difficult to draw immediate conclusions from the root loci in Figs. 4.8 and 4.9. The zeros
z7, z8, z9 and z10 are located at the unit circle boundary, so the two options to optimize the
transient response cannot be fulfilled at the same time: placing the poles far from the unit circle
boundary and next to zeros that cancel their effect (see section §4.4). In this situation, the error
time-domain expressions for the main poles should be calculated (indications about how to do
it are given in the Appendix §B). Tables 4.1 and 4.2 display the values of the main parameters
in (B.3) and the respective settling times t2% for the real poles and for the main conjugate pole
pairs in the four cases analyzed in Figs. 4.8 and 4.9. Settling times are calculated as the time at
which the error has entered and remained within the 2% of the residue for each of the poles and
pole pairs. From these tables, it can be concluded that the effect of the majority of the poles (p2,
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Figure 4.10: Root-locus diagrams of the error signal during transients when using a PR con-
troller with a single resonant filter at h = 1 and fs = 2.5 kHz, with KP1 = 6.25 and KI1 = 5738.
p8, p9, p10 and p11) is canceled much faster when KI5 = KI7 = 17645 is employed, either in test
I or in test II, especially the effect of p8, p9, p10 and p11. On the contrary, the effect of p1 lasts
longer for KI5 = KI7 = 17645, although the difference is not important (the settling time of this
pole for both gains is always lower than 20 ms, as indicated in Table 4.1). The overshoot caused
by p8, p9, p10 and p11 is a lightly larger with KI5 = KI7 = 17645 (bigger values of the residues
d′8, f
′
8, d
′
10 and f
′
10) and slightly smaller for p1 and p2 (minor values of the residues r1 and r2).
As the main objective is to minimize t2%, KI5 = KI7 = 17645 is chosen as the best option.
4.4.3 Effect of Sampling Frequency
Wind power installations of hundreds of kilowatts or megawatts usually work at lower
fsw, and therefore, at lower fs. The aim of this section is to demonstrate the suitability of
the proposed methodology when a lower fs = fsw = 2.5 kHz is used, with R = 3.1Ω (cf.
chapter §2). A PR controller with a single resonant filter at the fundamental frequency is em-
ployed. Figs. 4.10a and b depict the root-locus diagrams of E∆i∗(z) and E∆vPCC(z) in these con-
ditions. As justified in section §4.4.1, transients caused by disturbance changes (sags at the
PCC) are more critical, so that gain selection has been made in order to enhance their settling
time. A resonant gain KI1 = 5262 places the dominant poles p1 and p2 as far as possible from
the unit circle boundary (i.e., it makes p1 = p2, see section §4.4.1). Comparing these figures to
those obtained with fs = 10 kHz (cf. Figs. 4.5a and b), it can be observed that the faster poles
p3 and p4 have now more impact as they are closer to the unit circle boundary. Short settling
times can be achieved at the cost of bigger initial oscillations since the dominant poles p1 and
p2 may be placed at the optimal position. However, at really low fs, the effect of the delay
will make p3 and p4 dominant (or even unstable). Hence, it seems very difficult to achieve the
same design constraints (t2% < 20 ms) by only tuning the PR controller parameters. Alternatives
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and enhancements for very low fs scenarios (e.g., multi-megawatt applications [46, 104]) is a
challenging topic for future works, but out of the scope of this chapter.
4.4.4 Comparison with Previous Assessments
As commented along the chapter, the influence of integral gains in the transient response
has been approached in several works [79, 80, 139, 144, 146, 160, 165, 166]. Most of them give
qualitative guidelines that can be summarized as follows.
a) As KI1 increases, the transient response enhances, but filtering and stability worsen.
b) Coupling between resonant terms results in higher oscillations.
It is worth mentioning that an expression for the main time constant is given in [80, 139] as
τ= KP1/KI1 , which closely matches the inverse of the real part of p2. Therefore, it is a suitable
approximation for current loop tuning when resonant gains are low (“narrow bandpass filters”),
which is not the case when the main goal is to minimize the settling time. In this situation,
delay should not be disregarded (it modifies p3 and p4, pushing them towards the unit circle
boundary). Furthermore, as explained in section §4.4.1, the information given in [80, 139] is
not enough to optimize e∆vPCC(t), which is more critical than e∆i∗(t). Some advantages of the
proposed methodology with respect to [80, 139] are the following.
• It is possible to choose KI1 so that p1 = p2, the main guideline given for an optimal design.
• It allows to assess the damping of the dominant roots.
• It permits to calculate the gain at which p3 and p4 become significant/dominant.
• If multiple resonant filters are considered, cross couplings between the different terms
may be evaluated.
4.5 Experimental Results
Fig. 4.11 is a photograph of the real implementation described in Fig. 4.2. A three-phase
VSC working as a rectifier has been built to test the proposed methodology. The rectifier ap-
plication has been selected because it allows to test very demanding transients with the avail-
able laboratory equipment. Nevertheless, results are equivalent to those of an inverter due to
the bidirectionality of this converter [165]. Real-time implementation is achieved through the
prototyping platform dSpace DS1104, which includes a Power PC MPC8240 and a Texas In-
struments TMS320F240 digital signal processor (DSP). A Pacific 360-AMX three-phase linear
power source is used to supply the ac source voltages and to program the voltage sags.
The rectifier digital controller from Fig. 4.2 works as follows.
• A PI controller keeps constant the dc-link voltage vdc. Its output is the current reference
for the d axis of an SRF i∗d .
• The current reference for the q axis of the SRF i∗q is set manually. This permits a degree
of freedom to perform the tests (i∗d is the actuation of the outer loop, so it cannot be
modified). The most demanding transient in the reference that can be tested is a +90◦
phase jump.
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Figure 4.11: Photo of the laboratory prototype.
Table 4.3: Power Rate of the Different Tests
fs = fsw Test Prated
10 kHz I 3 kVA
10 kHz II 2.1 kVA
2.5 kHz I 1.7 kVA
2.5 kHz II 1.5 kVA
• A phase-locked loop (PLL) is used to track the phase angle of the power source θ1. This
angle is employed in the dq−αβ transformation of the current reference.
• A pair of PR controllers is employed to regulate the current in the αβ frame (one in each
of the axes). Their output m is driven to the PWM unit of the DSP.
The experimental evaluation of the controllers studied in the previous section is made for
transients caused by i∗ changes (test I) and by vPCC changes (test II). In addition, another sub-
section is included, which discusses the effect of the sampling frequency. Table 4.3 indicates
the power rate Prated of the different experiments.
4.5.1 PR Controller only at the Fundamental Frequency
The same values as in section §4.4.1 are used in these experimental tests (KI1 = 2000, 17645,
34000 and 100000, KP1 = 25 and fs = 10 kHz). Oscilloscope captures depict the a-phase PCC
voltage vPCCa , the a-phase current ia and the actual error in α axis eα. Besides, the estimated
error is also depicted eˆα.
This error estimation has been obtained from the respective root loci (Figs. 4.4, 4.5, 4.6 and
4.7) following the steps detailed in the Appendix §B. It should be noticed that eα and eˆα are
internal signals of the control that have been read through digital-to-analog converters (DACs).
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Figure 4.12: Continued on next page.
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Figure 4.12: Transient response when using a PR controller with a single resonant filter at
h = 1 and fs = 10 kHz, with KP1 = 25. Comparison of different KI1 values. Scales: vPCCa in
500 V/div, ia in 5 A/div, eˆα and eα in 0.9 A/div for (a), (c), (e) and (g) and in 3 A/div for (b),
(d), (f) and (h), time in 10 ms/div. This figure is continued from previous page.
Figs. 4.12a and b show the experimental results for KI1 = 2000. The initial peaks are high-
frequency oscillations caused by p3 and p4 (cf. Figs. 4.4a and b). As these poles are much
faster than p1 and p2, their influence in the error response disappears quickly. It can also be
observed that these initial oscillations are more important for transients in the current reference
than for transients in vPCC, i.e., the residues of p3 and p4 are larger in the former. The reason is
that the dominant poles p1 and p2 have minor relative importance when testing transients in the
current reference (smaller residues, but still bigger than those of p3 and p4) because they are
more easily canceled by z1 and z2 (cf. Fig. 4.4a). In case of disturbance changes, there is no z2
and z1 is farther from p1 (cf. Fig. 4.4b). Going back to Figs. 4.12a and b, it may be observed
that KI1 = 2000 leads to an oscillating and slow error decay (longer than 70 ms) in both tests.
On the one hand, with KI1 = 17645, the transient response is significantly improved for
both e∆i∗ and e∆vPCC , as it can be checked from Figs. 4.12c and d. In relation to the initial
higher-frequency oscillations, no relevant differences are discerned with respect to the previous
graphics, Figs. 4.12a and b. Regarding the settling times, in case of a change in the current
reference, eα is canceled in a time shorter than 20 ms. For the disturbance change, eα decays
in around 20 ms. Transients are much shorter and less oscillating than with KI1 = 2000, corrob-
orating the conclusion drawn from the error transfer function analysis (see in Figs. 4.5a and b
that p1 and p2 are located in the real axis, farther from the unit circle boundary).
On the other hand, with KI1 = 34000, the transient error also decays quickly and with no
oscillations, as illustrated in Figs. 4.12e and f, like it did in the previous case, with KI1 = 17645.
The initial oscillations are also similar. Transients caused by reference changes are even faster
(corroborating the results obtained from the root loci analysis of Fig. 4.6a), with settling times
shorter than 5 ms. Nevertheless, in case of disturbance changes, eα decays slightly slower than
in Fig. 4.12d, although the overshoot is smaller with KI1 = 34000 (see in Fig. 4.6b how p2 is
not canceled by any zero).
Finally, from Figs. 4.12g and h, the transient response worsens for KI1 = 100000. High-
frequency oscillations are really significant and lead to an undesired response. This happens
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Figure 4.13: Detailed transient response when using a PR controller with a single resonant filter
at h = 1 and fs = 10 kHz, with KP1 = 25 and KI1 = 17645. Scales: vPCCa in 500 V/div, ia in
5 A/div, eα and eβ in 0.9 A/div for (a) and in 1.8 A/div for (b), time in 5 ms/div.
because p3 and p4 are now the dominant poles (cf. Figs. 4.7a and b). From Fig. 4.12, it
can be noticed that eˆα matches eα in all the tests, strengthening the suitability of the proposed
methodology. However, some differences are observed when KI1 = 100000 is employed (cf.
Figs. 4.12g and h). Real responses exhibit larger high-frequency oscillations, which permits
to understand that the real plant has a delay bigger than the one considered (i.e., the imaginary
terms of p3 and p4 are actually larger). Such little increase in the delay may be caused by
the filters that adapt the sensed signals. This fact happens no matter the value of KI1 , but the
difference is more obvious when p3 and p4 are the dominant poles, as they have more influence
in the error time-domain response.
As a conclusion, as reported in section §4.4.1, the optimal value for KI1 implies a tradeoff
between reference and disturbance transients. Regarding the settling time, for the selected KP1 ,
KI1 = 34000 is proved to be the most suitable value in reference changes and KI1 = 17645, in
disturbance changes, even though it causes a larger overshoot, corroborating the results drawn
from the root loci analysis. It should be noticed that either of these two gains is a proper option
in this kind of applications where the transient response is crucial, leading to much better results
than those obtained with KI1 = 2000.
Since transients caused by disturbances tend to be much longer, KI1 = 17645 is proposed
as the best tradeoff value according to the LVRT and grid support requirements of GCs (spec-
ified in terms of response times to follow the new reference commands): when a grid fault
occurs, the system should be fast both recovering from the fault and tracking the new reference.
This KI1 = 17645 allows to attain settling times of about 20 ms in both situations, fulfilling the
conditions specified in the most demanding GCs [39–41].
Fig. 4.13 illustrates in detail the error in both α and β axes eα and eβ for KI1 = 17645. It
should be highlighted that this study analyzes each axis separately. In previous figures, eα is
shown, owing to the fact that the longest transient takes place in this component (they have been
selected this way).
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Figure 4.14: Transient response when using a PR controller with resonant filters at h = 1,5,7
and fs = 10 kHz, with KPT = 25 and KI1 = 17645. Comparison between different KI5 = KI7
values. Scales: vPCCa in 500 V/div, ia in 5 A/div, eˆα and eα in 0.9 A/div for (a) and (c) and in
1.8 A/div for (b) and (d), time in 10 ms/div.
4.5.2 PR Controller at Fundamental and Harmonic Frequencies
The same two values of KI5 and KI7 as in section §4.4.2 are employed in these experi-
mental tests in which KI1 = 17645, KPT = 25 and fs = 10 kHz. Figs. 4.14a and b show eα
with KI5 = KI7 = 2000 and Figs. 4.14c and d, with KI5 = KI7 = 17645. Slightly larger initial
high-frequency oscillations are observed for KI5 = KI7 = 17645. This is because, with these
gains, the poles p3 and p4 are a bit closer to the unit circle boundary (compare Figs. 4.8 and
4.9). Nevertheless, the cancellation of harmonic fluctuations in the error signal is slower for
KI5 = KI7 = 2000 (the poles from the harmonic resonant filters p8− p11 are closer to the unit
circle boundary). On the other hand, the error caused by the resonant filter tuned at the fun-
damental frequency is hidden by the harmonic oscillations, making difficult to distinguish its
decay rate. The overshoot is bigger for KI5 = KI7 = 17645. If the goal is to achieve the shortest
settling times, KI5 = KI7 = 17645 is proved to be the most suitable option, although there are no
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Figure 4.15: Transient response when using a PR controller with a single resonant filter at h= 1
and fs = 2.5 kHz, with KP1 = 6.25 and KI1 = 5262. Scales: vPCCa in 500 V/div, ia in 5 A/div,
eˆα and eα in 2.6 A/div for (a) and in 6 A/div for (b), time in 10 ms/div.
relevant differences with respect to those of KI5 = KI7 = 2000.
4.5.3 Effect of Sampling Frequency
The same values KI1 = 5262 and KP1 = 6.25 as in section §4.4.3 are used in these experi-
mental tests at a lower fs = 2.5 kHz. Figs. 4.15a and b display the transient responses caused
by a current reference change and by a disturbance change, respectively. Although at this fs,
the initial oscillations are bigger than those of Figs. 4.12c and d (p3 and p4 are closer to the
unit circle boundary, see section §4.4.3), settling times lower than 20 ms are achieved in both
tests. Therefore, even at low fs, transients due to changes in i∗ and transients due to changes in
vPCC can be canceled in a shorter time than that requested in the most demanding GCs [39–41].
Figs. 4.16a and b illustrate in detail the error behavior in both α and β axes.
4.6 Conclusions
This chapter has developed a methodology to assess and optimize the transient response of
PR controllers. Controller tuning aims at minimizing the postfault and new reference tracking
settling times, so that power electronics converters in DPGSs can fulfill the most demanding
GC requirements (LVRT and grid support). The developed technique is based on the modeling
and study of the error signal transfer function roots caused either by transients in the reference
(modifications of the current command) or by changes in the disturbance (voltage sags at the
PCC). Both error signals are independent from each other, since the proposed approach is
based on linear control analysis. Different significant situations considering very demanding
scenarios have been analyzed and tested. The obtained experimental results prove that the
theoretical expressions accurately estimate the real behavior of the current loop and hence, they
are suitable for a precise adjustment of its parameters.
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Figure 4.16: Detailed transient response when using a PR controller with a single resonant filter
at h = 1 and fs = 2.5 kHz, with KP1 = 6.25 and KI1 = 5262. Scales: vPCCa in 500 V/div, ia in
5 A/div, eα and eβ in 2.6 A/div for (a) and in 6 A/div for (b), time in 5 ms/div.
In addition to the proposed design methodology, some specific results and considerations
are important contributions of this study. They are summarized in the following.
• As expected from previous works, it is possible to get a very fast current reference track-
ing if high resonant gains are employed [79, 80, 139, 144, 146, 160, 165, 166]. However,
this study demonstrates that this is achieved at the cost of longer transients when there
is a change in the disturbance, i.e., a voltage sag at the PCC. By particularizing to the
DPGS scenario, and more specifically, to LVRT and grid support requirements of GCs,
both response times should be minimized. When a fault occurs at the PCC, the current
controller should reject it; at the same time, the voltage sag has to be characterized to as-
sess the new current command according to GC indications (which usually involves more
reactive current to support the grid). Once the new current reference is available, the cur-
rent controller should track it as fast as possible. Since GC specifications are in terms
of response times to follow the new current references, the proposed tuning is a tradeoff
that minimizes the most critical transient, i.e., the one due to disturbance changes. This
optimal tuning is achieved by selecting the gains so that the dominant poles are p1 = p2.
• The most demanding LVRT and grid support requirements, such as those from Germany
[39–41], require response times of 20 ms to follow the new reference command. On the
other hand, it should also be taken into account the time necessary to characterize the
voltage sag amplitude, which is around 20 ms (one fundamental cycle) according to the
standards [206, 207]. During this task, it seems very desirable to totally cancel e∆vPCC .
Once the sag is characterized, the new references for the current controller according
to GCs must be calculated (current references from the outer loops, which have slower
dynamics, are disregarded). Experimental results prove that, with the proposed method-
ology, settling times lower than 20 ms are achieved for both errors (KI1 = 17645: Figs.
4.12d, 4.13b and 4.14d for e∆vPCC and Figs. 4.12c, 4.13a and 4.14c for e∆i∗). Hence, the
proposed approach is suitable to fulfill the most demanding GC requirements in terms of
transient response.
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• It is demonstrated that the initial phase at which the step is commanded influences the
transient response seen in the stationary frame, which is not possible to distinguish from
the SRF analysis. On the other hand, the proper tuning of the PR controller parameters is
not as dependent on fs as it may be intuitively expected. The limits in the response are
imposed by the effect of the delay and its associated roots p3 and p4, but the delay does
not affect much the dominant poles p1 and p2. In practice, it is proved that settling times
lower than 20 ms are attained even for a low sampling frequency fs = 2.5 kHz (cf. Figs.
4.15a, b, 4.16a and b). In this manner, the proposed tuning for PR current controllers is
also suitable for high power generation units with low fs.
Contributions of this chapter have been published in the journal IEEE Transactions on In-
dustrial Electronics [14].
Chapter 5
Transient Response Evaluation of
Stationary-Frame Resonant Current
Controllers for Grid-Connected
Applications
Abstract — This chapter provides a thorough analysis of the vector proportional-integral (VPI) con-
troller transient response and compares it with that of the popular proportional-resonant (PR) controllers
for grid-connected applications. The employed methodology is based on the study of the error signal
roots: both reference tracking and disturbance rejection abilities are considered for proper gain tun-
ing. It is proved that PR controllers lead to shorter settling times than VPI controllers at high sampling
frequencies. However, as the sampling frequency decreases, the transient response of both controllers
presents more similarities. A three-phase voltage source converter prototype has been implemented. Ex-
perimental results comparing the transient behavior of VPI and PR controllers in different conditions are
provided: a +90 ◦ phase-angle jump in the current reference and a “type C” voltage sag at the PCC.
5.1 Introduction
The increasing amount of renewable energy sources connected to the power system leads to
problems to maintain voltage and frequency within the operating limits. In order to guarantee
the stability and reliability of the utility network, the transmission system operators of the differ-
ent countries have developed specific regulations called grid codes (GCs) [37, 39–41]. Modern
GCs force generation systems to remain connected to the network even when grid faults occur,
which is known as low-voltage ride-through (LVRT) [48, 60, 61, 209, 217–219]. Moreover,
during these events, the most demanding ones also require generators to support the grid by
supplying a certain amount of reactive current, which depends on the voltage drop [37, 39–41].
In renewable energy applications, the grid-side converter is usually based on dual-loop con-
trollers [34, 48, 209, 217–220]. Inner loops with fast dynamics control the current according
to the references given by the outer loops. These outer loops, which have slower dynamics,
often regulate the reactive power and the dc-link voltage [34, 217–219]. In addition, according
to GCs, once a fault is detected, a certain amount of reactive current must be injected by the
generation unit within a maximum delay [39–41]. To fulfill this challenging requirement, two
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main tasks are critical: new reference generation and current control [35, 209, 218]. Focusing
on the first point, the new references for the current control loop need to be updated really fast,
so reference generation through outer power controllers with slower dynamics has to be disre-
garded. In this manner, some works propose to substitute the steady-state outer controllers by
new blocks during the fault [48, 209]. Besides, a rigorous analysis and design of the current
controller transient response has to be conducted in order to achieve fast new reference tracking
and disturbance [i.e., voltage sag at the point of common coupling (PCC)] rejection.
Regarding this second task, a methodology to assess and optimize the transient response of
proportional-resonant (PR) controllers has been proposed in chapter §4. It is based on studying
the roots of the error signal transfer function by means of root-locus diagrams. Suitable gains
are set to achieve fast and nonoscillating transient responses; i.e., to minimize the settling time.
It is proved that the optimal gain selection results from a tradeoff between transients caused by
reference changes and transients caused by changes at the PCC. The effect of different sampling
frequencies is also discussed. According to this study, an accurate tuning of PR controllers
makes them suitable to fulfill the demanding GC requirements in terms of transient response.
The so-called vector proportional-integral (VPI) controllers have been presented as alterna-
tive resonant regulators to PR ones [77, 79, 142, 143, 147, 148, 157, 167–170]. Some recent
works show that VPI controllers could provide higher stability margins than PR ones, and hence,
more damped responses [77, 79, 143, 157]. Given these advantages of VPI controllers, and the
lack of studies about their utilization for current control in renewable energy applications, the
methodology proposed in chapter §4 is applied to them in this chapter, and, once the VPI con-
troller is accurately adjusted, the results are compared with those of the PR controller in terms
of settling time and overshoot. Experimental results where the transient response of both con-
trollers is contrasted are included, regarding both reference and disturbance changes, as well as
the effect of different sampling frequencies.
The chapter is organized as follows. Section §5.2 summarizes the fundamental aspects of
the methodology to be used. Section §5.3 specifies the controllers and tests to be analyzed and
shows the root-locus diagrams in these significant situations. Finally, the experimental results
of section §5.4 verify the outcomes of the theoretical study, which are highlighted in section
§5.5.
5.2 Transient Assessment Based on the Error Signal Roots
The methodology proposed in chapter §4 is based on the inspection of the root loci of the
current error signal caused by transients. Therefore, the first step is to obtain the discrete-time
expression of the global current error E(z) = I ∗(z)− I(z), which can be drawn from the current
control loop model. The same block diagram as that in Fig. 4.1 is considered and, as done in
the previous chapter, since all the transfer functions defined along this one are expressed with
respect to the stationary frame, subscripts αβ are omitted for the sake of clarity. As a linear
system, the global current error is the addition of the partial errors:
E(z) = E∆i∗(z)|∆vPCC=0+E∆vPCC(z)|∆i∗=0 (5.1)
so that the error caused by changes in the current reference E∆i∗(z) and the error caused by
changes in the disturbance, i.e., in the voltage at the PCC, E∆vPCC(z) can be analyzed sepa-
rately. The discrete-time domain transfer functions that represent the error in both situations are
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deduced:
E∆i∗(z)|∆vPCC=0 =
1
1+GC(z)z−1GZOHL (z)
∆i∗(z) (5.2)
E∆vPCC(z)|∆i∗=0 =
GTustinL (z)
1+GC(z)z−1GZOHL (z)
∆vPCC(z). (5.3)
GTustinL (z) and G
ZOH
L (z) are obtained by discretization of the plant model GL(s) = 1/(sL+R)
with Tustin and zero-order hold (ZOH) methods, respectively [79]. Apart from the resistance
of the filter RF, the equivalent loss resistance of the converter may also be considered in R,
as explained in chapters §2 and §3. On the other hand, L represents the actual inductance of
the current loop, which may differ from that of the interface filter LF (see chapter §3). The
discretization of the plant model with the ZOH method, i.e., GZOHL (z), implicitly includes the
half a sample delay introduced by the regularly sampled pulse-width modulation (PWM) in (5.2)
and (5.3), while z−1 represents the computational delay [80]. ∆i∗(z) is discrete-time expression
of a change (either in amplitude or in phase) in the current reference:
i∗(z) = (Anew−Aold) 1− z
−1 cos(ω1Ts)
1−2z−1 cos(ω1Ts)+ z−2︸ ︷︷ ︸
cosine term
+(Bnew−Bold) z
−1 sin(ω1Ts)
1−2z−1 cos(ω1Ts)+ z−2︸ ︷︷ ︸
sine term
(5.4)
where (Anew−Aold) and (Bnew−Bold) are the amplitude changes of the cosine and sine terms,
respectively, Ts denotes the sampling period and ω1 is the fundamental frequency. The same
expression can be used for ∆vPCC(z), which models a voltage change at the PCC.
GC(z) is the discrete-time domain expression of a current controller implemented in the αβ
frame. For the PR controller, it has been obtained by applying the impulse invariant discretiza-
tion method [79]:
GPRh(z) = KPh +KIhTs
1− z−1 cos(hω1Ts)
1−2z−1 cos(hω1Ts)+ z−2 (5.5)
where h is the harmonic order and KPh and KIh are the controller gains [77, 79, 146, 147, 157].
In the case of the VPI controller, discretization has been performed by decomposing the
continuous-domain equation as the sum of two resonant terms (the Laplace transforms of a sine
and a cosine term) and employing a different discretization method for each of them: Tustin
with prewarping and impulse invariant methods, respectively [79]:
GVPIh(z) = Kh
[
Lcos2
(hω1Ts
2
) 1−2z−1+ z−2
1−2z−1 cos(hω1Ts)+ z−2︸ ︷︷ ︸
sine term
+R Ts
1− z−1 cos(hω1Ts)
1−2z−1 cos(hω1Ts)+ z−2︸ ︷︷ ︸
cosine term
]
(5.6)
where KPh/KIh = L/R and Kh = KPh/L have been selected in order to achieve plant pole cancel-
lation through internal model control (IMC) [77, 79, 142, 143, 147, 148, 157]. Further analysis
about the influence of the discretization technique at low sampling frequencies fs is given in
section §5.3.3.
Once the error expressions are defined, one can graphically represent their roots and study
their movement with gain variation, as well as the effects of their position in terms of transient
response. The error transient response is, in this manner, optimized by making poles fast (large
decay rates) and by placing them next to zeros that cancel their effect (small residues).
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5.3 Design Study
The transient responses of PR and VPI controllers are assessed considering the following
tests: a phase change of +90◦ in the current reference (test I) and a typical sag in wind power
installations categorized as “type C” with a characteristic voltage of the dip of 40% (test II)
[221]. These two transients have been applied to:
• single resonant controllers tuned at the fundamental frequency ω1 = 2pi50 rad/s, in sec-
tion §5.3.1. with fs = 10 kHz and a switching frequency fsw = 10 kHz and with fs =
fsw = 2.5 kHz in section §5.3.3;
• several resonant controllers tuned at the fundamental and harmonic frequencies, in section
§5.3.2, with fs = fsw = 10 kHz.
Root-locus diagrams have been depicted for L = LF = 4.51 mH and RF = 0.5Ω, which
correspond with the parameters of the experimental setup (see section §5.4). On the other hand,
it should be noticed that each VPI controller has only one gain to be tuned, Kh [cf. (5.6)], unlike
the PR one, which has two of them, KPh and KIh [cf. (5.5)].
5.3.1 Resonant Controllers only at Fundamental Frequency
Fig. 5.1 depicts root-locus diagrams at fs = 10 kHz, with R = 4Ω (cf. chapter §2) as a
function of K1 (Kh with h = 1) in case of a reference change [(5.2), test I] and a disturbance
change [(5.3), test II]. For the PR controller, equivalent diagrams are detailed in Fig. 4.3.
The study of the VPI controller (with respect to that of the PR one conducted in the previous
chapter) implies to change only GC(z), so just the roots that depend on it are different. As the
numerators and denominators of PR and VPI controllers are of the same order [see (5.5) and
(5.6)], the number of zeros and poles in (5.2) and (5.3) is the same for both controllers. Thus,
an analogous root numbering to that described in chapter §4 is applied with the VPI controller.
In this manner, the roots that depend on the controller transfer function are p1, p2, p3, p4, z4
and z5. However, the zeros z4 and z5 cancel the poles p5 and p6 from the input, as it happened
for PR controllers, so further analysis is focused on the poles p1, p2, p3 and p4.
• The poles p1 and p2 are the dominant ones. From Fig. 5.1, their behavior is similar to
those in the case of PR controllers (see chapter §4). When K1 is low, they are close to
z = 1 and they are slower than the other poles. As K1 increases, they approach the real
axis, i.e., they reduce their oscillating terms. Once there, both poles move along the real
axis in opposite directions, making p1 slower and p2 faster.
• Nevertheless, the other pair of poles p3 and p4 behaves differently from that in PR con-
trollers. Both poles are placed in the real axis, p4 next to z3 and p3 next to z2, the latter
of which is associated to the plant. This fact corresponds to the ability of VPI controllers
to cancel the plant dynamics [see (4.1) and (5.6)]. As K1 grows, p3 and p4 move along
the real axis, getting separated from the respective zeros, and hence worsening the plant
cancellation. It should be remarked that, for transients in vPCC (Fig. 5.1b), the zero z2 is
already canceling the pole p7, due to the numerator in (5.3).
Once the roots movement has been understood, it can be concluded that the value of K1
that satisfies p1 = p2, which is the criterion selected as the most suitable in chapter §4 for PR
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(b) Test II. Roots of E∆vPCC(z).
Figure 5.1: Root-locus diagrams of the error signal during transients when using a single VPI
controller at h = 1 and fs = 10 kHz. K1 is increased from 50 to 2000. The poles and zeros that
are canceled with each other are shown in gray.
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Figure 5.2: Root-locus diagrams of the error signal during transients for gain values such that
p1 = p2 when using a VPI and a PR controller. Resonant filters at h = 1 and fs = 10 kHz.
controllers, is also the optimum for VPI ones, in terms of settling time t2% (a tolerance band
of 2% is defined for this chapter, as well). The corresponding root loci, at a high fs (10 kHz)
are shown in Figs. 5.2a and b for transients in the current reference and in the disturbance,
respectively. It should be noticed that the canceled roots (p5− z4, p6− z5 and p7− z2) are
no longer illustrated. In order to facilitate the comparison, poles that correspond to the PR
controller are also included (pPR in gray), apart from those of the VPI controller (pVPI in
different colors). The roots in common have no superscript and are depicted in black.
A gain K1 = 629.5 is used for the VPI controller to place the dominant poles at the same
location in the real axis, i.e., p1 = p2, while for the PR controller, KP1 = 25 and KI1 = 17740
are employed to achieve the same condition. This tuning criterion assures a fair comparison
between both controllers since the decay rate (distance to the boundary circle) of their respective
dominant poles is maximized. Comparing the positions of the VPI controller dominant poles
to the corresponding ones of the PR controller, it may be observed that they are slightly closer
to the boundary circle with the former, which makes them slower. This fact happens because
by varying the quotient KP1/KI1 , the real-axis point at which p1 = p2 is modified. For the VPI
controller, KP1/KI1 = L/R has been chosen [see (5.6)], but for the PR one, KP1 and KI1 have
no direct relation with the plant parameters; they have been tuned separately to achieve a faster
transient response while guaranteeing a certain bandwidth (see chapter §4). The other poles p3
and p4 are faster than p1 and p2 for both PR and VPI controllers. However, in the case of the
PR controller, they are oscillating, with p3 being faster and p4 slower than in the case of the
VPI controller.
Regarding the residues, i.e., the proximity between poles and zeros, in case of reference
changes (cf. Fig. 5.2a), the zero z2 is closer to p3 than to p1 and p2, which are the dominant
poles, with the VPI controller. On the contrary, the opposite happens with the roots of the PR
regulator, i.e., z2 is closer to p1 and p2 than to p3. This fact makes p1 and p2 have more effect
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Figure 5.3: Root-locus diagrams of the error signal during transients for gain values such that
p1 = p2 when using a VPI and a PR controller. Resonant filters at h = 1,5,7 and fs = 10 kHz.
on the VPI controller transient response than on the PR one; whereas p3 and p4 present a bigger
influence on the PR controller transient response than on the VPI one, leading to initial high-
frequency oscillations in the former. A similar situation to the one of the reference change with
the VPI regulator (cf. Fig. 5.2a) happens with the PR one in case of disturbance changes (cf.
Fig. 5.2b): the poles p1 and p2 are more dominant in the transient response because there is no
z2. On the other hand, from Fig. 5.2b, the position of p3 is especially relevant for disturbance
changes with the VPI controller since there is no z2 to minimize its impact, so the transient
response will present even greater overshoot than in the previous two cases.
In summary, from the root loci, it may be concluded that a faster transient response will
be achieved with the PR controller in both tests: reference and disturbance changes. In case
of reference changes, initial high-frequency oscillations are expected with the PR controller,
leading to a larger overshoot than with the VPI one. On the contrary, in case of disturbance
changes, the response will be more damped with the PR regulator.
5.3.2 Resonant Controllers at Fundamental and Harmonic Frequencies
Current harmonic control, either for tracking [27, 81, 146, 220] or for rejection [27, 28,
34, 35, 111, 170], is usually needed in real applications. Regarding the latter case, undesired
current harmonics may be caused by grid distortion or by nonlinear effects such as voltage
source converter (VSC) dead times [193, 222, 223]. Consequently, additional resonant filters
tuned to cancel the fifth and the seventh harmonics are included in both PR and VPI resonant
controllers. Thus, VPI controllers like the one in (5.6) are implemented at h= 5 and h= 7, apart
from the one at h= 1; the same is done with the PR controller in (5.5). Identical gain values for
the fundamental and each harmonic controller, chosen to satisfy p1 = p2, are employed: K1 =
K5 =K7 = 590 for the VPI controller and KPT =∑h=1,5,7 KPh = 25 and KI1 = KI5 = KI7 = 16900
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for the PR one. The corresponding root loci at fs = 10 kHz are depicted in Figs. 5.3a and b for
E∆i∗(z) and E∆vPCC(z), respectively.
By contrasting these results to those obtained with no harmonic control (section §5.3.1), it
may be observed that smaller values for K1 and KI1 are needed here to achieve p1 = p2 with both
PR and VPI controllers. From this fact, it can be concluded that adding more resonant filters
with high gains affects the position of the dominant poles with both controllers [81]. From the
comparison between Figs. 5.3a and b with Figs. 5.2a and b, the poles p3 and p4 are influenced as
well; with the PR controller, they are slightly closer to the unit circle boundary when harmonic
control is included, while with the VPI controller, p3 and p4 are moved slightly farther from the
respective zeros. Both effects are equivalent to an increase in their respective gains, KI1 and K1
(see sections §4.4.1 and §5.3.1). As analogous consequences are noticed for the poles p1, p2,
p3 and p4 of the VPI controller and the PR one, the observations of section §5.3.1 are repeated
here: the dominant poles are slower with the VPI controller and they have more effect on the
transient response, which will lead to a longer settling time and larger overshoot, respectively,
than in the case of the PR controller (with the exception of the high-frequency oscillations in
case of reference change, which increase the overshoot of the latter).
Additionally, two new pairs of poles and two new pairs of zeros appear in the root-locus
diagrams of Figs. 5.3a and b. They are related to the additional resonant controllers included
to reject the fifth and the seventh harmonics (p10− p11 and z9− z10 result from the resonant
controller at h = 5, while p8− p9 and z7− z8 result from the resonant controller at h = 7, main-
taining the same root numbering as in chapter §4). The zeros z7, z8, z9 and z10 are placed at
the unit circle boundary and their positions are identical with both PR and VPI controllers (as
it happened with the other zeros). However, the positions of p8, p9, p10 and p11 are slightly
different. On the one hand, the poles which correspond to the VPI controller are a bit closer
to the unit circle boundary, so harmonic attenuation will be marginally slower with this con-
troller than with the PR one. On the other hand, p8, p9, p10 and p11 are placed a little closer to
their corresponding zeros with the VPI controller than with the PR one. This fact will result in
marginally smaller overshoot in the harmonic oscillations during transients with the VPI con-
troller. Nevertheless, since these differences are quite small and these additional poles are not
the dominant ones, they will not lead to significant differences in the transient responses, which
will be practically the same as those in section §5.3.1.
5.3.3 Effect of Sampling Frequency
As fs decreases, the delay effects caused by the discrete-time implementation become more
noticeable. Moreover, the discretization method applied to the resonant controllers affects the
system dynamics [79]. As an example, different discretization methods have been applied to
the VPI controller at fs = 2.5 kHz. Figs. 5.4a and b show the root-locus diagrams of E∆i∗(z)
with an increasing K1 (from 50 to 800) when the cosine term of the VPI controller [see (5.6)] is
discretized with first-order hold or Tustin with prewarping methods (labeled as D1 methods) and
with the impulse invariant method (labeled as D2 methods), respectively. The poles obtained
with a gain K1 that satisfies p1 = p2 are marked with colored bullets. Besides, Fig. 5.4c presents
the error transient response to a step in the current reference for the different discretization
methods in such conditions. From these graphics, D2 methods are selected for discretization
of VPI controllers, since they lead to a smaller overshoot and similar t2% (with respect to D1
methods).
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(b) Root-locus diagram of E∆i∗(z) with an increas-
ing K1. The VPI controller is discretized with a D2
method.
(c) Error transient response in case of reference change when VPI
controllers are discretized with different methods (D1 or D2). K1
has been tuned to satisfy p1 = p2.
Figure 5.4: Effect of the discretization method on the behavior of the VPI controller when K1 is
increased from 50 to 800 at fs = 2.5 kHz. In (a) and (b), the poles that correspond with a gain
that satisfies p1 = p2 are indicated by colored bullets, while the poles at K1 = 50 are marked
with crosses.
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Figure 5.5: Root-locus diagrams of the error signal during transients for gain values such that
p1 = p2 when using a VPI and a PR controller. Resonant filters at h = 1 and fs = 2.5 kHz.
Focusing on the comparison between PR and VPI controllers, resonant filters tuned to follow
the fundamental frequency are employed at fs = 2.5 kHz. Figs. 5.5a and b depict the root loci of
E∆i∗(z) and E∆vPCC(z), respectively. A gain K1 = 690 is selected for the VPI controller to achieve
p1 = p2, while KP1 = 6.25 and KI1 = 5372 are chosen for the PR controller to satisfy the same
condition. Comparing the positions of the dominant poles p1 and p2 to those in Figs. 5.2a
and b, it may be observed that they are faster at a lower fs, independently from the employed
controller. However, like in the case of higher fs, p1 and p2 are slightly slower with the VPI
controller than with the PR one, which results in a slower transient response for both transient
and disturbance changes. In addition, owing to the selected discretization method, at this fs,
the poles p3 and p4 are oscillating with the VPI controller too, although less than with the PR
one, i.e., they are closer to the zeros that cancel their effect. The two previous facts make p1
and p2 have more effect on the VPI controller transient responses than on the PR ones. In the
same way, the poles p3 and p4 will have bigger impact on the reference change response of the
PR controller, leading to larger initial high-frequency oscillations. On the other hand, in case of
disturbance changes (cf. Fig. 5.5b), the effect of p1 and p2 is just attenuated by z1 (there is no
z2), so their position also results in greater overshoot (owing to larger residues) than in the case
of reference changes for both PR and VPI controllers.
According to the previous analysis, it can be concluded that a faster transient response will
be achieved by the PR controller, although as fs decreases, the behavior of both controllers
becomes more similar.
5.3.4 Effect of a Feed-Forward Path
In order to avoid steady-state error, there is no need of feedforward because E∆i∗ and E∆vPCC
decay to zero owing to the resonant controllers [145]. However, as commented in section §4.2, it
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Table 5.1: THD, Overshoot and Settling Time of the Different Tests.
Reference change Disturbance change
Controller fs h THD
Overshoot Settling Time Overshoot1 Settling Time1
VPI 10 kHz 1 8.29% 14% 17 ms 8.6 A 27 ms
PR 10 kHz 1 2.65% 28% 9 ms 4.4 A 20 ms
VPI 10 kHz 1,5,7 1.10% 49% 16 ms 8.8 A 26 ms
PR 10 kHz 1,5,7 0.92% 57% 12 ms 4.4 A 19 ms
VPI 2.5 kHz 1 4.75% 13% 16 ms 12.1 A 28 ms
PR 2.5 kHz 1 4.63% 40% 10 ms 10.9 A 22 ms
may be included to improve the transient response in the presence of grid faults [34, 65, 69, 113].
Fig. 4.1 considers the possibility of adding a feed-forward path v̂PCC. E∆v̂PCC(z) is the error
due to changes in the feedforward ∆v̂PCC and is defined as:
E∆v̂PCC(z) =
z−1GZOHL (z)
1+GPR(z)z−1GZOHL (z)
∆v̂PCC(z). (5.7)
From (4.9) and (5.7), E∆v̂PCC(z) can be obtained as:
E∆v̂PCC(z) =−z−1 PWM E∆vPCC(z) (5.8)
which shows that the error caused by the feedforward counteracts the effect of E∆vPCC with a
certain delay (equal to the computational and modulation ones). In this manner, it accelerates
the error decay when transients are caused by disturbances in the grid. Nevertheless, it has to
be taken into account that a direct feedforward is not always suitable. For example, considering
very weak grids, vPCC would be influenced by i so that the controller of Fig. 4.1 would have to
be expanded with an external loop to regulate vPCC [78, 224]. This scenario is out of the scope
of this chapter.
5.4 Experimental Results
Fig. 5.6a shows a photograph of the real implementation described in Fig. 5.6b. A three-
phase VSC working as a rectifier has been built to test the VPI controller, and to compare
it with the PR one. Real-time implementation is achieved through the prototyping platform
dSpace DS1104. A Pacific 360-AMX three-phase linear power source is used to supply the ac
voltages and to program the voltage sags (test II). The rectifier digital controller from Fig. 5.6b
uses a proportional-integral (PI) controller to keep constant the dc-link voltage vdc. Its output
is the current reference in the d axis of a synchronous reference frame (SRF) i∗d . The current
reference in the q axis of the SRF i∗q is set manually, which permits to perform transients in
1In the case of a disturbance change, the steady-state current value is zero, so the overshoot is not expressed
as a percentage of its final value, but as the maximum absolute peak of the error signal. In this manner, its unit is
A. Similarly, the width of the tolerance band that is employed to calculate the settling time is here also defined in
absolute terms (0.05 A) rather than as a percentage.
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Figure 5.6: Experimental setup.
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the current reference (test I). A typical phase-locked loop (PLL) able to reject the influence of
the negative sequence is used to track the phase angle of the power source θ1 [216]. A pair
of resonant controllers regulate the current in stationary frame (one in each of the axes). Their
output m is driven to the PWM unit of the dSpace DS1104.
The experimental evaluation of the PR and VPI controllers is made following the same
structure as in section §5.3. Additionally, an analysis of the total harmonic distortion (THD) in
each of those cases is also provided (cf. section §5.4.4). Section §5.4.6 includes a discussion
of the effect of the PLL on the disturbance rejection response. Apart from the experimental
figures, Table 5.1 summarizes the obtained results, facilitating the comparison between PR and
VPI controllers in terms of transient response (overshoot and settling time) and THD.
5.4.1 Resonant Controllers only at Fundamental Frequency
The same values as in section §5.3.1 are used in these experimental tests (K1 = 629.5,
KP1 = 25, KI1 = 17740 and fs = 10 kHz). Figs. 5.7a and b present the corresponding transient
responses with the VPI controller, caused by a reference change and by a disturbance change,
respectively. These oscilloscope captures show the a-phase PCC voltage vPCCa , the a-phase
current ia, the actual error in the α axis eα and the estimated error eˆα. This error estimation has
been obtained from the respective root loci (Fig. 5.2) by the the residues calculation method
(see Appendix §B). Note that eα and eˆα are internal signals of the control that have been read
through digital-to-analog converters (DACs) with a range of±10 V. On the other hand, it should
be noticed that the negative-sequence current component is reflected on both eα and the actual
error in the β axis eβ. Hence, when either eα or eβ become zero, it implies that the current
imbalance has been compensated. To further demonstrate this fact, more oscilloscope captures
of the disturbance rejection response are included in Figs. 5.9a and b, which display ia, ib, ic and
eα with the VPI and with the PR controller, respectively. In all these tests, the α-axis signals
are shown rather than the β-axis ones because the programmed sag (a “type C” sag that affects
a- and b-phases) has a much bigger impact on the α-axis component of vPCC than on the β one.
Comparing Figs. 5.7a and b to the corresponding ones with the PR controller (Figs. 5.8a and
b), it can be observed that the VPI one leads to longer settling times (cf. Table 5.1). Regarding
the overshoot, it is larger with the PR controller in case of a reference change, due to the initial
high-frequency oscillations (see section §4.5.1 for more details); on the contrary, in case of a
disturbance change, the overshoot is smaller with the PR controller than with the VPI one. These
aspects are consistent with two observations made in section §5.3.1: with the VPI controller,
the poles p1 = p2 are slower and the residues of the main poles (p1, p2 and p3) are bigger. In
these conditions, the settling times provided by the VPI controller are approximately 17 ms in
case of a reference change and 27 ms for the disturbance change, while with the PR controller
are 9 ms and 20 ms, respectively. It should be noticed that the response to reference change of
the VPI controller (cf. Fig. 5.7a) is quite similar to the response to disturbance change of the
PR controller (cf. Fig. 5.8b), corroborating the observations in section §5.3.1.
5.4.2 Resonant Controllers at Fundamental and Harmonic Frequencies
In order to improve the distortion, more resonant filters in parallel tuned at the fifth and the
seventh harmonics [i.e., h = 5 and h = 7 in (5.5) or in (5.6)] are included in the current control
loop for both resonant controllers. The same values as in section §5.3.3 are employed in these
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Figure 5.7: Transient response with VPI controllers: effects of fs and of adding more resonant
filters. Scales: vPCCa in 500 V/div, ia in 5 A/div, eˆα and eα in 2 A/div for (a), (c), in 6 A/div
for (b), (d) and (f) and in 1 A/div for (e), time in 10 ms/div.
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Figure 5.8: Transient response with PR controllers: effects of fs and of adding more resonant
filters. Scales: vPCCa in 500 V/div, ia in 5 A/div, eˆα and eα in 2 A/div for (a)-(d), in 1 A/div
for (e) and in 6 A/div for (f), time in 10 ms/div.
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Figure 5.9: 3-phase currents and α-axis error in the disturbance rejection response at fs =
10 kHz. Scales: ia, ib, ic in 2.5 A/div and eα in 5 A/div in (a) and (c) and in 2 A/div in (b) and
(d), time in 10 ms/div.
experimental tests (K1 = K5 = K7 = 590, KPT = 25, KI1 = KI5 = KI7 = 16900 and fs = 10 kHz).
Figs. 5.7c and d show the corresponding results with the VPI controller for transients in the
current reference and transients in the disturbance, respectively. It can be observed that steady-
state ripple (first 20 ms) has been significantly improved with respect to that of Figs. 5.7a and
b. Additionally, analogously to the previous subsection, Figs. 5.9c and d display ia, ib, ic and
eα in case of a disturbance change with the VPI and with the PR controller, respectively.
Regarding the transient behavior of the VPI controller, it may also be noticed in Figs. 5.7c
and d that more oscillations appear as a consequence of the additional poles p8, p9, p10 and
p11. Comparing these two figures with the respective ones of the PR controller (cf. Figs. 5.8c
and d), the observations included in section §5.4.1 are also verified when additional controllers
are implemented in parallel: the VPI controller leads to slower error decay and larger over-
shoot (except for the high-frequency oscillations in case of reference change), which makes
the PR controller a more suitable option (cf. Table 5.1). In relation to the transient harmonic
fluctuations in the error signal, no big differences are observed between both controllers.
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Figure 5.10: THD analysis of VPI controllers at fs = 10 kHz. Scales for (a) and (b): ia, ib and
ic in 2.5 A/div and eα in 5 A/div.
5.4.3 Effect of Sampling Frequency
The same value K1 = 669 as in section §5.3.3 is used in these experimental tests at fs =
2.5 kHz. Figs. 5.7e and f show the transient response with the VPI controller caused by a current
reference change and the one caused by a disturbance change, respectively. Similar settling
times to those with fs = 10 kHz (Figs. 5.7a and b) are achieved in both tests (cf. Table 5.1).
It should be noticed that in Figs. 5.7f and 5.8f, the differences between eα and eˆα are caused
by the current limitation of the Pacific power source during transients, since high current peaks
are demanded. Comparing Figs. 5.7e and f to the corresponding ones with the PR controller
(Figs. 5.8e and f, with KP1 = 6.25 and KI1 = 5372), it may be noticed that the PR regulator is still
the fastest one at fs = 2.5 kHz. Regarding the overshoot, in case of reference change, the VPI
controller shows a more damped response, while the contrary happens in case of disturbance
change. In any case, the behavior of both controllers (either during transients or in steady state)
becomes more similar as fs decreases (cf. Table 5.1).
5.4.4 THD Analysis
A THD analysis of the current has been carried out for all the different cases considered
in sections §5.4.1, §5.4.2 and §5.4.3. Figs. 5.10a-b, 5.11a-b, 5.12a and 5.13a show the grid
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(c) Harmonic spectrum of the current in Figs. 5.11a and 5.11b.
Figure 5.11: THD analysis of PR controllers at fs = 10 kHz. Scales for (a) and (b): ia, ib and ic
in 2.5 A/div and eα in 5 A/div.
currents in the three phases ia, ib, ic and the error signal in the α-axis eα in steady state. The
respective harmonic spectra are displayed in Figs. 5.10c, 5.11c, 5.12b and 5.13b. The corre-
sponding THD values are included in Table 5.1. Even though just the odd harmonics up to
the 21st order are displayed in the harmonic spectra, data up to the 39th harmonic has been
employed in the THD calculations.
At fs = 10 kHz (note that fs = fsw), when only a resonant controller at the fundamen-
tal component is included, a worse harmonic rejection is achieved with the VPI controller:
THD = 8.29% has been obtained, much higher than the 2.65% of the PR controller, as it can
be noticed from the red bars in Figs. 5.10c and 5.11c. This fact may also be checked by com-
paring Figs. 5.7a and b with respectively Figs. 5.8a and b during the first 20 ms (before the
corresponding transients): eα and ia present larger ripple with the VPI controller than with the
PR one. Such difference is caused by the proportional gain of the PR controller, which per-
forms certain compensation at all the frequencies. On the contrary, the VPI controller is more
selective, being able to compensate only around its resonant frequency.
When VPI resonant filters tuned at the fifth and seventh harmonics are added to the funda-
mental one, the THD of the current decreases significantly (from 8.29% to 1.10%, according
to Table 5.1). This fact can also be checked from the comparison between the red and the blue
bars in Fig. 5.10c.
In a similar way, the spectrum of the current is improved with the PR controller when in-
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(b) Harmonic spectrum of the current in Fig. 5.12a.
Figure 5.12: THD analysis of VPI controllers at fs = 2.5 kHz. Scales for (a): ia, ib and ic in
2.5 A/div and eα in 5 A/div.
cluding resonant filters to compensate these harmonics (compare the red and the blue bars in
Fig. 5.11c), and hence, the THD is lowered (from 2.65% to 0.92%). However, the improve-
ment is not as important as with the VPI one, since in this case the proportional gain of the PR
controller was already offering certain compensation before adding the resonant filters at the
harmonic components.
The current harmonic spectrum at fs = 2.5 kHz when a VPI controller tuned to follow the
fundamental component is employed is displayed in Fig. 5.12b. The corresponding THD is
4.75%. By comparing these results with those at fs = 10 kHz (see the red bars in Fig. 5.10c), it
can be noticed that the distortion has improved at fs = 2.5 kHz. The reason is that the amplitude
of the voltage harmonics caused by dead times is proportional to the switching frequency [223]
(provided that the dead times are maintained for the different fsw).
Finally, Fig. 5.12b illustrates the harmonic spectrum of the current when a PR controller
tuned at the fundamental component is implemented at fs = 2.5 kHz. The corresponding THD
is 4.63%. Comparison of these results with those at fs = 10 kHz (see the red bars in Fig.
5.10c) shows that the harmonic content has increased at this lower fs. The explanation is that
despite having a decrease in the amplitude of the voltage harmonics (caused by dead times), the
bandwidth of the PR controller has been considerably reduced (from KP1 = 25 at fs = 10 kHz
to KP1 = 6.25 at fs = 2.5 kHz). Therefore, the compensation offered by the proportional gain
at all the frequencies is much less significant than at fs = 10 kHz. Note that this is not the case
of the VPI controller, because its gain K1 remains practically unchanged. This reasoning also
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(b) Harmonic spectrum of the current in Fig. 5.13a.
Figure 5.13: THD analysis of PR controllers at fs = 2.5 kHz. Scales for (a): ia, ib and ic in
2.5 A/div and eα in 5 A/div.
explains why the THD and harmonic spectra obtained at fs = 2.5 kHz with VPI and with PR
controllers are quite similar.
5.4.5 Effect of a Feed-Forward Path
This section experimentally evaluates the effect of adding a feedforward of vPCC to the
output of the resonant controllers (see the blocks with dashed lines in Fig. 4.1). Only graphics
corresponding to test II are depicted since v̂PCC mainly improves the behavior during grid faults
[34]. The error signal components in both α- and β-axes without and with feedforward of
vPCC are shown in Figs. 5.14a and b, respectively, at fs = 10 kHz, and in Figs. 5.14c and
d at fs = 2.5 kHz. vPCCa and ia waveforms are also displayed. Comparison between these
figures permits to observe that the feed-forward path improves the transient response in terms
of overshoot and settling time at fs = 10 kHz. Nevertheless, at fs = 2.5 kHz, it is noticed that,
although the amplitude of the oscillations in the error signals is reduced with the feedforward,
there is no significant improvement in the settling time. The explanation is that feedforward
counteracts the effect of E∆vPCC with a delay that depends on fs [cf. (5.8)]. The lower the
fs, the larger the delay in (5.8), so the feed-forward action E∆v̂PCC is not as fast as in case of
higher sampling frequency. In this situation, accurately tuned current controllers are essential
to minimize the settling time. Despite having only included results with the VPI controller,
analogous graphics and conclusions have been obtained with the PR one.
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Figure 5.14: Effect of the feedforward v̂PCC on the disturbance rejection response with VPI
controllers only at the fundamental frequency for different fs. Scales: vPCCa in 500 V/div, ia in
5 A/div, eα and eβ in 5 A/div, time in 5 ms/div.
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5.4.6 Effect of the PLL on the Disturbance Rejection Response
In case of grid faults (test II), the transient in the phase angle estimated by the PLL may
have a certain influence on the current error signal. From Fig. 5.6b, θ1 is only employed to
generate (in the outer loop) the current reference i∗αβ that the current controller will track (in the
inner loop). Therefore, the effect of a PLL transient error can be understood as a momentary
alteration of the current reference i∗αβ (not to be mistaken with the case of test I, in which the
user deliberately changes i∗q ). In case of being significant, such PLL transient would have two
simultaneous consequences: a transitory increase in the current error eαβ [in addition to the
current error directly caused by the grid disturbance in the inner loop, as described by (5.3)]
and also a transient vdc error in the outer loop. As the inner loop has much faster dynamics than
the outer one, the effect of the outer loop i∗αβ transient error can be expected to have a reduced
impact on the inner loop eαβ.
In order to assess whether such effects are relevant in practice or not, test II experiments
have been repeated, this time monitoring extra variables in the control algorithm (cf. Fig. 5.15):
the phase error of the PLL ePLL and i∗d , apart from a-phase vPCC and eα, which are already
present in Figs. 5.7 and 5.8. Results at fs = 10 kHz are shown in Fig. 5.15a and b for the VPI
and PR controllers, respectively. Firstly, it can be seen that in both cases ePLL has a maximum
of approximately 15◦ when the sag happens, which is reduced down to 6◦ in just 5 ms. It may
also be observed that when i∗d starts to change (see the red vertical dashed line), ePLL has already
become negligible and eα has been practically compensated. While the former proves that the
effect of the PLL transient on the outer loop behavior is not relevant (the slow increase in i∗d is
caused by a reduction in vdc due to the grid fault), the latter confirms that it is not significant
for the inner loop either. For all these reasons, it can be concluded that the influence of the PLL
on the disturbance rejection current error is scarce. A similar behavior has been observed at
fs = 2.5 kHz, either with the VPI controller (Fig. 5.15c) or with the PR one (Fig. 5.15d).
5.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, a study about the convenience of employing VPI controllers in renewable
energy grid-connected applications is contributed. Their transient response is assessed by the
analysis of the error signal roots. Gain selection is made by choosing the value that makes the
dominant poles p1 and p2 equal. This criterion aims to minimize the postfault and new reference
tracking settling times so that power electronics converters in renewable energy applications can
fulfill the most demanding GC requirements (LVRT and grid support), as previously reported
for the scheme with PR controllers in chapter §4. Different significant situations considering
very demanding scenarios have been analyzed and tested for the VPI controller and compared
with those obtained with the PR one. Besides, their ability to reject harmonic distortion is also
judged.
At high sampling frequency, VPI controllers lead to transient responses with a longer set-
tling time and a larger overshoot (except for the initial high-frequency oscillations in case of
reference change) than PR ones, for both reference and disturbance changes. Moreover, in
equivalent steady-state conditions, when VPI controllers are employed, the current waveform
presents a higher THD than in the case of PR controllers, so more VPI filters at the observed
harmonic frequencies are needed. At fs = 2.5 kHz, the behavior of some of the poles as K1
increases depends on the discretization method applied to the continuous-domain transfer func-
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Figure 5.15: Effect of the PLL on the disturbance rejection response when controlling the funda-
mental component of the current at different sampling frequencies. Scales: vPCCa in 500 V/div,
ePLL in 10◦/div, i∗d in 2 A/div and eα in 6 A/div for (a), (c) and (d) and in 2 A/div for (b), time
in 10 ms/div.
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tion of the controller. The best option for VPI controller discretization in terms of transient
response has been assessed. At this sampling frequency, the root loci of PR and VPI con-
trollers, and accordingly, their transient responses, present more similarities, although the PR
controller is faster. Regarding the THD at fs = 2.5 kHz, similar values are obtained with both
types of resonant controllers, since PR controllers are usually tuned so that the bandwidth is
reduced with the sampling frequency. In addition, the benefits on the disturbance rejection re-
sponse of adding a feedforward of the PCC-voltage at the two different sampling frequencies
are shown. It is also concluded that the effect of the PLL on this kind of transients is scarce.
Contributions of this chapter have been published in the journal IET Power Electronics [8]
and presented at an international conference [23].
Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Research
6.1 Conclusions
This dissertation addresses the transient response analysis and design of current-controlled
grid-tied converters. Its main contributions and conclusions are summarized below.
• A method to identify the voltage source converter (VSC) equivalent loss resistance in
the plant model of the current loop at specific working conditions is presented, which is
particularly oriented to the fulfillment of transient response constraints. The proposed
estimation method works in closed loop, and may be implemented either offline, during
a precommissioning stage, or online. Moreover, it can be run at any sampling frequency.
On the other hand, it is demonstrated that an incorrect estimate of the VSC equivalent
loss resistance results in a degraded behavior of the current control loop (e.g., in terms
of settling time and overshoot), different from the theoretical one. It is also proved that,
although adding a second degree of freedom to the current controller by means of the
“active resistance” technique lowers to a certain point the sensitivity to resistance uncer-
tainties, accurate knowledge of the actual resistance value permits to further enhance the
transient response. In addition, it is also shown that despite the fact that the overall distur-
bance rejection improves for greater controller gain values, the ability to reject a particular
harmonic does not. Each specific situation should be analyzed to draw conclusions.
• A method to estimate the plant time constant of the current loop in grid-tied VSCs is
proposed. Such method permits to identify both the equivalent inductance and resistance
in the corresponding plant model, which include the actual interface filter parameters,
the effects associated to the converter losses and the impedance seen from the point of
common coupling (PCC), all of them at certain working conditions. Furthermore, the
method is also valid when LCL filters are employed. The developed algorithm is particu-
larly designed to satisfy time-domain specifications. It works in closed loop, at the same
sampling frequency as the rest of the control, and may be implemented either online or
offline. The importance of having a precise estimate of the plant parameters to accurately
analyze and tune the current loop is also demonstrated. In addition, the validity of mod-
eling an LCL filter as an L one from the point of view of the current loop is analyzed in
detail as a function of the controller gain value.
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• A methodology to assess and optimize the transient response of proportional-resonant
(PR) controllers is proposed, with the purpose of fulfilling the low-voltage ride-through
(LVRT) and grid support grid code (GC) requirements. Thus, not only should controller
tuning be targeted at minimizing the reference tracking settling time, but also the distur-
bance rejection one. It is proved that a tradeoff between both goals is needed and that
the most critical type of transient, which is the one due to changes in the PCC, should be
favored. A criterion for gain selection is developed accordingly. From the experimental
results, it is shown that the theoretical expressions accurately estimate the real behavior
of the current loop, validating the approach. In addition, it is demonstrated that precisely
tuned PR controllers are a suitable option to comply the GC requirements in terms of
transient response.
• A comparison between the transient response of the most popular resonant controllers,
namely the PR and the vector proportional-integral (VPI) ones, is presented, oriented to
evaluate the suitability of implementing the latter in grid-tied applications. Moreover,
the ability of these regulators to reject harmonic distortion is also assessed. It is proved
that at high sampling frequencies, PR controllers are a better option. VPI regulators lead
to longer settling times and larger overshoot for both reference and disturbance changes,
as well as to a greater total harmonic distortion (THD). However, as the sampling fre-
quency decreases, the behavior of both controllers becomes more similar. Besides, the
importance on the transient response of the discretization method applied to the VPI con-
troller at low sampling frequencies is demonstrated, and the best option is determined.
In addition, it is concluded that the effect of the phase-locked loop (PLL) on the distur-
bance rejection response is scarce and the benefits on it of adding a feedforward of the
PCC-voltage at two different sampling frequencies are shown.
6.2 Publications
Research work included in the dissertation has been published in four JCR-indexed journal
papers [1, 5, 8, 14] and three conference papers [13, 19, 23]. The contributions of each paper
are summarized in the following.
• A method to identify the VSC equivalent loss resistance in grid-tied applications for cur-
rent control design (chapter §2) has been published in the journal IEEE Transactions on
Power Electronics [5]. A preliminary version of this proposal was presented at IEEE
Energy Conversion Congress and Exposition (ECCE) 2013 [19].
• The proposal of a method for estimation of the equivalent inductance and resistance in
the plant model of current-controlled grid-tied VSCs (chapter §3) has been published in
the journal IEEE Transactions on Power Electronics [1]. A preliminary version of this
proposal was presented at IEEE Energy Conversion Congress and Exposition (ECCE)
2014 [13].
• A methodology to assess and optimize the transient response of PR current controllers
for distributed power generation systems (DPGSs) (chapter §4) has been published in the
journal IEEE Transactions on Industrial Electronics [14].
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• An evaluation of the transient response of two stationary frame resonant controllers (PR
and VPI ones) for grid-connected applications (chapter §5) has been published in the
journal IET Power Electronics [8]. A preliminary version of this proposal was presented
at IEEE Industrial Electronics Conference (IECON) 2012 [23].
6.3 Future Research
There are several promising topics that may be suggested for further research in digital
current control of VSCs for grid-tied applications. The most important ones are listed in the
following.
• Study of the VSC equivalent loss resistance at different frequencies, from the control
point of view.
• Analysis from the control viewpoint of the correlation between the VSC equivalent loss
resistance and the voltage drops caused by dead times, the voltage drops in the transistors,
etc.
• Improvement of the parameter estimation technique proposed in chapter §3 in order to
also identify capacitive effects on the equivalent impedance of the plant model in current-
controlled grid-tied VSCs.
• Obtainment of the overshoot versus settling time trajectories of the current loop step re-
sponse when resonant regulators are implemented and use of them to define an analytical
expression for gain tuning aimed at minimizing both.
• Development of a tuning method to optimize the transient response of the current loop at
very low ratios between the sampling and fundamental frequencies.
• Completion of the previous topic with a precise tuning of a resonance damping technique
when considering LCL filters.
• Analysis of the different effects (positive and negative) of adding an “active resistance”
in order to improve the disturbance rejection capability.
• Study of the interactions between the outer control of the PCC voltage and the inner
current one.
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Appendix A
Study of the Disturbance Rejection
Capability of the Harmonics Caused by
Dead Times in the Experimental Results of
Chapter 2
In principle, a greater K value improves the overall disturbance rejection [10]. Nevertheless,
this trend is not true for each particular harmonic, as it can be checked from the harmonic
content in the current waveforms of Fig. 2.14. In order to demonstrate this assertion, the
following study has been conducted. The fifth and seventh harmonics caused by dead times
have been considered as a disturbance for the current loop, which is not compensated by the
point of common coupling (PCC) voltage feedforward (cf. Fig. 2.2). Thus, those harmonics are
included in vPCC. Given the disturbance rejection transfer function
GDR(z) =
idq(z)
vPCCdq(z)
∣∣∣∣
i∗dq=0
=
−GTustinL (z)
1+(GPI(z)− jω1L̂)GPL(z)
(A.1)
where GTustinL (z) is obtained by applying the Tustin transform to (2.1) [see (26) in [10] with
Ra = 0], the diagrams of the frequency response (in magnitude) of GDR(z) for the q-axis com-
ponent have been obtained in different conditions in order to study the following aspects. Note
that subscripts 1,2,3 and/or 4 are employed in this appendix to denote different values of the
fundamental gain K and of the estimated resistance R̂, e.g., K2, R̂1...
1. The influence on the disturbance rejection of different K values (cf. Fig. A.1): K1 = 68.26
(dark blue curves), the same gain as that in Fig. 2.14a; K2 = 421.50 (green curves), the
same gain as that in Fig. 2.14f, K3 = Kopt/2 = 1225 (cyan curves) and K4 = Kopt = 2450
(red curves), where Kopt = 0.039 ·2pi fs [10]. For this first test R̂ = R has been considered
(note that this is not the case of Figs. 2.14a and f). From Fig. A.1a], it can be checked
that the area delimited by the different magnitude curves (and the x axis) becomes smaller
as the gain increases, i.e., the global disturbance rejection is enhanced as K grows [10].
However, regarding the capability to reject a specific harmonic, the frequency response
has to be analyzed around it. A zoom at the sixth harmonic in the synchronous reference
frame (SRF) (cf. Fig. A.1b) permits to observe that the capability to reject the disturbance
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(a) General view.
2.4 2.5
(b) Zoom at 300 Hz.
Figure A.1: Diagrams of magnitude versus frequency of GDR(z) for different K values:
K1 = 68.26 in dark blue, K2 = 421.50 in green, K3 = Kopt/2 = 1225 in cyan and K4 = Kopt =
2450 in red.
-2 0 1 2 3 4-1
R1 RF
R2 R
R3
(a) General view.
2.4 2.5
(b) Zoom at 300 Hz.
Figure A.2: Diagrams of magnitude versus frequency of GDR(z) with K1 = 68.26 for different
R̂: R̂1 = RF in dark blue, R̂2 = R in red and R̂3 = 2.47Ω in green.
-2 0 1 2 3 4-1
K1 R1
K2 R3
K4 R2
(a) General view.
2.4 2.5
(b) Zoom at 300 Hz.
Figure A.3: Diagrams of magnitude versus frequency of GDR(z) for the conditions of Fig. 2.14a
in dark blue, of Fig. 2.14f in green and optimal conditions for the final implementation in red.
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at 300 Hz is better with K1 = 68.26 than with K2 = 421.50 (in Fig. A.1b, the magnitude
of the dark blue curve is smaller than that of the green one); the other gains, K3 and K4,
offer a smaller sensitivity at that specific frequency. This change of tendency at high
frequencies, compared to the overall behavior, can also be corroborated from the curve
crossings in the right-hand part of Fig. A.1a, which means that the disturbance rejection
above a certain frequency worsens for increasing K values.
2. The influence on the disturbance rejection of different R estimates, while its actual value
is kept constant at R = 2.3Ω (cf. Fig. A.2): R̂1 = RF (dark blue curves), R̂2 = R (red
curves) and R̂3 = 2.47Ω (green curves), for K1 = 68.26. From Fig. A.2a, for a very low
gain K1 = 68.26, it can be checked that in addition to K, the R estimate influences the
overall disturbance rejection capability. The area delimited by the magnitude curves (and
the x axis) is larger as R̂ decreases, which means that the global disturbance rejection
worsens. Since the R estimate is directly related with the integral gain in chapter §2, i.e.,
KI = KR̂ [10, 141], this fact could be expected. On the other hand, from the zoom at
300 Hz for the three R estimates (cf. Fig. A.2b), it can be observed that the ability to
reject the sixth harmonic is better for the lowest R̂ and worse for the largest one. As it
happened with K variations, the disturbance rejection above a certain frequency worsens
for increasing R estimates (see that the three magnitude curves cross in Fig. A.2a).
This same study has been repeated for K2 = 421.50 and for K4 = Kopt = 2450, with
equivalent results. It should be highlighted that the differences among the capability to
reject the sixth harmonic of the three cases of R estimates become more significant as K
grows.
3. Finally, in order to summarize the conclusions, and to link them to the cases in chapter
§2, which are more representative, the following frequency responses (in magnitude) are
compared in Fig. A.3:
a) conditions of Fig. 2.14a i.e., K1 = 68.26 and R̂1 = RF (dark blue curves);
b) conditions of Fig. 2.14f, i.e., K2 = 421.50 and R̂3 = 2.47Ω (green curves);
c) conditions suggested in section §2.4.4 as appropriate to be implemented during normal
operation (after the identification process) when a PI controller with state-feedback
cross-coupling decoupling (PICCD) is selected, i.e., K4 = Kopt = 2450 and R̂2 = R
(red curves).
From the comparison between the dark blue and green curves in Fig. A.3, it can be
concluded that the former leads to a better disturbance rejection of the sixth harmonic (cf.
Fig. A.3b), whereas the latter presents better rejection in most of the rest of the spectrum
(cf. Fig. A.3a). Therefore, since the sixth harmonic is usually the most important one
in magnitude, once the steady state is reached, it should be expected that the conditions
of Fig. 2.14a result in a lower total harmonic distortion (THD) than those of Fig. 2.14f.
On the other hand, it should be remarked that the best harmonic rejection is achieved in
the conditions suggested to be implemented during normal operation, once R has been
identified (see the red curves in Fig. A.3). Not only is the global harmonic rejection
better, but also the specific behavior at 300 Hz. Of course, there will be certain harmonic
frequencies (higher than these ones) at which the harmonic rejection worsens (see the
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crossings in the magnitude curves on the right side of Fig. A.3a). Anyway, selective
controllers could be implemented in order to guarantee proper rejection of the harmonic
components.
Appendix B
Mathematical Development of the Error
Time-Domain Expressions for Chapter 4
This appendix explains how to obtain the error time-domain expression e∆i∗(t) from the z-
domain one E∆i∗(z) in case of reference changes. Regarding disturbance transients, the process
to calculate e∆vPCC(t) from E∆vPCC(z) is analogous.
From the factorized expression of E∆i∗(z), the corresponding partial-fraction expansion is
E∆i∗(z) =
ι
∑
l=1
rlz
z− pl (B.1)
where ι represents the number of poles (ι = 6 for E∆i∗ and ι = 7 for E∆vPCC). Both real and
complex poles without distinction are denoted by pl ∈ C, while rl ∈ C are their respective
residues. Equation (B.1) can be rewritten as
E∆i∗(z) =
κ
∑
i=1
riz
z− pi︸ ︷︷ ︸
real poles
+
χ
∑
j=1
b jz2+ c jz
(z− p j)(z− p∗j)︸ ︷︷ ︸
complex conjugate poles
(B.2)
where ι = κ+ 2χ, with being κ the number of real poles pi and with χ being the number
of conjugate pole pairs p j − p∗j ; ri stands for the residues of the real poles pi. Concerning
the residues of the complex poles r j, the variables b j = 2Re(r j) = r j + r∗j and c j = −(r j +
r∗j )Re(p j)+(r j− r∗j )Im(p j) are employed, with b j,c j,ri ∈R and r j ∈ C.
From (B.2), the time-domain expression can be obtained from z-inverse transforms:
e∆i∗(t) =
κ
∑
i=1
rie−p
′
it︸ ︷︷ ︸
real poles
+
χ
∑
j=1
[
d′jcos(ω
′
d jt)+ f
′
j sin(ω
′
d jt)
]
e−σ
′
jt︸ ︷︷ ︸
complex conjugate poles
(B.3)
where p′i = ln |pi|/Ts, d′j = r j+ r∗j , p′j = ln
∣∣p j∣∣/Ts = ln ∣∣∣σ′j + jω′d j∣∣∣/Ts and f ′j = r j− r∗j with σ′j
and ω′d j being the real and the imaginary terms of the poles p
′
j and p
′
i; d
′
j, σ′j, ω′d j and f
′
j ∈ R
and p′j ∈ C.
Fig. B.1 illustrates an alternative method which permits to obtain the time-domain expres-
sions from the z-domain ones without factorizing and calculating residues. It is based on the
impulse response of a discrete filter defined by E(z). This method has been employed to gener-
ate the estimated error signals eˆ(t) included in the experimental results.
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Discrete 
impulse E(z)
e(t)^
Figure B.1: Block diagram in Simulink that shows how to obtain the error time-domain expres-
sion from the z-domain one.
